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Introduction
doris jedamski & rick honings

In 1789, Johann Anton Neubronner (17631815), the German grandfather of 
the renowned Indologist Herman Neubronner van der Tuuk (18241894), left 
Europe for a journey into the unknown. The letters he sent home from the 
various ports along the way (since 2020 kept in the Special Collections of Lei
den University Libraries) vividly portray the adventurous and lifethreaten
ing nature of a journey to the Dutch East Indies at that time. Neubronner’s 
writing affords the reader significant insight into life on board the ship. For 
example, he reports with a degree of sarcasm how the ship almost went up in 
smoke because a bottle of acid, clandestinely smuggled on board by the ship’s 
doctor, got too close to 230 barrels of gunpowder that were kept in the storage 
room. Neubronner also notes, somewhat matteroffactly, how a baby was 
born to a young mother whose father had taken his family sailing towards 
a colonial career in the Indies. The woman in question had managed to hide 
her pregnancy from everyone on board, including her own parents. Further
more, Neubronner depicts the more profane aspects of the journey:

On board I got food that was almost better than what I had in Amsterdam. […] On 
Sundays it is salted beef, which had been in salted water for 24 hours, no bouillon 
allowed, butter is added to the soup. On Mondays it’s barley with raisins or prunes. 
On Tuesdays delicious smoked bacon with sauerkraut […]. Wednesday barley with 
dried fish, Thursday again salted fish with peas, Friday rice or barley with peas, 
Saturday it’s again barley with raisins or prunes […] On ‘meat days’ there is also 
wine, and, by the way, every day 4x a small glass of Chinese brandy.1

In 1594, the first Dutch ships sailed to the East Indies, arriving on the coast 
of Java the following year. Less than a decade later, in 1602, the Vereenigde 
Oostindische Compagnie (VOC, Dutch East India Company) was founded. 
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth century, almost five thou
sand ships were sent to Asia and the Dutch East Indies, attracting a growing 
number of travellers, with trade as one of the major incentives. In addition 
to Dutch missionary ambitions, progress and technological innovations not 
only fed the growing hunger for expansion, but also stirred an appetite for 
adventure. The hope for a life in welfare is mirrored in the growing numbers 
of passengers travelling ‘East’ in the nineteenth century and the first half of 
the twentieth century.2
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Many publications, whether stated explicitly or not, spring from con
ferences and conference panels – as is the case with this book. Travelling the 
Dutch East Indies covers diverse aspects of travels to and within the former 
colony in ‘the East’. The deciding spark in this case flew from the Interna
tional Convention of Asian Scholars (ICAS), which was held in Leiden from 
15 to 19 July 2019. Doris Jedamski, curator of South and Southeast Asian 
Manuscripts and Printed Works at Leiden University Libraries, organised 
the panel ‘Travel and Transport in the Dutch East Indies’. Whilst the papers 
were as diverse as one could possibly imagine, they nonetheless presented a 
patchworkimpression of the manifold sideshows of travel culture that are 
hardly ever discussed. Only a few months later, travelling suddenly became 
impossible as a result of the global COVID19 pandemic, emphasising how 
much travel has become part of our daily lives.

Travel and travel records are not a novelty in scholarly research. 
Throughout almost all major disciplines within the Humanities, one can 
find contributions related to, or being significant for, the study of travel cul
ture and history. Indeed, a search of the online catalogue of Leiden Universi
ty Libraries using the keyword ‘travel’ returns more than four million hits: 
articles, edited volumes, and books, mostly in English, although encom
passing many other languages, most of them published over the last two 
decades. Omitting publications that discuss how ideas or diseases travel, 

Batavia, by Jacob Keyser 1730. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 36D285.
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there remains an impressive number of publications which, of course, raises 
the question: Why add yet another to them? 

The aim of this volume is to bridge the gap between conventional trav
el studies and less conventional approaches and, in doing so, to take a fresh 
look at the Asian collection at Leiden University Libraries. However, this 
volume will not, as is so often the case, concentrate on one aspect of trav
el – a particular genre or material sort, a specific traveller or group of trav
ellers, or on a certain period. There are two primary themes in this volume. 
The first is the basic structure of travel itself: All journeys start with some 
form of preparation, followed by the boarding of the vessel – the ship, plane, 
train, or carriage – and, most importantly, the time spent on board. This 
time spent between here and there, the line between from and to, is a space in 
which familiar rules and norms either change or seem temporarily suspend
ed altogether. The second theme is the literary representation of travel. How 
did European and nonEuropean travellers write about their trips to and in 
the Indies? This brings this book into the field of international travel writ
ing studies.

The travel route from the Netherlands to the Dutch East Indies was not a 
deliberately chosen focus of study, but rather grew from current research in 
the Netherlands. And whilst the period covered may be circumscribed with 
the term ‘colonial’, this is not a book on colonialism. Rather, it is a book on 
travel culture and travel literature, which has been shaped heavily by the 
colonial situation of the period – one that undoubtably would have been en
tirely different if the world order and power constellation had been differ
ent. Hence, the perspective of this book is fundamentally Western in nature, 
thus inevitably carrying with it the cultural baggage that none of its con
tributors could possibly leave behind.

Acknowledging the above, it is crucial to also investigate the reverse per
spective, to look at indigenous travel culture – within the Malay Archipelago 
itself, as well as that to the Netherlands and Europe. The latter form of travel 
writing was rare, but it did exist. Unfortunately, few indigenous travellers 
kept a diary or wrote home on a regular basis. If they did, and if their records 
even survived the profoundly paperunfriendly climate and papereating 
creatures, such records have yet to surface in any great number. Notwith
standing their scarcity, some rare examples of indigenous travel records are 
discussed in this book – albeit by Western scholars with an inevitably West
ern perspective. There is nothing wrong with a Western perspective; indeed, 
there is no other perspective that Western scholars could possibly assume. 
It is merely to acknowledge that even if one might pretend to put oneself in 
the shoes of the other, that shoe will never truly fit. Rather, this volume pro
vides a patchwork of Western glimpses and ideas that hopefully will stim
ulate others, also nonWestern scholars. To date, travel culture studies have 
not attracted much attention in Indonesia, despite the fact that travel and 
transport play such a crucial role in everyday life as well as in many narrative 
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traditions. The travel culture of the Malay Archipelago – whether real or im
agined – differed profoundly from the Western one, and probably still does. 
Comparative studies in this field have the potential to fill this gap. This 
is why, in 2020 in Leiden, the Vidi project Voicing the Colony: Travelers in the 
Dutch East Indies, 1800-1945 began. Funded by the Dutch Research Council 
(NWO), the project analyses both Dutch and Indonesian travel perspectives. 
Three scholars involved with the project – Judith E. Bosnak, Rick Honings, 
and Nick Tomberge – each contributed a chapter to this book.

Just like the contributors to this volume, the authors of the letters, trav
el reports, diaries, and other sources under scrutiny here could not rid them
selves from their cultural baggage. However, the ‘Western perspective’ is 
certainly not homogenous, and has been subject to profound change over 
the centuries. The source material used is manifold: travel journals give in
sight into the feelings and perception of travellers during their journeys; 
photographs and picture cards are prominent media via which to capture 
and share impressions gathered during a journey; archival documents con
vey a sphere of historical factuality; travel literature allows a broader public 

‘Promenade sur la Place de Waterloo a Batavia’, by A.J. Bik 1842. Leiden University 
Libraries, KITLV 47B27.
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to participate in the – real or fictitious – experience of a journey; and ephem
eral items, such as illustrations to a story, can provide fleeting yet touching 
glimpses of the travel experience of an individual or a group. 

Anticipation, expectation, retrospective interpretation – one must look 
at travel from all sides and will inevitably see something different every 
time. The missionary leaving to spread the word of God, the young woman 
leaving to marry a glove on board the ship, the young man leaving home to 
find adventure or wealth, work and sometimes even death in the colonial 
world – each travelled with different expectations, hopes, and anxieties. This 
journey towards an uncertain future was for some forced, whilst for others 
the journey was an end in itself. Some left their home forever to find a new 
one on the other side of the world, whilst others left with the firm intention 
to return to their European home at some point. 

Initially, it was predominantly men who travelled to the Indies. For 
many male Dutch travellers, the journey marked the beginning (or in
deed, the end) of their leave from colonial duty granted every so many years. 
When a change in colonial policy in the nineteenth century led to a strong 
disapproval of mixed marriages, there arose a growing demand for Europe
an Dutch women from the homeland, even though they remained some
what scarce. Add this to this the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, making 
travel faster and less dangerous, and the growing emancipation of Western 
societies, and it is clear that the number of women travelling to the Indies 
– and not only as bridestobe – increased. In the twentieth century, tour
ism started to blossom and became a major motivation for those wishing to 
travel to Asia.

Europeans in front of a car, presumably on Java, circa 1910. Leiden University Li
braries, KITLV 153118.
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Depending on the distance to be covered and of course period, modes 
of transport ranged from mule, horse, carriage, and ship to, more recently, 
train, car, bus, (motor)cycle, and aircraft. The historical and technical de
velopment of the various modes of transport and the infrastructure needed 
to cover large distances had a significant impact on travel culture in all re
gions of the world. The speed of travel not only determines the actual trav
el experience, but also makes destinations that used to be out of reach ac
cessible, not only to the privileged few, but ultimately to large numbers of 
travellers. However, compared to the mass tourism of the postWorld War II 
era, twentiethcentury prewar travel often still carried with it an air of ex
clusivity and extravagance. This, of course, does not extend to the fourth
class steerage passengers of the large ocean liners – those fleeing poverty or 
prosecution. Generally speaking, throughout all the developments in the 
various forms of transport, travel safety remained unquestioned. Indeed, 
a pervasive, almost unconditional trust was placed in modern technology, 
notwithstanding the fact that planes did crash, and ships occasionally sank.

Historical Perspectives

The contributions to this volume are divided into two thematic parts. In the 
first part, ‘Historical Perspectives’, three historians analyse different aspects 
of travelling to the Dutch East Indies. Erik Odegard, who focuses on the ‘First 
Voyage’ from the Netherlands to ‘the East’ (15921595), emphasises the finan
cial aspects of the preparations of the journey, but also highlights the rele
vance of ‘intelligence’. Looking with envy at the Portuguese who had success
fully built their shipping route to Asia and watching them returning rich 
from their voyages over the oceans, the Dutch were determined to grab a ‘piece 
of the pie’. Yet their aim was not (yet) to conquer or to colonise, but rather to 
profit from trade. Hence, they made plans to travel to Asia with Sunda as their 
primary destination. There were, however, two major problems: they had no 
ships that could make the journey, and they had no clue how to get there. 
Odegard describes how Amsterdam merchants organised themselves into the 
‘Compagnie van Verre’ (Company of Distant Lands) – the first of four predeces
sors to the VOC – to tackle these problems, amongst others by way of intensive 
fund raising and espionage. In 1595, following at least three years of prepara
tion, four ships with 249 men on board left Texel bound to Asia. Despite be
ing firmly convinced that they were well prepared, only 89 men were to return 
alive. On the basis of historic documents, Odegard reveals that the commer
cial, political, and military information gathered by the Dutch was, to a large 
degree, based on badly outdated sources. Nonetheless, those disastrous first 
Dutch voyages to the Indies inspired others to embark on the same journey. 

The second chapter, ‘Floating Cuisine’, authored by Geke Burger, ex
plores the food culture on board the ship by taking a close look into the 
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galleys and restaurants of the Dutch ships commuting between Europe 
and the Dutch East Indies. Whether by sailing vessels, steamers, or, even
tually, by ocean liners, travellers shared one thing in common: they spent 
weeks on board and they all needed food and drink. Burger sheds light on 
the supply of food – its storage, preparation, presentation, and actual serv
ing. She investigates the foodrelated infrastructure on the ship, but also the 
challenges and changes that passengers and their eating habits underwent 
throughout the centuries. Twentiethcentury shipping companies realised 
that meals on board meant much more than the simple response to hunger. 
Burger consults a vast variety of printed material, ephemeral materials such 
as menu cards, price lists, programmes, and deck plans, as well as rare con
temporary publications on this aspect of travel. The latter were intended to 
prepare the passengers for the journey, but they also served to shape expec
tations before leaving harbour. Burger paints a fascinating picture of the de

Dinner, presumably on board of the MS Constantijn Huygens in the Dutch East In
dies, circa 1925. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 60126.
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velopment of onboard food culture in the broadest sense, revealing the mag
nitude of food preparation and consumption on board.

In the 1920s and 1930s, technical progress leapt forwards and civil avia
tion gained greater and greater importance. In Europe, it became a matter 
of national prestige, but also a question of economic gain to be amongst the 
first to have the technology to cover long distances by plane. The competi
tion, however, was intense, and as Marc Dierikx reconstructs in his chapter 
on civil air transport in the Netherlands East Indies between 1928 and 1942, 
the Dutch, again, tried to stay in the race. Technically speaking, longdis
tance international flights, for instance from Amsterdam to Batavia, were 
still a challenge. However, as they not only shortened the delivery time for 
mail and cargo, but also sped up the transport of people to and from the In
dies enormously, they were the ultimate goal. For similar reasons, nation
al flights were just as relevant, although they were easier to establish and 
maintain, not least as landing rights presented much less of an obstacle. 
Dierikx also touches upon the impact of civil aviation on the colonial soci
ety in the Indies. Whilst providing an outline of the history of aviation in 
the Indies, Dierikx also draws a detailed picture of what flying really meant 

Aircraft of the Royal Dutch Indies Airways (KNILM), presumably at Surakarta, circa 
1927. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 157892.
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in those days. Flights and unexpected stops were often far from pleasant. 
Crews of course did everything they could to pamper the few passengers 
on board, but they could not mitigate for turbulence when flying low or 
the freezing cold when flying high, neither were they able to take away the 
rather high risk that the itinerary would be subject to unforeseen chang
es due to technical problems. However, the national services, set up in the 
1930s by the Koninklijke NederlandschIndische Luchtvaart Maatschappij 
(KNILM, the Royal Dutch Indies Airways, predecessor of the Dutch airline 
KLM), received a warm welcome from the colonial elite, and soon after, the 
blossoming tourist industry also greatly benefitted from this new means of 
transport. 

Literary Representations

The second part of this volume examines literary representations of travel
ling, both to the Indies more generally, and within the archipelago itself. 
The main sources for these chapters are travel texts. The travel writing gen
re has received a great deal of attention in recent decades, with the subject 
area of travel writing studies now thriving internationally. However, this 
international scholarly interest is not limited to historical travel literature. 
Modern texts (and travel blogs) have equally become research objects. Yet 
the genre has not always been taken seriously. Whilst travel literature was 
a popular genre in previous centuries, it was not considered ‘high’ culture. 
As in the English context, Dutch travel texts mainly served as a source of in
formation, telling the ‘home country’ about foreign regions and people, or 
allowing ‘armchair travellers’ to ‘visit’ exotic places.3

Whilst everybody may have an idea of what travel literature is, it is not 
so easy to provide a precise definition. We have travel journals based on ship 
logbooks, travel diaries, memoirs, notes, reports of research expeditions, re
ports, ships’ journals, travel poetry, travel guides, travel letters, journalistic 
articles, and serials. However, such sources stand apart from the imaginary 
travel story – a separate genre, the existence of which questions whether 
works with a fictional component should be counted amongst travel litera
ture at all. Furthermore, travel texts come in as great a variety as the places 
that are visited and the themes that are addressed. So, is there anything that 
unites all these genres? There is this famous definition by English writer 
Jonathan Raban, who describes travel writing as ‘a notoriously raffish open 
house where different genres are likely to end up in the same bed’.4 

Research into colonial travel texts occupies a separate place within trav
el writing studies. The hidden ideologies in travel texts have garnered great 
interest. Whilst many travel texts may, at first glance, seem to be objective, 
this is definitely not the case. As Tim Youngs put it: ‘The biggest fiction is 
travel writing’s own claim to being an objective genre.’5 This is true of all 
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The Great Post Road in Buitenzorg (now Bogor), circa 1900. Leiden University Li
braries, KITLV 502920.
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travel literature, but particularly so of colonial travel literature. For travel 
writing is always bound up with the acquisition of knowledge and power: 
‘The desire to map is never innocent.’6 The genre was greatly influenced by 
notions about gender, class, and race.

Since these travel texts were read avidly, they are more than just reflec
tions and representations of (a historical) reality: they have also coshaped 
that reality. Since the publication of Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978) – a 
foundational text for travel writing studies7 – it has been acknowledged that 
texts consist of representations of reality and that those representations do 
not so much reflect reality as offer a view on it. According to Said, an ‘Orien
talistic’ image has been created of the Orient, which has defined how people 
understand reality. Ever since, travel texts have substantially contributed to 
the legitimation of the imperial project as presented to domestic audiences.8

Yet the genre has received much less scholarly attention in the Neth
erlands than elsewhere; something equally true of colonial travel writing.9 
This is a missed opportunity, since travel writing represents a crucial source 
of information on how travellers defined themselves and others. As Euro
peans entered a colonial ‘contact zone’10 and were confronted with foreign 
cultures, they were forced to write about the ‘Other’ and, therefore, about 
themselves. In this sense, travelling is always a confrontation between ‘al
terity and identity’ and between ‘difference and similarity’.11 The process 
in which differences are stressed and frequently magnified is commonly 
known as ‘othering’. By focussing on what was strange, travellers implicit
ly presented an image of themselves as well: depicting another as inferior, 
they simultaneously argued their own superiority. The process of ‘othering’ 
is therefore closely related to ‘selffashioning’. Travel writing is perfectly 
suited for gaining a nuanced image of ideologies and power structures. It is 
also for this reason that Tim Youngs calls it ‘the most socially important of 
all literary genres’.12

The first chapter in this section features Coen van ’t Veer’s ‘Thrilling 
Fiction, Travel Guides and Spaces of Identity’. In a close textual analysis 
of selected Dutch novels from 1850 to 1940, Van ’t Veer demonstrates how 
travellers – passengers and staff alike – formed a microversion of the colo
nial society that they were approaching or leaving behind. This microcos
mos, however, was challenged by the circumstances: in everyday life, there 
is hardly any space where all social classes and various ‘races’ share such a 
confined space over such a relatively long period of time. In such a pressured 
environment, the gravity and impact of differences and conflicts were easi
ly multiplied and had the potential to grow into serious, sometimes critical 
situations. It is remarkable that most of the novels primarily focus on the 
sphere and interaction on board. Yet notably, authors seemed more con
cerned about giving a ‘realistic’ description of the passage than creating an 
attractive story. In fact, most such novels could easily function as literary 
travel guides in prose and were often received as such. 
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In his chapter ‘Indigenous Eyes: Javanese Colonial Travel Texts as Au
toethnographic Expressions: The Case of Purwalelana and Suparta’, Rick 
Honings shines a critical spotlight on two Javanese noblemen. In terms of 
its theoretical framework, Honings opts for a postcolonial approach, based 
on the work of Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes (1992). Pratt examines how 
European colonial travel literature created an imperial order for readers. She 
shows how the white supremacist – the ‘seeing man’ – not only looked at the 
land, but also took possession of it. Even when it had a scientific purpose, 
travel always served commercial and colonial agendas that ultimately sup
ported European imperialism. 

Honings analyses two Javanese accounts as ‘autoethnographic’ expres
sions – texts (in the words of Pratt) ‘the others construct in response to or in 
dialogue with those metropolitan [European] representations’.13 In his arti
cle, Honings analyses the accounts of Raden Mas Adipati Arjo Candranega
ra and Suparta – short for Raden Mas Arya Suryasuparta. The former trav
elled thousands of kilometres through Java by horse and carriage. The latter 
started his journey in 1913, which took him first from Semarang to Batavia, 
then to Padang, where he boarded a ship to Europe for his studies. As a son of 
the Sultan Mangkunegara V, he had received a Western education and spoke 
Dutch fluently. Encouraged by the Dutch colonial government, he recorded 
his travel experience in writing, but restricted himself to the ship passage 
from Semarang to Marseille. His account was published in 1916.

Raden Mas Adipati Arjo Candranegara travelled between 1860 and 1875. 
His twovolume travel account appeared under the pen name Purwalelena. 
Not only was he the first Javanese writer to break with traditional writing 
culture, but also in terms of content, he opened up new avenues. In his trav
el accounts he depicts a rapidly changing Javanese society, notices all kinds 
of signs of modernisation and Westernisation, and documents the social in
terface between the Javanese elite and the Dutch from the Javanese perspec
tive. Unusual for his time, and as Judith E. Bosnak points out in her contri
bution to this volume, Purwalelena not only put his impressions on paper, 
but did so in a Western prose style, using a firstperson perspective. His trav
el account is recognised as the first Javanese language publication to use a 
Westernstyle narrative. 

Bosnak dedicates her chapter to the socalled ‘Java Posting’, a term that 
translates into travelling from post to post on Java’s Great Post Road. She ap
proaches the topic from various perspectives, all linked to three major his
torical figures of nineteenthcentury Java: GovernorGeneral Herman Wil
lem Daendels (‘The Iron Marshal’), the Javanese painter Raden Saleh, and 
the Javanese nobleman Purwalelana (mentioned above). Bosnak opens her 
chapter with a short overview of the historic background of this early nine
teenthcentury infrastructure project, which connected West and East Java. 
As with the first aeroplanes decades later, this service had come into exist
ence primarily as a means to transport mail. In the second part of her chap
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ter, Bosnak takes the reader on a journey along the Javanese coast, sharing 
the horse carriage with the abovementioned three men and with the Calcut
tabased British barrister J.W.B. Money and his wife, Austrian world travel
ler Ida Pfeiffer, and GovernorGeneral Godert Alexander Gerard Philip, Bar
on Van der Capellen. The passengers not only passed through an inspiringly 
beautiful landscape crossing Mount Megamendung; they also encountered 
twelve post relay stations and country inns run by the sons of local rulers, 
where they were obliged to stop overnight for food and rest. These stations 
and inns, although under Dutch supervision, guaranteed not only extra in
come, but also a strong network for the indigenous elite. 

The volume concludes with a chapter by Nick Tomberge, in which he of
fers a critical portrayal of the Dutch writer Louis Couperus and his journeys 
through Java. Couperus spent part of his childhood in the Indies, returning 
to Java later in life together with his wife, where they lived for about a year. 
In 1900, inspired by his stay, Couperus published his famous DutchIndies 
novel De stille kracht (The Hidden Force). However, it was on his third and fi
nal visit that he embarked on some extensive incountry travelling, mainly 
by car – a means of transport then newly introduced to the Indies.  Couperus 
had enthusiastically accepted the offer to portray Asia and Africa in a series 
of feuilletons for the Haagsche Post (The Hague Post). At the time, his per
sonal life was in turmoil, and he was glad to escape the stiff cultural climate 

Idealized depiction of different sections of the colonial society in the Indies to
gether in a horse tram, from: M.T.H. Perelaer, Het kamerlid Van Berkenstein in Neder-
landsch-Indië (1888-1890). Atlas van Stolk Collection, 46101.
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and the bad weather of the Netherlands. In 1921, he and his wife left for the 
Indies. Tomberge applies the theoretical concept of the ‘gaze’ to Coupe
rus’ journeys to and through Java. Couperus loved travelling, but always in 
splendour and with nothing less than tens of kilos of luggage, comfortable 
means of transport, a lot of public attention, and not too much contact with 
the indigenous peoples. Couperus seemed to be acting like an indifferent ac
cidental tourist, unprepared, not at all curious, and not asking any relevant 
questions. He was fascinated, first and foremost, by the beauty of the land
scape and hardly, if at all, by the people and their culture. Poetic portrayals 
of Java’s rich nature were often to be found in travel writing and hence also 
to be expected. That might provide one possible explanation for the degra
dation of the indigenous people to mere extras in Couperus’ travel feuil
letons. In fact, he saw himself more as a tourist than as a journalist. In his 
chapter, Tomberge demonstrates how Couperus may be seen as the personi
fication of the ‘aestheticising’ and ‘imperialising gaze’. He reveals how this 

The Asian Library at Leiden University Libraries
The Asian Library was opened by H.M. Queen Máxima on 14 September 2017 
and brings together outstanding collections on South and Southeast Asia, 
North and South Korea, China, and Japan. The South and Southeast Asian col
lection comprise textual, visual, and audiovisual materials concerning the 
history, languages, philosophy, religion, literature, art, and material culture 
of the region. The main focus is the Malay Archipelago and especially the for
mer Dutch East Indies. Besides books and journals printed before 1950, the 
collections include manuscripts, ‘abklatschen’ and rubbings of inscriptions, 
archival materials and scientific papers, correspondence and a large collection 
of drawings, posters, postcards, prints, maps, and atlases.
 The Indonesian collection is the largest outside Indonesia. The develop 
ment of this Asian Library is a result of the merger in 2013 and 2014 of the 
collections of the Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen (KIT, Royal Tropical  
Institute), the Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal, Land en Volkenkunde (KITLV, 
Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies) and 
the Asian collections of the Leiden University Libraries. The merger led to 
a doubling of the existing collection of maps and atlases in the University  
Libraries and added a large photographic collection on South and Southeast 
Asia. The collection as a whole now comprises an estimated 220.000 historical 
photographs and diapositives.
 The Asian Library, situated on top of the University Library, is a wonder
ful space for fellows, students, and visitors to meet, study, and conduct re
search. Not only does it offer a 150seat reading room; it also features a cine
ma, an indoor garden, a centre for scholars, and seminar rooms. In addition, 
an open stacks area with four kilometres of Asian materials was created, and 
a 38kilometre storage facility built nearby. The Asian Library is indeed one 
of the major international centres for the study of Asia.
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seemingly innocent and aloof gaze, so central to Couperus’ Indies feuille
tons, formed a very effective tool of colonialism. 

Travelling the Dutch East Indies not only offers a diverse picture of travel 
and the colonial ideology with which it is associated, but also shows how the 
abundant collections in Leiden University Libraries can serve as a rich source 
for all kinds of historical and literary research.
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Preparing the ‘First Voyage’  
to ‘the East’
Investment, Ships, and Information in 
Amsterdam, 1592-1595 

erik odegard

On 2 April 1595, four ships left the Texel roadsteads bound for Asia.1 This was 
the first ever voyage organised in the Dutch Republic to depart for Asian wa-
ters. Unlike recent English ventures East, the purpose of this voyage, which 
became known as ‘De Eerste Schipvaart’ (the first ship voyage), was purely 
mercantile. Although the three ships were heavily armed, they had not re-
ceived a commission from the stadholder or the States-General to take priz-
es or plunder possessions of the Habsburg king of Portugal in Asia. Indeed, 
the one painting that most likely shows the three ships at anchor in Amster-
dam before departure, now in the Oude Kerk in Amsterdam, shows the larg-
est ship, most likely the Mauritius, flying a flag on its main mast above the 
Dutch flag that most resembles a Portuguese flag with armillary sphere, but 
with blue instead of green as the main colour.2 The ships had been specially 
built and outfitted for this voyage by a merchant company in Amsterdam. 
The merchants who had pooled their investment into this Compagnie van 
Verre (Company of Distant Lands) had invested a total sum of 290,000 guil-
ders, of which 120,000 guilders was earmarked to buy merchandise or silver 
to purchase goods in Asia. This was the first of the so-called ‘pre-Compa-
nies’: merchant companies founded in the Netherlands for trade with Asia 
prior to the founding of the Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC, 
Dutch East India Company) in 1602. The remaining sum was spent to build 
and equip the ships, to pay for the crew, and to buy their provisions. This 
substantial investment into a possibly lucrative yet highly risky venture re-
quired careful preparation. So how did the directors of the Company know 
how to prepare for the voyage when they were the first in the country to out-
fit ships to Asia? 

This chapter will discuss the preparations of the first Dutch voyage to 
Asia in 1595, placing it in the context of the economic development of Am-
sterdam in the last quarter of the sixteenth century. It will consecutively 
discuss the intelligence-gathering that had been ongoing for a number of 
years before the expedition set sail; the organisation and financing of the 
Compagnie van Verre; the practical process of building and equipping the 
ships, acquiring trade goods, and recruiting crews; discuss the destination 
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and strategy of the venture; and in the coda will talk about the Compagnie 
van Verre following this initial voyage and the subsequent Dutch domi-
nance of the Cape Route that this voyage heralded.

The history of the Dutch companies active in Asian trade from 1595 until 
1602 is often written from a teleologic perspective – as merely the first phase 
in a process that would result in the creation of the United East India Com-
pany in 1602.3 Source publications on the first voyage itself published in the 
early twentieth century underlined its importance as the first act of what 
would result in the creation of a Dutch colonial empire in Asia.4 However, 
to do so is to misrepresent the ‘pre-companies’, their investors, and their 
goals. The directors and investors of the Company of Distant Lands were 
not dreaming of empire, conquest, or colonisation: their purpose was prof-
it through trade. These were ‘mere merchants’ – to use a phrase from a later 
era – rather than a company with full or quasi-sovereign claims.

Hence, the Company of Distant Lands needs to be examined on its own 
terms and doing so will be a rewarding exercise for several reasons. First, 
it will contribute to debates on the origins of the corporate form as a vehi-
cle for long-distance trade. Second, it will address issues surrounding the 
dissemination of nominally secret information on trade routes through-
out Early Modern Europe. Finally, exploring the history of these initial 

Cornelis de Houtman, title page of Journael vande reyse der Hollandtsche schepen ghe-
daen in Oost Indien (Journal of the voyage of the Dutch ships to the East Indies) Mid-
delburg 1598. The engraving shows the ships Amsterdam, Mauritius, Hollandia 
and the yacht Duijfken. Leiden University Libraries, 1365 G 30.
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‘pre-companies’ in some detail will shed important light on the process 
and necessity of their subsequent amalgamation into a single organisation 
with a national charter, rather than the local or provincial charters that it 
and others had sought. Exploring the history of the ‘pre-companies’ is to 
explore Dutch state formation in mercantile matters at the close of the six-
teenth century. First, however, we need to set the stage, so let us turn our at-
tention towards Amsterdam and its foreign trade in the final quarter of the 
sixteenth century. 

Amsterdam Merchants and the ‘Rich Trades’

Amsterdam was slow to join the revolt against Phillip II of Habsburg, Lord 
of the Netherlands. It was not until May 1578, some six years after the revolt 
gained firm ground in Holland with the fall of Den Briel and some three 
years after Holland and Zeeland united in the Union of Dordrecht to fight 
the Habsburg Lord, that Amsterdam joined the rebellion.5 The city had sup-
ported royal authority in such events as the Siege of Haarlem and the Battle 
on the Haarlemmermeer.6 As the revolt was secured in Holland and Span-
ish forces withdrew east, Amsterdam became increasingly isolated. A naval 
blockade by the North Holland towns Hoorn and Enkhuizen brought trade 
to a standstill.7 In February 1578, the city submitted to the States of Holland 
and the Prince of Orange as stadholder, and in May 1578, a coup changed 
the city’s government and Amsterdam fell fully in line with the rebellious 
States of Holland in a process known as the Alteratie (Alteration). The inter-
ests of trade were crucial to this process. After the Alteration, the city’s trade 
would quickly recover, and a process of urban growth and expansion began 
that would last until the fourth extension of the city in the 1650s and 1660s. 
In the century that followed, the city’s population increased more than five-
fold from 30,000 in 1578 to some 160,000 by the 1670s.8

This ever-growing city would reclaim its primary importance in the 
Dutch Baltic trades, and from the 1580s onwards, merchants and entrepre-
neurs developed a range of new activities to complement the earlier focus 
on the grain and timber trades. Over the course of subsequent decades, mer-
chants from Amsterdam and elsewhere in the Republic began trading in the 
Mediterranean, with Russia, West Africa, the Americas, and ultimately Asia.9 
These so-called ‘rich trades’ were quite different from the Baltic and Euro-
pean bulk trades in which Amsterdam merchants had specialised before, 
and in which they dominated. Longer-distance trade in high-value luxuries 
for elite consumption required different levels of capitalisation and organ-
isation. In the extra-European trades, Portuguese or Spanish opposition to 
overt Dutch trade made them even more risky than the increased distanc-
es did. Enemy action could work in different ways: outright violence at sea 
was of course always an option, but the Habsburg kings of Spain and Portu-
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gal had other methods at their disposal as well. Many Dutch ships actually 
participated in trade within the Iberian empires. The files of the Amsterdam 
chamber of maritime insurance are replete with examples of Dutch ships 
that had proceeded to sail to Portugal under false flags, often to smaller 
ports such as Porto, Viana do Castelo, and Sétubal. There they obtained per-
mission to trade with Africa or Brazil, but were subsequently seized by au-
thorities in one of the embargoes of Dutch shipping.10 Embargoing Dutch 
shipping, also extending to riverine and overland trade, was one of the ways 
in which the Habsburgs tried to stifle the revolt in the Netherlands.11 Final-
ly, the Fall of Antwerp in August 1585, nearly seven years after the Alteration 
of Amsterdam, spelt the end of Antwerp’s role as a main distribution point 
of Asian spices brought to Europe on the Carreira da Índia by the Portuguese.12 
Initially, merchants from the north could subvert Iberian blockades by sail-
ing under neutral flags, but after the contract for distribution of pepper was 
given to a consortium run by the powerful Fuggers, Welsers, and Ximenes, 
this became impossible.13

Amsterdam’s participation in these novel trades was to have profound 
economic and social effects on the city. New trade routes led to a greater de-
mand for shipping, stimulating industries such as shipbuilding, ropemak-
ing, ironworking and anchor-smithies. Whilst some of this activity would 
have been absorbed up by the nascent industries on the Zaan, it would have 
also affected Amsterdam itself. Indeed, the first and second extension plans 
for Amsterdam had the specific aim to offer more space to the burgeoning 
shipyards on both the east and west sides of the city and bring these inside 
the confines of the city’s wall. Indeed, it is likely that the ships for the Com-
pagnie van Verre were built on a shipyard on the newly constructed island of 
Uilenburg in 1594-1595, whilst the Company would later establish its own 
yard in the Rapenburg area.

New products also meant the creation of new industries, for example, 
sugar refineries. In Amsterdam, one of the first mentions of someone in-
volved in refining sugar can be dated to 1579 – Francois Luijs in the poorter-
boek, of that year.14 Sixteen years later, when the ships of the Compagnie van 
Verre left Amsterdam for Texel, eleven refineries operated in the city.15 By 1597 
the industry, although still small, had become important and noticeable 
enough for the city’s magistrates to pass bylaws on the necessary measures to 
prevent fire in the refineries.16 Sugar refining is a good example of the new ac-
tivities made possible by extended trade links from yet another quarter: the 
influence of so-called ‘Southerners’ – those from the Southern Netherlands. 
After the Fall of Antwerp in 1585, many Flemish merchants fled the town to 
the Northern regions. Textile industries in cities such as Leiden and Haarlem 
profited from the influx of experienced weavers, whilst a number of Southern 
merchants also settled relatively close to their former homes in the Zeeland 
towns of Middelburg, Vlissingen, Veere, and Arnemuiden.17 Merchants from 
the south brought with them substantial trading networks and experience. 
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Although they would also play a role in the emergence of long-distance 
trade with Asia from the Northern Netherlands, the Compagnie van Verre 
remained a predominantly northern initiative.18 Southern investors would 
later invest more heavily in the so-called Brabantse Compagnie founded in 
1599.19 However, before ships could be sent to Asia, an important issue had 
to be solved, namely: how to actually get there? It is to this question that we 
now turn. 

Intelligence Gathering 

Ever since the voyage of Vasco da Gama had established the feasibility of 
reaching India by sailing south around Africa in 1497, Portugal had contin-
ued to develop its position in Asia. However, Da Gama’s voyage had simply 
been the culmination of a wider Portuguese effort to explore the coast of Af-
rica and the various Atlantic archipelagos, and to establish the best sailing 
routes – a process that can be said to have originated with the conquest of 
Ceuta in 1415.20 Although the Portuguese navigators cannot be said to have 

Title page of Appendix oft By-voechsel achter tJournael vande reyse der Hollandt sche schep-
en op Java [...] Midtsgaders oock seker vocabulaer der Maleysische woorden […] door Corn. 
Gerritsz. van Zuydtlandt (Appendix or supplement to the journal of the voyage of the 
Dutch ships to Java [...] with a certain vocabulary of Malay words […] by Corn. Ger-
ritsz. van Zuydtlandt). Middelburg 1598. Leiden University Libraries, 1365 G 30.
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‘discovered’ the lands they reached, they did discover previously unknown 
sea routes connecting the various regions. This holds true for their explo-
ration of the coast of Africa during which, after rounding the Cape, Por-
tuguese ships entered the already connected trading routes of the Indian 
Ocean north of Mozambique. In East Africa, local pilots could be taken on 
for the final crossing to India.21 Once established in India, with a first fort in 
Cochin from 1503 onwards, the Portuguese Estado da Índia adopted a policy 
of seizing important maritime bottlenecks such as Diu on the Gulf of Cam-
bay, Hormuz in the mouth of the Persian Gulf, and Socotra in the mouth of 
the Red Sea.22 With its Asian presence came a much improved and continu-
ally improving knowledge of the coastal areas of Asia – not only the prevail-
ing winds and currents in the monsoon, quick passages and routes, and safe 
anchorages, but also knowledge of the local polities, market conditions, and 
military and commercial rivals. In addition, the stars of the southern hemi-
sphere were mapped to make them useful for navigational purposes.

Portugal guarded this knowledge jealously. Navigators on the Cape run 
were given written directions explaining the route, however, upon arrival, 
they were expected to be handed back, with updates and amendments where 
necessary. These roteiros (route descriptions, related to the English rutter) 
described the course, the stars, the coastal landmarks, the currents, and the 
birds by which they could find their way. The descriptions were continual-
ly improved and by the late sixteenth century represented the accumulated 
knowledge of generations of mariners. Maps were also used, especially by 
the late sixteenth century. These, too, were kept nominally secret and mas-
ter copies were improved with knowledge gained returning to Lisbon. The 
Compagnie van Verre needed to replicate this wealth of knowledge – routes 
to and within Asia; the stars of the southern hemisphere; market condi-
tions; and the military disposition of rivals – during preparations for that 
first voyage in the early 1590s. Indeed, to make a business case to potential 
investors, the directors needed, at the very least, to show that the basic nav-
igational problems could be overcome. Yet how could they get this infor-
mation? 

Scholarship has mostly focused on the role played by Jan Huygen van 
Linschoten (circa 1563-1611) and the Reys-gheschrift in planning the voyage.23 
It seems likely that the publication of this part of Van Linschoten’s Itinerar-
io was brought forwards so that a first version could be taken on board the 
ships.24 However, the directors did not rely solely on Van Linschoten. They 
had initiated intelligence-gathering on their own accord. By 1592, they had 
sent ‘certain persons’ – most likely a reference to Cornelis and Frederik de 
Houtman – to Lisbon to gather intelligence on the ‘East India and Molucca 
trade’.25 The results of this process of information gathering are found in the 
collections of the National Maritime Museum of the Netherlands in Am-
sterdam. 
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Title page of Jan Huyghen van Linschoten, Itinerario, voyage ofte schipvaert van Jan 
Huygen van Linschoten naer Oost ofte Portugaels Indien inhoudende en corte beschryvinghe 
der selver landen ende zee-custen […] (Voyage or ship’s journey of Jan Huygen van Lin-
schoten to the East or Portugue on the East Indies containing a brief description of 
these countries and seacoasts) Amsterdam 1596. In the corners of the cartouche, we 
see the trading cities of Antwerp, Amsterdam, Middelburg, and Enkhuizen. Leiden 
University Libraries, 1372 B 11.
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Amongst the collections of the museum is manuscript A-IV-2-243 a, now 
bearing the title Manuscript voorbereiding Eerste Schipvaart (Manuscript of 
the preparation for the First Voyage).26 This is a compilation of information 
gathered on routes to and within Asia, on markets and products, and states 
and polities. Its 209 pages are written in the same hand, except for the final 
two pages, which also happen to be the only ones bearing a clear date: 31 May 
1595 – after the ships had already left Texel for Asia. This makes it likely that 
the manuscript, held in Amsterdam, was (part of) a master copy of informa-
tion gathered in preparation for a voyage. It, or parts of it, would have been 
copied and sent with the ships to Asia, whilst the master copy remained in 
Amsterdam. Although the manuscript is crucial for our understanding of 
the state of Dutch knowledge of Asia in the 1590s, it remains little studied.27 

Portrait engraving of skipper Jan Huyghen van Linschoten, age 32. With views of 
Goa, Mozambique, and St. Helena, 1595. Leiden University Libraries, PK-P-101.660.
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The following section provides some insight into the contents of this impor-
tant manuscript and the sources that were used to compile it. A forthcoming 
source publication will fully examine the whole manuscript. 

The manuscript gives an excellent overview of the state of knowledge on 
Asia in the Dutch Republic. It enables us to trace where the directors of the 
Company gathered their information and to see how they followed through 
on what they (thought they) knew. In reality much of this information was 
outdated, and some of it was incorrect. Yet, from this at times confusing tan-
gle of information, the directors were still able to distil a ‘business case’ for 
the voyage, namely, that there were free ports in West Java where pepper and 
other spices could be bought in which Portugal exercised no political or mil-
itary authority. In their introduction to the publication of the journal of the 
voyage of Willem Lodewycksz, IJzerman and Rouffaer draw attention to the 
fact that the directors must have chosen West Java as a destination by early 
1594.28 The Amsterdam manuscript explains how they came to this decision.

What then were the sources of the director’s information? Professor Jo-
han Carel Marinus Warnsinck published an analysis of a manuscript he had 
found amongst the papers of the Berg family of Bussum in 1936. His exami-
nation focused on two sections of the document. The first ten pages, which 
were entitled Corte verclaeringhe per Cornelis de Houtman vande Landen ghenaemt 
Oost Indien ofte Conquisten van Portugal and evidently written by Cornelis de 
Houtman, lead Warnsinck to title the entire document the Corte verclaering-
he per Cornelis de Houtman, a name which stuck until the 1990s. Houtman’s 
description of the African and Asian coast is, to say the least, odd. Whilst it 
does provide information on places, the presence (or absence) of Portuguese 
forces, and local market conditions, it fails to provide any navigational in-
formation such as compass directions, currents, or even the longitude or lat-
itude of the places named. It could have been intended as a legend to accom-
pany the maps of Africa and Asia published by Petrus Plancius and Cornelis 
Claesz in 1592.29 

The second section, which Warnsinck appreciated much more than the 
first, spans pages 16-40 and is simply entitled Willem Loedwick – after Willem 
Lodewycksz, who was presumedly its author. Lodewycksz had been placed 
on board the ships destined for Asia as a commies (delegate of the directors of 
the Company, charged with commercial affairs) at the last possible moment. 
For Warnsinck, this led to the assumption that the reason for his sudden ad-
vancement was the information that he had provided.30 Indeed, the section 
provides a very detailed description of the route to Asia, describing coastal 
landmarks, safe anchorages, places to take on water and supplies, as well as 
compass bearings and sailing instructions. Yet when the (then) director of 
the museum wrote concerning the acquisition of the manuscript in the ear-
ly 1970s, he noted that Lodewycksz’s information must have originated from 
the Portuguese.31 
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Painted portrait of Frederik Houtman (1571-1627), governor of Ambon, by an anon-
ymous artist. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, SK-A-2727.
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A closer examination reveals this to be true: it is in fact the only known 
translation into Dutch of Les Voyages avantureux du capitaine Jan Alfonce, Sainc-
tongeois, published in France in 1559. Alfonce, also known as João Afonso, was 
born in Portugal in the first half of the 1480s and made several voyages to 
Asia on the Carreira in the early sixteenth century, before defecting to France 
around 1530. King João III tried to entice him back to Portugal in 1531, but 
failed. In French service, Jean Alfonce, to use the name under which the book 
was published, led expeditions to the Caribbean, Africa, and Canada. André 
Thevet reportedly met with, and was influenced by, him in his advocacy for 
a French South American empire. It appears Alfonce was killed at the behest 
of Pedro Menéndez de Avilés in 1549.32 Alfonce’s writings, including his Ro-
teiro for the Cape route, were published posthumously in 1559. The Dutch 
translation of his writings provided by Willem Lodewijck was a valuable, al-
beit outdated addition to the knowledge of the Dutch. Originally written, 
or based on experience gained, well before the 1530s, the description still 
mentions mythical beasts and people, as well as mentioning such anomalies 
as the large extent of the Portuguese holdings in Morocco, plans to conquer 
Diu (taken in 1535), and the presence of Hindu kings on West Java. 

Besides Alfonso’s Roteiro, a number of other roteiros were copied into the 
text. Importantly, these were different to those the Company directors could 
have gleaned from Jan Huygen van Linschoten.33 One roteiro, describing the 
route from Lisbon to India, was a copy of a roteiro by Vicente Rodrigues, yet 
different from that provided by Van Linschoten.34 The manuscript in Am-
sterdam thus shows that nominally secret or unpublished information cir-
culated in Europe in manuscript form. Thus, the ‘secret of Asia’ could not be 
kept for long by the Portuguese.

The manuscript also contains copies of brief passages on Java already 
considered outdated in the sixteenth century, for example, those by Marco 
Polo and Ludovico di Varthema.35 Newer material was taken from passages 
from Alonzo de Santa Cruz’s Islario General (1541), Gerhard Mercator’s world 
map of 1569, and Lucas Jansz Waghenaer’s Thresoor der Zeevaert (1592).36 New 
material was also provided by Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Dirck Gerritsz. 
a.k.a. ‘China’ Pomp, and Petrus Plancius. The latter would also refer to pas-
sages from Hakluyt’s Principall Navigations of 1589.37 There are also copies of 
lists of products that could be traded in different ports, as well as a number 
of lists giving local weights and measurements, and methods to measure the 
weight and value of gemstones.38 Apparently, from the outset, the directors 
had not ruled out using the route through the Strait of Magellan, as the doc-
ument also contains a copy of a description of the West Coast of South Amer-
ica and the passage through the Strait. This was evidently copied from Span-
ish sources, as it describes the passage from west to east, rather than east to 
west. In addition, more recent English descriptions of the passage through 
the Strait, most notably that by Cavendish in 1587, contained descriptions of 
Port Famine, the failed Spanish colony Rey Don Felipe.39 It is possible that the 
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east to west description of the Coast of South American and the Strait was 
based on the earlier voyage by Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa in 1579. Another 
option would be the voyage by Juan Ladrillero, but since the description is 
very vague about the coastline between Valparaiso at 32° south and the Strait 
at 52°, this seems unlikely, as Ladrillero’s voyage charted this area.40 Other 
merchants planning a voyage to Asia around the same time as the directors 
of the Compagnie van Verre could access the more recent English descrip-
tions of the Strait of Magellan – as confirmed in a document in the Middel-
burg archive.41 Whilst this document does mention ‘Porte Famine’, impor-
tantly, the manuscript in Amsterdam gives no information for either the 
north-east or north-west passages, showing that the directors were firmly 
committed to finding a southern passage to Asia.42 

Perhaps the most important passage in the manuscript is a brief descrip-
tion on pages 69-72, which is different from the other passages. Whilst the 
other sections provide information on conditions in Asia that were clear-
ly derived from other sources (albeit not always named), pages 69-72 were 
seemingly written by the Compagnie van Verre itself. Rather than provid-
ing information, the Narratie ende waerschouwinge omme een fraeije hantering-
he te beginnen met den Coninck van Sunda lays down the commercial strategy 
of the Company. The section lays out that Sunda, which is a reference to the 
former Hindu kingdom of Panaruca on West Java, is well-situated between 

The ships Amsterdam, Mauritius, Hollandia and the yacht Duijfken sailing around 
the Cape of Good Hope. Engraving from Journael vande reyse der Hollandtsche schepen 
ghedaen in Oost Indien (Journal of the voyage of the Dutch ships to the East Indies), 
1598. Leiden University Libraries, 1365 G 30.
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China, South Asia, and Southeast Asia: ‘So that Sunda would be between 
these lands and China and [hence a] central place, as Antwerp used to be be-
tween the Northern lands and Spain and Italy, or Venice is between East and 
West.’43 The king of Sunda was not loyal to the Portuguese and hence would 
welcome merchants, but the writer, presumably a director of the Compa-
ny, proposed a more thorough cooperation between the Company and the 
king: if the Company could gain the privilege of levying the tolls on trade at 
the port, its position would be greatly improved. Sunda, which is also a ref-
erence to the former port of Sunda Kelapa, was not only the main port for 
the loading of pepper, but also on the route to the spice islands of the east-
ern archipelago. The Spanish traded with the area through the Philippines, 
and exported coins minted in the Americas. To pursue its trades, the Com-
pany could thus also send silver bullion minted in the same fashion. Sun-
da was to be the destination of the fleet and the brief passage of the Narratie 
lays out why. However, the analysis was based on outdated information, 
likely Oviedo’s Historia general y natural de las indias, which contained a sec-
tion on Panaruca that is remarkably similar to a passage on page 55 of the 
manuscript.44 The Company would send its ships to West Java in expecta-
tion of finding a Hindu kingdom that had been conquered decades ago. Yet 
it still proved to be a propitious choice. First, however, investors had to be 
convinced to deposit their money with the Company. 

Organising a Company 

The results of the intelligence gathering were presented in Amsterdam to a 
pool of potential investors on 12 March 1594.45 This meeting led to the crea-
tion of what was to be called the Compagnie van Verre with an invested cap-
ital of 290,000 guilders – at the time, sufficient to purchase sixty to seventy 
houses in the city.46 So what kind of firm was this company? How did it re-
late to other merchant firms and to the later chartered companies, which 
have long been seen as precursors to the modern corporate form? The most 
recent work that places the pre-companies in a broad comparative frame-
work is Ron Harris’s Going the Distance. Harris is primarily interested in the 
joint-stock companies of the EIC and VOC. Although he sees them as the 
first modern business corporations, he places them in a broad historical and 
comparative perspective. In doing so, he presents two different perspectives 
on the organisation of the pre-companies, which he sees as a single group of 
organisations with shared similarities. Pre-companies can either be seen as 
a syndicate of commendas – that is to say, a combination of partnerships be-
tween active and passive partners in which the passive partners were either 
in contact with the active partners (bewindhebbers) to whom they individu-
ally had deposited their funds, or as a limited partnership between different 
passive and active partners.47 So which of these interpretations best describes 
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the Compagnie van Verre and what were the consequences for the way the 
Company worked?

At the heart of the Company was the relationship between the direc-
tors and their financial backers. Unfortunately, we do not know how much 
the different directors invested into the first voyage of the Compagnie van 
Verre. However, we do know the amounts invested into the second voyage 
organised in Amsterdam, the famous Tweede Schipvaart under Jacob Cor-
nelisz. van Neck. In the process of preparation, a new company for Asian 
trade had been founded in Amsterdam. In order to stifle competition, the 
two companies quickly merged and continued as the Oude Compagnie van 
Amsterdam (Old Company of Amsterdam).48 The investment information for 
the two subsequent voyages organised by the Old Company are known and 
shown in Table 1. However, this new merger did not maintain its exclusive 
position in Amsterdam for long. By the following year, a new company had 
been founded in Amsterdam: the Brabantse Compagnie (Brabant Company), 
reflecting the southern origins of the investors. The new Company soon 
attempted to come to an agreement with the Old Company that the ships 
from the two would sail together and not undercut each other in purchas-
ing spices, but the directors of the Old Company refused.49 The two Amster-
dam companies did not merge until 1600, after which the city council de-
creed: ‘It is resolved that all ventures by any other than the two combined 
Companies, by any citizens or inhabitants, native or foreign, undertaken 
from this City be prohibited and banned.’50 

Table 1 shows an increasing level of investment from the second into 
the third voyage, so it is possible that profits were reinvested into the trade. 
One question that arises here is how exactly the directors raised such funds. 
It is inconceivable that Dirck van Os had 155,000 guilders freely available to 
invest in the third voyage in 1599. This problem lies at the heart of the dif-
ferent conceptions of the Company as an organisation. In a Commenda-type 
organisation, passive partners would entrust their funds to an active part-
ner who would act as a director managing the funds and representing his 
backers in the Company. Passive partners were thus only in contact with 
‘their’ director, rather than the Company as a whole. In a limited partner-
ship, the passive investors (who were not directors) were in touch with the 
Company as a whole, rather than ‘their’ director. The question of the organ-
isational form of the Company has long been debated. However, an as-yet-
unused notarial source can shed some more light on the relation between 
directors and investors, and show that it is more complex than previously 
thought. 

On 20 July 1600, Gerardt Droeshout appeared in the offices of notary Jan 
Franssen Bruyningh to clarify an important issue. He had invested the sum 
of 7,600 guilders in the Old Company of Amsterdam ‘under Vincent van 
Bronckhorst, director of the same’.51 The sum was recorded on folio 10 of the 
book recording investments of the Company. However, Droeshout had not 
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raised this sum by himself. Although he deposited the money with a specif-
ic director, those funds had in fact been raised amongst others. Droeshout 
wanted their investments recorded by the notary (shown in Table 2). Strik-
ingly, Droeshout was not the largest investor. The sums invested in the to-
tal ranged between 300 and 3000 guilders, and one of the investors – Margri-
eta Jille – was one of the first female investors in any of the pre-companies. 
A similar arrangement had been used to invest 2,500 guilders in the third 
voyage. It seems, therefore, that the directors cultivated commenda-like re-
lations with a number of financial backers, who in their turn raised money 
with their backers. It is interesting to note that Droeshout was by no means 
the largest investor in the 7,600 guilders deposited with Vincent van Bronck-
horst. The Old Company was thus a partnership of commendas whose con-
stituent commendas were also composed of separate associations between 

Table 1 Investment in the second and third voyages

Name
Second voyage 

1598

Third voyage 
1599

Total

Reynier Paeuw 17,725 27,575 45,300

Geraerdt Bicker 27,325 25,675 53,000

Pieter Dircksz Hasselaer 26,772.62 24,977.38 51,750

Vincent van Bronckhorst 38,335 58,965 97,300

Jan Jans Carel 86,704.62 39,295.38 180,000

Sijmon Janss Fortuijn 39,862.5 34,137.5 74,000

Jan Poppe 48,825 80,175 129,000

Jacob Thomas 38,824 33,175 72,000

Hendrick Buyck 56,995 78,150 135,145

Cornelis van Campen 56,025 61,175 117,200

Dierick van Os 69,025 155,975 225,000

Geurt Dircks 39,525 47,675 87,200

Sijvert Pieters Sem 30,625 21,375 52,000

Albert Symonss Joncxheijn 27,625 29,375 57,000

Arent ten Grotenhuyse 49,625 33,080 82,705

Jan Hermans 21,125 29,875 51,000

Petrus Plancius 49,833.8 50,000 99,833.8

Bart Janss Steenhuijsen 20,500 29,550 50,050

Total 745,277.54 920,205.3 1,660,483.8

Total directors voyage 
1595

436,131.04

(58,5% of total)
570,602.8

(62% of total)
1,006,734

(60,4%)

Source: National Archives of the Netherlands, The Hague, 1.04.01, inv.nr. 28, p. 15, December 1599. 
Directors of the Compagnie van Verre are italicised.
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active and passive members. This explains how the pre-companies were able 
to raise such large amounts of capital. The directors did not need to main-
tain separate relations and communications with all investors, but only 
with the active partners who in their turn had recruited investors in their 
own networks.52 

The Compagnie van Verre has been called one of ‘the first joint-stock 
companies in the world’, however, this is inaccurate on several counts.53 
First, the English Venice and Turkey companies (later amalgamated into 
the Levant Company) and the Muscovy Company were already joined-stock 
companies well before the Compagnie van Verre was founded. Second, the 
term company can be misleading. In its organisational form, the Compagnie 
van Verre was different from the later chartered companies such as the VOC 
and the WIC in a number of important ways. Unlike these entities, the Com-
pagnie van Verre, when it was founded, did not have a legal charter. It did 
not have capital lock-in beyond the duration of a single voyage. Hence, the 
liability of the directors is debated. However, Henk den Heijer has argued 
that the directors did not enjoy limited liability – for example, when the 
Company loaned cannon from Edam in 1595, they were very clearly unlimit-
edly liable for the return of the guns.54 

Why then did investors risk their money with the Compagnie van Verre? 
This was not, as has been claimed, simply some form of gamble, but rather 

Map of Amsterdam published by Henricus Hondius, circa 1635. Rijksmuseum Am-
sterdam, RP-P-2019-2605.
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a way for investors to diversify their portfolios.55 The directors, and possibly 
also their investors, did not invest only in the nascent Dutch Asian trade. 
Directors for whom other activities can be traced, invested in trade with the 
Baltic, Muscovy, and the Mediterranean.56 This last branch of trade was in-
deed a novel and risky investment, but the potential returns were high. It 
is probable that investors in the Compagnie van Verre saw Asian trade as a 
way to diversify their portfolio in a new, potentially very lucrative, manner. 
To give some examples: Dirck van Os was well-established in the trade with 
Russia,57 whilst Jan Jansz. Carel was involved in Baltic trade.58 Sijvert Pietersz. 
Sem seems mostly to have been active in buying and selling real estate in 
Amsterdam, especially in the Lastage – the old shipbuilding area of the city 
in the first half of the 1590s.59 This opens the possibility that the ships were 
built at one of Sem’s properties. 

The directors of the Compagnie van Verre would remain active in 
the Asian trades in Amsterdam after the first voyage. When Jan Franssen 
Bruyningh – who seems to have been the notary of choice for the Amsterdam 
Company – went to oversee the recording of the capital deposited with the 
recently founded United East India Company in Amsterdam on the evening 
of 31 August 1602, he would do so in the house of Dirck van Os. Also present 
were directors Reynier Pauw and Pieter Dircskz. Hasselaer.60 Having exam-
ined the organisation and financing of the Compagnie van Verre and some 
of the other Amsterdam pre-companies, I now turn towards the practical 
matter of fitting out the ships and recruiting their crews.

Table 2 7,600 guilders invested with Vincent van Bronckhorst in the second voyage

Name Sum in guilders

Jacques van Hanswijck 3,000

Jacob Reepmaker 1,200

Danckert Moeys 600

Laurens Charlens 300

Jan Cornelissen Goudsmit 300

Nicolaes Schaevaert van Ceulen 600

Francois Schaevaert 400

Margrieta Jille 600

Gerard Droeshout 600

Total 7,600

Source: Amsterdam Municipal Archives, Notarial archives, 5075, inv.nr. 87, 112; Amsterdam Munici-
pal Archives, 742, Collection IJzerman, inv.nr. 93, 29. 
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Hendrik Cornelisz Vroom, De terugkomst in Amsterdam van de tweede Schip vaart naar 
Oost-Indië (The Return to Amsterdam of the Second Voyage to the East Indies),  
19 July 1599. Painting, 1599. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, SK-A-2858-e.
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Ships, Cannon, Crews, Supplies, and Merchandise 

Once the passive investors had pledged their funds, the practical matters 
of acquiring ships, crews, supplies, and armaments began. Although the 
voyage was a strictly mercantile one, in contrast to such voyages of Drake 
and Cavendish, which had been privateering ventures first and foremost, 
the ships were to be well-armed. The non-aggressive stance of the Compa-
ny was reflected in the fact that the Company was not granted a privateer-
ing letter of marque.61 To better control and discipline the crews, stadholder 
Maurits signed an artikelbrief, a set of conditions to which the crews had to 
agree upon enlisting with the expedition. So, although this was not a naval 
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expedition and privateering was not an objective, the crews did serve un-
der a special discipline, giving great discretionary powers to the captains 
and chief merchants, although the hierarchy between them was left open, 
leading to problems on the voyage itself. This would later define the devel-
opment of employer-employee relations in the later chartered companies.62 
The crew needed supplies for their journey, as well as merchandise to barter 
or sell in Asia. By combining the records for the first voyage with those of the 
second and third voyages sent to Asia from Amsterdam, we can shed some 
light on the economic effects of equipping the journey. 

The first obvious point to consider was the type of vessel to be sent. Since 
no Dutch fleet had travelled such distances before, there were no immedi-
ately obvious candidates at hand. The choice for the Cape route meant that 
unlike the ships previously sent on voyages in search of the Northeast Pas-
sage, the ships of the Compagnie van Verre could run into Portuguese ships 
en route. A substantial defensive armament was thus a requirement – some-
thing that would dictate the choice of the type of ship. There are no exact 
descriptions, let alone accurate technical drawings, of the ships used on 
the voyage, so any conclusions have to be somewhat provisional. Most like-
ly, the ships were based on those used in trade on the Barbary Coast or the 
Levant. Like the Cape route, trade into the Mediterranean was a risky ven-
ture for Dutch ships. Passing through Spanish home waters, any Dutch ship 
would need a large crew and heavy defensive armament. The directors of the 
Compagnie van Verre were probably fully aware of the ships used on this 
relatively new trade run, as some participated in the trade themselves.63 The 
vessels were most likely built on the new island of Uilenburg. Pieter Basts’s 
magnificent map of Amsterdam, on which the harbour and ships take cen-
tre stage, shows a number of large vessels marked as ‘ships from the East In-
dies or Java’ heaving down at the north-western corner of the island, whilst 
Uilenburg itself is a mass of shipyards.64

Two years later, in 1599, a revised version of the Pieter Basts’s map ap-
peared. The most significant changes centre on the eastern harbour front. 
More open space on the Lastage had now been filled in with houses, the 
Montelbaanstoren had been built and on the island of Rapenburg, almost 
completely empty on the 1597 map, a new shipyard had appeared. According 
to the legend of the new map, this yard was called Peperwerf, ‘Pepper yard’. 
The shipyard of the United East India Company’s Amsterdam chamber was 
located in the same location with the same name, indicating that the yard 
on the 1599 map was indeed a shipyard built specifically for the needs of 
what had by then become the Old Company of Amsterdam via the merger of 
the Compagnie van Verre and the Nieuwe Compagnie. This is an early indi-
cation that the ships used for the eastern trade routes were so distinct and 
special that the Company chose to build them itself.

Whilst building ships that could mount heavy ordnance was one thing, 
acquiring the cannon themselves proved to be far more difficult. In all, the 
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expedition needed to find approximately 66 heavy pieces, as well as 36 small-
er swivel guns.65 The swivels could most likely be bought locally, from local 
smiths or arms importers, but the heavy guns were more difficult to pro-
cure. Heavy ordnance was still relatively rare and expensive. The best guns 
were cast in bronze, and therefore expensive. Owners of such guns, wheth-
er admiralty boards, army, cities, or even the stadholder himself, would 
need to be convinced to loan their cannon to the venture. Another option 
to source the required number of cannon was to buy iron guns. Iron cast-

Cornelis Ketel, Portrait of Jacob Cornelisz Banjaert, called Van Neck. Admiral,  
mayor and council of Amsterdam. Painting, 1605. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam,  
SK-A-3121.
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ing had been pioneered in England, but the process had not yet spread to 
either the Dutch Republic or such countries such as Sweden, which would 
later become a key provider of iron ordnance to the Dutch Republic. On 
3 December 1594, the directors of the Company signed a document in which 
they declared that the Company had received on loan two heavy bronze can-
non from Edam. The guns were to be returned in two years’ time, or the city 
would need to be compensated for their loss. The directors had to agree that 
they were personally liable with all their possessions, current and future, 
for the return of the cannon.66 Edam, however, was unable to provide all the 
required cannon. 

From December 1594 onwards, the directors of the Company regularly 
appear in the minutes of the States of Holland requesting assistance from 
the provincial government in their search for ordnance. On 19 December 
1594, Hendrick Hudde, Reijnier Pauw, Pieter Hasselaer, and Cornelis de 
Houtman petitioned the States of Holland to ask if the province could de-
clare itself guarantor to the tune of some forty thousand guilders-worth of 
cannon, which the directors wanted to borrow from various municipal ar-
senals in the province. This request was rejected, as the States argued that 
the Company had received sufficient support.67 However, the States did 
agree to write to the magistracy of Delft in order to convince them to lend 
two heavy cannon to the Company. It is possible that these never returned. 
When the Mauritius was lost at Cape Lopez in Gabon in 1609, it carried at 
least one heavy bronze cannon with the coat of arms of Delft, cast in 1592.68 
The stadholder was also approached. Since Prince Maurits had agreed to at-
tach his name to one of the vessels (the Mauritius), he was asked for ‘a loan in 
the form of four half-cannon’.69 Yet still, the requirements were not met and 
Gerrit van Beuningen, better known for his trial and imprisonment during 
the first voyage, was sent to England to purchase thirty cast-iron cannon.70 
England would remain an important purchasing market for the Dutch East 
India Companies. As late as 1612, the VOC would contract Elias Trip to cast 
cannon in England.71

Merchandise

The final issue to be settled concerns the merchandise the Company would 
send to Asia – something that proved perhaps most difficult to solve. In 
the intelligence-gathering discussed before, trade opportunities and mar-
kets had been one of the key points. Initially, it of course focused on Asian 
goods that the Company wanted to import: spices, gemstones, medicinal 
herbs, ivory, and tropical wood. The directors would need to be able to send 
their merchants and shippers to ports where these products, especially pep-
per, could be procured in the required volume, at low prices, and where the 
threat of Portuguese action was low. The choice of destination that result-
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ed from theses parameters is discussed below. In order to procure products, 
the fleet would need to trade. The question was, therefore, what the ships 
could bring to Asia to trade in exchange for spices and other products. Of the 
290,000 guilders invested in the venture, 120,000 guilders had been designat-
ed either for the purchase of merchandise, or to be sent to Asia as bullion. 
The question was which products could be profitably sold in Asia. This ques-
tion had popped up in the intelligence-gathering in the preceding years. 
Cornelis de Houtman, in his brief description of the coasts of Africa, Arabia, 
and Asia, had supplied information on the demand for products in the ports 
described.72 The information on products and markets was also copied from 
Dirk Jansz Pomp’s description in Lucas Jansz. Waghenaer’s Thresoor der Zee-
vaert in 1592.73 Pomp likely also provided additional information on products 
to trade with China in the manuscript mentioned above.74 Most detailed, 
however, is an anonymous summation of the trade and products in the East 
Indies ‘heard from several people lately arrived from thence’.75 Most likely, 
this refers to Dirck Jansz Pomp and Jan Huygen van Linschoten. 

So, what products did the Company expect to be able to sell in Asia? Tex-
tiles appear in all of the various lists. This likely reflects the importance of 
Indian cotton textiles in the trade for spices in Southeast Asia. The lists and 
summations mention the fact that the textiles traded were often brightly 
coloured or decorated with floral patterns. What the lists fail to mention, 
however, is that no Dutch or indeed European textiles could hope to com-
pete with the Indian chintzes. Other products mentioned include red coral, 
decorated bottles, mirrors, knives and nails, copper bracelets and chande-
liers. A final category of products included decorated cuirasses, helmets, and 
weaponry. The idea of exporting weaponry was still present in the minds of 
directors of the Old Company of Amsterdam as late as 1600, when sketches of 
weapons for export were added to a memorandum on trade goods.76

These products, although they could be traded for profit, could not be 
expected to be sold in the volumes necessary to buy pepper and other spices 
with the proceeds. While the exact accounts for goods traded have not sur-
vived, the ships likely carried some or indeed all of the goods mentioned 
above. More important perhaps was the bullion carried East. However, even 
here, care had to be taken that the coins carried were of designs and weights 
that were recognised and accepted in Asia, which in practice meant copy-
ing Portuguese and Spanish designs. Once in Asia, bullion proved easiest to 
trade. The information gathered on possible exports shows that the direc-
tors hoped to be able to run their trade on an export and import basis, al-
though this was to prove impossible. That said, and in contrast to English 
practice, Dutch companies were not confronted with broad prohibitions on 
exporting bullion. Silver would prove to be the single most important ex-
port to Asia. The selection of products to be traded was tightly related to the 
choice of destination. Indeed, selecting a suitable destination was amongst 
the most important goals for those gathering intelligence.
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Crews and Supplies

Sailing the ships to Asia and back would of course require a crew. When the 
four ships departed Texel in April 1595, they carried a total of 249 men, how-
ever, only 89 of them would live to see the Netherlands again when three 
ships returned twenty-two months later in February 1597.77 As the minutes 
of the meetings of the preparation for the voyage have not survived, we do 
not know how these men were recruited. A book with draft resolutions has 
survived from the Old Company of Amsterdam into which the Compagnie 
van Verre was absorbed in 1598. The drafts cover the period November 1598 
until January 1600. 

The entry for 9 November 1598 gives a good impression of the supplies 
required for a voyage to Asia. Likely, this was part of the preparation of the 
third voyage of three ships under Steven van der Hagen, which departed in 
April 1599. The document gives the proposed provisions for a crew of 210 
men: 30 lasts of wheat, 20 of lasts rye, 105 barrels of salted meat, 800 pieces 
‘or thereabouts’ smoked meat, 2,500 pounds salted bacon, 21,000 pounds of 
stockfish, 18 barrels herring, and 420 barrels of beer.78 The ship required seven 
large anchors, as well as two throwing anchors, four grapnels, three anchor 
cables, spare sails, and a 50-foot sloop. Besides the heavier cannon with which 
this ship was also equipped, the crew was provided with 36 muskets and 12 
dozen long and short pikes, as well as some ten thousand pounds of gunpow-

Title page of Les voyages 
avantureux du capitaine 
Jan Alfonce, Sanctongeois. 
Poitier [1559]. Leiden  
University Libraries, 
1365 G 3.
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der.79 Clearly, equipping ships for the perilous voyage East was a major un-
dertaking and required care and attention from the directors. The economic 
spin-off effects of this will have been considerable. Having built, equipped, 
and manned the ships, providing them with merchandise and bullion, and 
having selected a destination for the vessels on West Java, the four ships of 
the First Voyage departed the Texel roadsteads on 2 April 1595, bringing to an 
end a period of preparation that had lasted at least three years.

Conclusion

Commercially, the first voyage was not an outstanding success. The returns 
barely covered the costs of the voyage, to say nothing of the significant loss 
of life and ships. Nonetheless, the voyage, which became known as ‘The First 
Voyage’, would signal the start of a wave of Dutch activity in Asia. Over the 
course of the period 1595-1602, some 66 ships would depart for Asia from the 
Dutch Republic, rapidly propelling the assorted merchant companies of the 
Dutch Republic to become the largest players on the Cape Route, outper-
forming their Portuguese and English rivals.80 English merchants had been 
spurred to action by the Dutch ventures to request a royal patent for trade with 
Asia in 1599, resulting in the creation of the East India Company a year later.81 

The very fact that one could sail to Asia and back again without being in-
terdicted or taken by Portuguese patrols proved that the power of the Estado 
had been greatly exaggerated. The period from 1595 onwards would there-
fore mark the beginning of the presence of other European powers in Asian 
waters, with far-reaching significance, both for the world and historically. 
To achieve this, the directors of the Compagnie van Verre had to carefully 
prepare the voyage of their ships. Not only did they need to convince pro-
spective investors to part with their money, but they also had to devise an 
organisational framework to manage their business. To convince investors, 
they had to invest in the collection of information on navigation, sea routes, 
markets, polities, and the Portuguese presence in Asia. They did not take 
this lightly, sending the De Houtman brothers to Lisbon some three years 
before the ships departed. Finally, once investment had been pledged, the 
directors had to build ships, acquire trade goods, as well as armaments and 
provisions for the crews, which needed to be recruited, all the while corre-
sponding with various levels of government in the Dutch Republic and pe-
titioning for material support as well as privileges. All this was done in a re-
markably short time. Later, in the seventeenth century, equipping ships to 
Asia would become a routine operation and the directors of the later Dutch 
East India Company could draw on a wealth of experience and information 
when building ships, sending trade goods, and setting policy. However, 
this knowledge was not yet available to the directors of the Compagnie van 
Verre, making their achievement all the more remarkable. 
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The information they gathered and collected in the manuscript now 
held in the Maritime Museum in Amsterdam provides valuable insight 
into the dissemination of ‘secret’ knowledge in manuscript form in six-
teenth-century Europe. Whilst a forthcoming source publication of this 
manuscript will shed more light on its full contents, the pieces highlighted 
here do show that in preparing for the voyage, the directors did not rely as 
exclusively on the information provided by Jan Huygen van Linschoten as 
has been argued. Rather, Linschoten’s information was one aspect of a much 
wider intelligence-gathering campaign that allowed the directors, albeit 
on partially out-dated information, to pick a sound destination for the first 
voyage to Asia. Ironically, the city they had selected, Sunda Kelapa, no longer 
existed. It had been taken and renamed by Fatahillah of Demak from the 
Hindu kingdom of Sunda decades earlier. Yet Sunda Kelapa would play an 
important role for the Dutch on Java in the future, for the city at the mouth 
of the Ciliwung river had been renamed in Yayakarta. This city in its turn 
would be conquered, burned, and rebuilt in 1619. Its victor then, Jan Piet-
erszoon Coen, would rename the city Batavia. 
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Floating Cuisine
Food on Board of Dutch Ocean Liners 
Heading to the Indies, 1871-1964

geke burger

And above all, one eats! One eats in the morning, one eats in the afternoon, one 
eats in the evening. In fact, one eats the entire day, the appetite sharpened by the 
sea air.1

In the 1870s, following the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, and with the 
help of some significant technical developments (both maritime and shore-
based), a scheduled steamer service between the Netherlands and the Dutch 
East Indies was established. Although the travel time was reduced from 
thirteen weeks by sailing vessel to six weeks by the Dutch mail ships, the 
journey remained long and arduous.2 The shipping companies, aware of the 
inconvenience, did everything they could to ease the inevitable boredom 
faced by passengers. Activities, such as sports matches, games, and dancing 
were organised to help kill time, with food also playing a significant role. 
This article deals with the food culture on board Dutch ocean liners heading 
to the archipelago. 

The mail ships were famous for their abundant and luxurious food ser-
vices, with all meals and drinks included in the ticket price. Of all the crew 
members on board, the majority were involved in the preparation and serv-
ing of food. The ships can be seen as floating hotel-restaurants, and indeed, 
many passengers gained some extra weight after six weeks at sea. In Cap-
tain’s Dinner (2011), Sandra Van Berkum and Tal Maes study food preparation 
on board the ships of the Holland-Amerika Lijn whilst in The Captain’s Table 
(2011), Sarah Eddington examines the cuisine on board English ocean liners.3 

Although much has been written about famous Dutch shipping compa-
nies and their ships, little research exists on the food culture on board ships 
sailing from the Netherlands to ‘the East’. An exception is the compendious 
article ‘Zeelust schept den eetlust’ by Remmelt Daalder in which, using data 
from menu cards, he presents an overview of the luxury and nature of food 
served on board Dutch ocean liners.4 Many questions, however, remain un-
answered: How were food supplies stored on board? How and when were 
meals served? Passengers preferred European food for the whole journey, 
but can we also perceive influences from other cuisines on the route? Final-
ly, how were the passengers prepared for the culture shock of going to a part 
of the world where everything was different, not least the food? 
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In order to find answers to these and other questions, several types of 
historical sources can be used. The first group consists of travel journals, 
diaries, and other ego documents generated by travellers sailing from the 
Netherlands to the Dutch East Indies. Another useful source are the menu 
cards of the meals served on board, showing the variety and nature of the 
‘floating cuisine’ available to passengers. A third category are the travel 
guides and other instructive documents generated by the shipping compa-
nies themselves. These guides provide a unique insight into the way travel-
lers were prepared for the journey – not only in the context of the advice they 
were given, but also by offering a commentary on the food on board, often 
pointing out the availability of certain food items.

This article starts with a brief historical account of the service from the 
Netherlands to the Dutch East Indies by mail ship, starting from the mo-
ment when the first liner passed through the Suez Canal shortly after 1869, 
until the liner service was abolished in 1958. The second section examines 
the food provided on board – its nature, how often it was served, the lev-
el of luxury, and how it developed over time. The third section offers a ‘be-
hind the scenes’ examination of food preparation on board: How was the 
food prepared? Who was responsible for the different stages in the process, 
and what spaces and facilities for the food preparation existed on board? To-
gether, this approach will offer insights into the functioning of the liners as 
floating hotel-restaurants, intermediating between two entirely different 
worlds: Europe and Asia. 

Steaming to ‘the East’

After the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, travellers from Amsterdam to the 
Dutch East Indies could make the entire journey by ship. Previously, Dutch pas-
sengers relied on English companies for sea transport as a part of the overland 
route. The slow alternative was boarding a sailing vessel – a voyage that took 
ninety days. The opening of the Suez Canal, but also technical developments 
such as the invention of the more economical and faster compound steam ma-
chine, made a scheduled steamer service possible.5 This new service was eager-
ly embraced, not least as there was an increasing demand for faster and more 
regular transport of both mail and passengers between the Dutch East Indies 
and the Netherlands. The underlying cause for this increasing demand was 
the abolition of the cultivation system in 1871.6 With the restriction on free 
entrepreneurship now gone, it became very attractive to start up a venture in 
the Indies. A great number of planters, businessmen, and engineers travelled 
to the archipelago in search of their fortunes. In less than thirty years, the 
number of Europeans in the colony grew from 49,000 in 1870 to 90,000 in 1900.7

In 1871, the first mail ship passed through the Suez Canal, heralding an 
era of large-scale Dutch steam shipping.8 The shipping companies Stoom-
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vaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’ (established in 1871) and Rotterdamsche 
Lloyd (established in 1883) worked the route in close collaboration.9 One 
week, a ship of the Rotterdamsche Lloyd left Rotterdam for the Indies, whilst 
from Batavia a ship came the other way.10 The next week, it was the turn of 
the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’, thus resulting in a weekly ship-
ping service. The average ticket price was approximately 600 guilders for a 
single second-class journey. More affluent passengers travelled in first class, 
whilst third class was reserved for working-class people. Fourth class was re-
served solely for crew: lower servants and baboes – the female servants who 
took care of the children on board. During the first five years of the steamer 
service, the outbound travellers could make the first part of the journey (to 
Genoa or Marseille) by the so-called ‘boat train’ – a service facilitated by the 
shipping companies.11 Buying a ticket to ‘the East’ included both the board-
ing pass for the ship and the train passage. Depending on the route chosen, 
the journey to the unknown began either in Genoa or Marseille. 

Around 1900, a journey to the Indies had the following itinerary: The 
first stop after leaving Europe was Port Said – a bustling port city on the 
Egyptian coast. This stop took longer than some of the others, as allowance 

SS Prins Alexander (Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’), 1900. Photograph by 
W.H. Holtzapffel (Amsterdam). Dutch National Maritime Museum Amsterdam, 
photo collection of the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’, S.3565(36).
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had to be made for the loading of coal.12 One of the first sights encountered 
when arriving in the city were the numerous small barges with local mer-
chants, selling fruit and souvenirs.13 Climbing narrow ship ladders, the ven-
dors offered their merchandise to the passengers whilst they were still on 
board. Apart from the indigenous members of the ship’s crew, those ven-
dors were often the first introduction to the ‘Other’ (seen from the Euro-
pean perspective). For travellers, the longer stopover offered the opportu-
nity to disembark for some sightseeing. The majority of those who decided 
to explore the city would visit ‘Simon Arzt’, a famous modern department 
store. The store, named after its German founder, provided most of the de-
sired European products and was known for its cigarettes.14 When purchas-
ing local products, leather handbags and woven carpets were the travellers’ 
favourites.15 

Once the ship was fully supplied, the journey continued through the 
Suez Canal. From this point onwards, the ships of the Stoomvaart Maatschap-
pij ‘Nederland’ and the Rotterdamsche Lloyd followed different routes.16 The 
ships of the Rotterdamsche Lloyd sailed from Suez to the harbour of Padang 
directly, before arriving at their destination in Batavia’s harbour Tandjong 
Priok. From there, travellers with other destinations within the archipela-
go could transfer to a ship of the inter-island shipping line – the Koninklijke 
Paketvaart-Maatschappij (Royal Packet Navigation Company). For the pas-
sengers of the ships of the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’, after an-
other week at sea, the harbour of Colombo in Ceylon came into view. In Cey-
lon travellers had the opportunity to take several excursions, amongst others 
to Buddhist temples and the ancient city of Kandy. Sabang, the coal bunker-
ing port situated on a small island north of Sumatra, was the first landfall 
in the Dutch East Indies encountered by the passengers of the Stoomvaart 
Maatschappij ‘Nederland’. Some passengers disembarked in Belawan, others 
in Singapore, before the liner finally arrived in Batavia.

With the introduction of steam engines running on oil instead of coal 
(and later with the advent of motor vessels with diesel engines), the jour-
ney to ‘the East’ was shortened from six weeks in 1900 to four weeks in 1950. 
Nonetheless, the period spent at sea was long and there was much time to 
kill. During the first years following World War II, the passengers still had 
to entertain themselves by playing cards, doing exercises on the deck, read-
ing, or using the game facilities. It was not until the 1950s that crews start-
ed to organise events on board in a more structural manner in order to keep 
their passengers occupied. This new trend, however, was short-lived: in 1958 
Sukarno abolished the regular service to Batavia, which by then had been re-
named Jakarta.17 All ties between the Netherlands and the young Republic 
of Indonesia were broken due to the conflict over New Guinea. The former 
ocean liners were used as cruise ships for another ten years, until air travel 
grew to dominate the tourist trade. When the famous liner MS Oranje made 
her last journey in 1964, it marked the end of the era.18 As to the number of 
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passengers, the luxury on board and the travel time, the trips on the first 
steamers differed significantly from the post-war journeys. However, one 
thing never changed: the consumption of good food on board had always 
been one way to keep passengers from getting bored. Food, and the art of 
presenting it, was the shipping companies’ most effective way to keep their 
customers satisfied.

From Decent Meals to Hotel Quality Dining

In the 1870s and 1880s, the steamers measured an average of 115 meters long 
and 12 meters wide, with a capacity of 140 passengers.19 Due to the absence 
of stabilisers, the first liners could be quite uncomfortable, and many pas-
sengers suffered sea sickness. Those who could handle a meal – included in 
the ticket price – had to sit in narrow dining salons.20 All classes travelled in 
separate compartments. The first- and second-class passengers consumed 
comparable meals, albeit with a big difference in choice and variety. Third- 
and fourth-class provision was, however, very basic. Notwithstanding this 
obvious disparity, most travel journals dating from the time mention that 
both food and service were good. Luxury items, however, were not availa-
ble on board. In 1874, a retired navy commander, E.H. Boom – who probably 
travelled first class – wrote in a guide for travellers to ‘the East’: ‘one takes an 
anker21 of red wine, half a basket of carbonated water, cigars, tobacco, soap, 
wax candles and some treats’.22 

It was during this same period that two more retired naval command-
ers, A. Werumeus Buning and J.A. Kruyt, wrote their travel guide after hav-
ing made a trip to the Indies on an unknown liner.23 They reported that the 
food was excellent and abundant, whilst also praising its variety. Early in 
the morning, a light breakfast was served. The second breakfast at 10:30, be-
sides bread, also included meat and vegetable dishes.24 Around 14:00, a drink 
was served on deck. Wine and other beverages were not yet included in the 
ticket price, but were available for a reasonable price.25 According to the two 
gentlemen, this was because it would have been rather unfair to let the pas-
sengers – beer drinking young men and barely consuming ladies alike – pay 
the same price on the drinks. The main meal of the day was served at 16:30. 
This meal resembled the second breakfast with the addition of pies, pastries, 
fresh and dried fruits, sugary snacks, and compotes.26 The final serving of 
the day was at 20:00, when tea, toast, and bread were made available. Thus, 
as Werumeus Buning and Kruyt state, no one had to worry about being de-
prived of anything on the journey to ‘the East’. The only problem with the 
food on board was the total chaos that ensued whenever the ship encoun-
tered rough seas. Despite the fiddles attached to tables to keep the crockery, 
glassware, and cutlery in place, the dining salon became a dangerous place 
with hot liquids and objects flying everywhere. Once, the men witnessed 
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Menu card for the meal of 29 December 1897 on board the SS Prins Alexander. The 
dishes offered on the menu are typically Dutch, like mashed potatoes with carrots, 
herring salad, and purslane. Dutch National Maritime Museum, S.0029 (0098).
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how a passenger’s hot soup plate ended up in the lap of his neighbour on 
the other side of the table. A few seconds later, the maître de hotel (head wait-
er) slipped over the spilt soup, falling against a passenger with hot coffee 
in his hand. Luckily, the other chairs at the table were already deserted, the 
passengers either desperately trying to reach their cabins, dodging all kind 
of flying objects on their way out, or hanging over the ship’s rail emptying 
their stomachs into the ocean.27 Apologising for that rather long passage on 
food in their travel guide, the men summarised in a single statement what 
would remain true for the whole period of the passenger shipping service: 
‘the condition of the stomach had a great influence on the mood of the hu-
man being, especially for those who travelled on the seas’.28 

The ships of both the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’ and Rotter-
damsche Lloyd grew in size rapidly from the 1900s on. In 1900, the average 
capacity of the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’ ships was around 150 
passengers. In 1910, the SS Prinses Juliana could transport 349 passengers, in-
creasing to 454 on the SS Jan Pieterszoon Coen in 1915.29 A similar shift is visi-
ble when looking at the size and capacity of the ships of the Rotterdamsche 
Lloyd. Along with the changes in scale and comfort, the cuisine was also up-
graded. Beverages were included in the ticket price and the meals became 
more abundant, elaborate, and offered greater variety. When Creusesol 
(pseudonym of Isaäc Pierre Constant Graafland) wrote his travel journal To 
the East in 1908, he mentioned that the dishes were served as sophisticated 
and delicious as in a first-class hotel.30 A menu card dating from 1906 shows 
that a firs-class dinner on board the SS Goentoer consisted of Colbert soup as a 
starter, followed by coquilles and oysters, ham with red cabbage, leg of mut-
ton in pepper sauce or asparagus. The main dish was served with rosé wine 
and compote, and concluded with a dessert consisting of bavaroise, praline 
ice cream, fruits, and coffee.31 

Compared to the nineteenth-century steamers, the schedule for serving 
meals had also changed. A travel journal kept by Dr I. Groneman, travelling 
from Amsterdam to Batavia around 1906, provides the following descrip-
tion: Between 5:00 and 6:00, coffee and hot chocolate were served in the salon 
or on deck, followed by breakfast consisting of bread, rusk and ‘abundant 
treats’. At 7:00, hot barley porridge was served, or – on the warm passages on 
the journey – ice cold buttermilk, again, with coffee and tea. Breakfast end-
ed at 9:00, however, at 10:00, refreshments, such as lemonade, berry juice, or 
egg liquor were made available. At 12:15, an extensive lunch was served, fol-
lowed by pies, pudding, fruit, ice cream, and coffee. In the afternoon, sweet 
treats were offered until it was time for dinner at 19:00.32 Creusesol conclud-
ed that the passengers were eating throughout the morning, afternoon, and 
evening – in fact, the whole day.33
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Glory Days

The glory days of the ocean liners lay in the period between the two World 
Wars. Four great liners – the Dempo and Baloeran, owned by the Rotterdamsche 
Lloyd, and the Marnix van Sint Aldegonde and Johan van Oldenbarnevelt, owned 
by the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’ – came into service in 1930-1931. 
A similar building programme followed from 1937 to 1940. From the 1930s 
on, due to the upscaling of passenger shipping and the fact that the Stoom-
vaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’ and Rotterdamsche Lloyd had their own 
printing office on board, a huge number of menu cards were produced. For 
every breakfast, lunch, and dinner, richly decorated and well-designed cards 
were printed. The only meals without an elaborate menu card were buffets as 
they did not follow a predetermined menu order. Passengers were allowed to 
keep their menus as souvenir, and over time they became collector’s items.

Menu card for the first-
class dinner on board the 
SS Goentoer (Rotterdam-
sche Lloyd), 10 March 
1906. Leiden University 
Libraries, Or. 27.640-6.
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Menu card for the first-
class lunch on board the 
MS Baloeran (Rotterdam-
sche Lloyd), 23 July 1933. 
Leiden University Librar-
ies, Or. 27.176-82.

Front of the menu card 
for the dinner of 25 Au-
gust 1937 on board the 
SS Jan Pieterszoon Coen 
(Stoomvaart Maatschap-
pij ‘Nederland’). Leiden 
University Libraries, Or. 
27.176-82.
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During the heydays of the large ocean liners, the division of classes was 
maintained, however, third and fourth class became a non-passenger class 
reserved solely for indigenous workers and other lower crewmembers. The 
disparity between first and second class narrowed when second class was 
upgraded, although differences remained in the choices offered and overall 
level of luxury. In the context of the food itself, it was no longer the cook who 
determined what was served, nor was it the maître de hotel who composed the 
menus. Rather, it was the shipping company that decided what was served 
and to whom. On board the ships of the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Neder-
land’, at least from the 1920s onwards, every administrateur (manager), maître 
de hotel, and first cook had to own a copy of the booklet Instructions concerning 
the nutrition on board the mail ships.34 Rule number one was to guarantee great 
variety and avoid repetition. First-class food had to be at least as good as in 
any first-class hotel, whereas second-class meals were allowed to be a little 
less extravagant, yet still had to be excellent. It was strictly forbidden to pass 
leftovers from second class – who dined earlier – to first-class diners. Com-
plaints about insufficiency had to be avoided at all costs. Even the language 
and type of menu cards were regulated. First- and second-class passen-
gers received their breakfast menus printed in Dutch and English, whereas 
lunch and dinner menu cards were always in French. Third-class passengers 
received a handwritten menu card in Dutch.35 

The booklet further specifies the schedule and nature of the meals dur-
ing the day for each class. First-class breakfast, for example, always had to 
include four types of porridge, six warm dishes, three egg dishes, and six 
cold dishes.36 Around 11:30, a drink was served, which came – depending on 
the weather – in warm or cold variations. The booklet shows a choice of sev-
eral lemonades, ice sorbets in twelve flavours, and punches in any favoura-
ble flavour.37 The lunch always started with a soup, followed by an egg or fish 
dish, then meat and vegetables, a cold or warm dish platter, and for dessert 
it was pastry and fruit. On Sundays, a cheese platter was served as an extra 
dessert. Around 16:30, tea had to be served, with toast, biscuits, and cakes.38 
The dinner was almost the same as the lunch menu. General rules for the 
first-class evening meal were as follows: always serve ice cream in the warm 
climate zones, never serve beefsteak, and pork only once a week. Salad had to 
be fresh and served with oil, vinegar, soya, and boiled egg. Evening tea could 
only be ordered free of charge between 21:00 and 21:30.39 

For those in second class there were similar prescriptions, albeit with 
some minor differences. The breakfast was less abundant and there was no 
fish for lunch. At dinner the entremets were missing, and for the second class, 
clotted cream was not available.40 Overall, it can be stated that the variety 
and level of luxury was slightly less. Thus, as can be seen, the differences be-
tween first and second class were small, however, food in third class was ob-
viously much plainer: the morning coffee had to be served before the first 
work shift, between 6:00 and 8:00. Pearl barley or oatmeal, bread with some 
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sandwich fillings, and a beverage was all the workers got for breakfast, and 
there were no sorbets and punches in the morning break. In contrast to the 
other classes, no hot dishes were served for lunch. Rather, they were served 
a recurrence of the breakfast – bread with fillings and some simple beverag-
es. Dinner typically offered plain Dutch food: soup, potatoes with meat and 
vegetables. The only luxury was a serving of the pastries, pudding, ice cream, 
and fruits for dessert. Tea was served at 20:00.41 

Whilst the booklet refers to regulations for indigenous crew members 
on board the liners – those travelling in the fourth class – no documentation 
could be found in the archives. However, there is one rare source that gives 
insight into the food consumption of the lower personnel. In 1921, physician 
Alexander Karel Bosman finished his dissertation on the hygiene on board 
of the ships of the Rotterdamsche Lloyd, commissioned by the company’s 
medical division.42 The dissertation includes the schedule of nutrition of the 
Chinese crew. One Chinese worker received per day 0.68 kg of rice, 0.45 kg 
beef or pork, and 0.225 kg of fresh or conserved vegetables. Per week the com-
pany provided the Chinese worker 0.8 kg of wheat flower, 0.9 kg of crunchy 
bread, 0.225 kg of fat or margarine, 0.225 kg of fruit jam, 60 grams of tea, 60 
grams of coffee, 0.45 kg of sugar, and a third of a can of evaporated milk. Ex-
ceptions were made for the boatswain and fireman: they received a full can 
of evaporated milk.43 In addition, vinegar, salt, and pepper were unlimited. 

A hors-d’oeuvre or appetiser in the shape of a lobster is served on board the MS 
Oranje (Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’), circa 1945-1964. Dutch National 
Maritime Museum, photo collection of the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’, 
2015.4157.
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On request, the crunchy bread could be replaced by fresh bread up to a total 
of 1.8 kg of wheat flower per week.44

Special Occasions

On Sundays there were some extra treats. Hermann Hülsmann, who trav-
elled with a group of young adults to the Indies in 1928, wrote in his diary: 
‘Today is Sunday. The cup of hot chocolate this morning at 11 and the duck 
served at dinner makes that clear.’45 With special occasions came special food, 
for instance, with the departure of a prominent passenger or an officer, or 
the celebration of a (national) holiday. It seems there was always reason to 
extend or elaborate upon the meals in some way. For example, for the Dutch 
Sinterklaas celebration, the baker would make the traditional pastry letter-
banket, which was served with mandarins.46 In addition, shortly after leaving 
the Netherlands, there was also a welcome or ‘Bon voyage dinner’, usually 
on the second night on board. 

On the evening before arriving in Sabang or Padang, the ‘Captain’s din-
ner’ was a regular event. The tradition originated from the era of the Brit-
ish East India Company and was organised on almost every voyage on board 
Dutch ocean liners on the last evening on board. Although from Sabang or 
Padang it still took a week before the ship entered the harbour of Tandjong 
Priok in Batavia, due to the pressure of disembarking passengers and un-
loading cargo, the Captain’s dinner was brought forward.47 Besides the ob-
vious fact that the food was even more luxurious at the Captain’s dinner, an 
essential element was the speech by the ship’s commander – traditionally 
answered by a speech from the eldest passenger.48 

These occasional dinners provided an opportunity for the cooks to really 
show off, in particular when creating the most spectacular desserts. Intricate 
pie and ice sculptures were shaped by the patissier. There are photographs 
showing a pie-cathedral for a Christmas dinner on board of the Baloeran in 
the 1930s, whereas, on another occasion, celebrated on the Johan van Olden-
barnevelt in 1939, spectacular ice sculptures of boats and flowers were present-
ed. On request, meals could be adapted for people who were on a prescribed 
diet.49 Similarly, there were separate menus for children. In 1952, children 
on board the Johan van Oldenbarnevelt could enjoy beef stew for dinner, but 
also white or brown bread with liver paté or the typical Dutch chocolate- 
and anise sprinkles. In 1928, the Rotterdamsche Lloyd stated that it was no 
problem at all to offer children on board whatever products they were ac-
customed to.50 During lunch, the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’ also 
provided food for babies on request: sieved oatmeal porridge, sieved vegeta-
bles, mashed beans and potatoes, or ground meat and applesauce. A more 
‘exotic’ option was nasi tim: steamed red rice with chicken liver, the soft tex-
ture of which made the dish suitable even for the youngest passengers.51
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Passengers’ Reviews

The abundance and exceptional quality of the food was not taken for grant-
ed. Travellers wrote in amazement of the cuisine on board – as seen in 
the compliments paid by Werumeus Buning and Kruyt, discussed above. 
Around 1900, retired Lieutenant-Colonel A.S.H. Booms (not to be confused 
with the E.S. Boom mentioned earlier) wrote in the Illustrated Guide for Dutch 
Travellers to and from the Indies via Genoa and Marseille: 

More than anything else, the food on board, in terms of quantity, frequency of 
serving, preparation, and display, leaves nothing to be desired – not even for the 
finest gourmet – and competes successfully with the greatest and most famous 
hotels on land.52 

Mrs. Catenius-Van der Meijden, also author of a famous Indisch53 recipe book, 
wrote in her guide for travellers to the Indies (1903): ‘One can call it [the sail-
ing to ‘the East’] a pleasure trip. It is a constant change of dining, drinking, 
sleeping, wandering on the deck, dining etc. And what is served is always the 

Menu card for the chil-
dren’s lunch on 4 April 
1952 on board the MS 
Johan van Oldenbarnevelt 
(Stoomvaart Maatschap-
pij ‘Nederland’), one of 
dishes offered is the Eur-
asian dish nasi tim. Leid-
en University Libraries, 
Or. 27.176-82.
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best quality.’54 It does not come as a surprise that during the late 1940s, it was 
the good food on board that stood out for all the passengers; Europe was re-
covering from the war, and scarcity was noticeable everywhere on the con-
tinent. 

Amongst the glittering tributes to the catering of the two shipping com-
panies, some critical voices were raised. The dissertation of Alexander Karel 
Bosman (discussed earlier) offers a critical note on the nutrition on board, 
if not in the way one might expect. Whilst he concluded that there was no 
shortage of vitamins, it was the level of overfeeding that worried Bosman. 
He suggested the introduction of sporting facilities and competitions to 
encourage passengers to use them. Indeed, many passengers could not help 
but notice that they gained some weight during the journey. Although, by 
1930, there was plenty of space on board to exercise and play games on the 
sports deck, it remains doubtful if this was sufficient to balance out the 
overeating on the voyage. It is thus rather ironic that weight competitions 
were sometimes organised at the end of the journey.55 The overfeeding of 
the crew was also considered undesirable by Bosman. It actually led to a de-
crease in the speed of the steamer: ‘Beef with baked potatoes as a breakfast 
is not preferable food for people who have to work as stokers in the engine 
room.’56 The solution was simple: the shipping companies started to replace 
overfed European stokers with Chinese workers who were not hindered by 
an overfull stomach – as we have seen, their food was very plain and supplied 
in substantially reduced quantities.

Pea Soup and Nasi Goreng

A look at the menu cards reveals that the majority of the food served was 
(very) European: passengers preferred their potatoes, soups, and bread. With 
the presence of Dutch cooks in the galley and the facilities to store the nec-
essary ingredients in the cold and freezer rooms, all the means were there to 
adhere to regular European cuisine. Writing in 1908, Creusesol stated that 
typically Dutch vegetables, meats, and fruits were served on board – food 
that the passengers were used to, albeit prepared and presented in an elab-
orate restaurant style.57 Mr. L. Franken, who travelled to the archipelago in 
1931 on board the MS Pulau Roebiah, witnessed that, despite the increasing 
heat after crossing the equator, Dutch winter food continued to be con-
sumed. With Semarang in sight, the passengers were eating brown beans, 
marrowfat peas, and pea soup.58 Not even in the Red Sea, known as the hot-
test part of the voyage, was the menu adapted. Journalist Henri Borel saw 
people overeating on heavy Dutch winter food in temperatures of 100 de-
grees Fahrenheit (almost 38 degrees Celsius). Although Borel was very posi-
tive about the food on his journeys, he clearly expressed a desire for lighter, 
more easily digestible dishes to be served in the warmer climes.59 
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Up until the 1950s, the cuisine on board was – alongside the Dutch  dishes – 
predominantly French-based, as was also the case in chic restaurants in Eu-
rope.60 Typically French terms such as hors d’oeuvre, luncheon, and compote fre-
quently appear on the menus. Even when the dish itself was not French, a chic 
French name was often put on the menu. According to the Instructions con-
cerning the nutrition on board the mail ships booklet (discussed earlier), plain rice 
with braised beef and union was to be referred to as ‘Goulash de boeuf au riz’.61

When taking a closer look at the menus, however, the influence of Eur-
asian cuisine becomes apparent.62 In Werumeus Buning and Kruyt’s trav-
el guide, the Eurasian element on life on board the ship becomes more and 
more apparent as the voyage progresses.63 When reaching the Suez Canal, 
the European suit was changed for the more airy white tropenkleding, trop-
ical wear. It was, according to Werumeus Buning and Kruyt, also the mo-
ment that the first rijsttafel64 was served, and the men stated: ‘The day before 
yesterday we belonged to the West, today we belong to the East.’65 Howev-
er, Mrs. Catenius saw things rather differently. According to Catenius, the 
rijsttafel was only occasionally served after the ship had crossed the equator 
and it was nothing like the ‘real rijsttafel’ served in the archipelago.66 None-
theless, Catenius prepared her readers (if only indirectly) for the non-Euro-
pean food on board. In a list with useful sentences in Malay to be used when 
communicating with indigenous crewmembers, one finds expressions such 

Caption from the booklet Instructions concerning the nutrition of board the mail ships is-
sued by the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’, 1921. Dutch National Maritime 
Museum, 1994.5229.
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as ‘Pass the potatoes’, however, one also finds sentences such as: ‘Don’t bring 
me strongly spiced food, I cannot handle it’, ‘Not more than two spoons of 
rice’, and ‘Don’t give it [the child] sajoer or curry’.67 These sentences would 
probably not be included in her travel guide if no Eurasian cuisine was 
served on board. The question arises if the serving of Eurasian food was de-
mand-driven, or an initiative taken by the crew. On the ships, a substantial 
number of passengers were Indischgasten: Dutch citizens who had lived for 
years in the archipelago and who travelled to the Netherlands, either for a 
short stay, or to stay permanently. One can imagine that on an eastward 
bound journey, the Indischgasten would request the rice dishes to which they 
had become accustomed in the Indies, to build a bridge between the two 
worlds they knew. The Indischgasten were also often the first to change their 
European attire for the sarong or kabaja, and to give newcomers advice at the 
serving of the first rijsttafel.68 

The question that arises here is precisely when the serving of Eurasian 
food was introduced on board of the Dutch ocean liners. Already in the 
1880s, there were signs that non-European food was available on board. We-
rumeus Buning and Kruyt talked about the presence of rice dishes, but sur-
prisingly only at the second breakfast. Needless to say, there were always 
more European dishes and, according to the duo, they were less spicy than 
when prepared in the Indies.69 Still, it seems that it was easy to totally avoid 
non-European food until reaching one’s final destination. By the 1920s, Eur-
asian food on board had become more common – a development that prob-
ably had something to do with the increasing flow of travellers between the 
Netherlands and the archipelago. In accordance with the new menu op-
tions, additions were made to the 1921 edition of the booklet Instructions con-
cerning the nutrition on board the mail ships. Glued on one of the blank pages, a 
paper strip states: ‘once a week nasi goreng shall be served at breakfast for all 
classes’.70 Also added was the rule to serve rice dishes always with meat and 
a combination of sauces such as sambal, curry, red fish sauce, and chutney. 
Nonetheless, rice dishes were still given French names: rice and pheasant 
with curry sauce became bordure de riz à la St. Hubert, and the similar dish 
with veal became blanquette d’agneau au riz.71 By the 1960s, the menu cards 
exhibit an increasing abundance of Eurasian food. Whereas previously the 
Eurasian dishes were in the minority, often presented in French, or labelled 
as a ‘special plate’, by the 1960s all this had changed. Dishes such as bami 
and nasi goreng were now available on every menu and special rice dishes 
even appeared on the children’s menu. Moreover, these dishes even became 
available on ships of the Holland-Amerika Lijn, indicating that Eurasian 
food had become vastly more integrated into regular Dutch cuisine. A menu 
from 1960 offers the ‘typical Dutch dish’ nasi goreng, consisting of baked rice 
with prawns, pork, onion, leek, celery, and garlic, topped with baked chick-
en, banana, egg, and kroepoek, and served with a side of sambal and mango 
chutney.72 
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In 1958, the scheduled shipping service to what is now Indonesia, came 
to an end. As a consequence of the conflict between the Dutch government 
and the Indonesian Nationalists regarding New Guinea, the (then) Indone-
sian leader Sukarno broke all ties with the Netherlands, and hence the lin-
er service was abolished. Subsequently, the Dutch ocean liner fleet entered 
the holiday cruise market – a venture that was to prove ultimately unsuc-
cessful. In the 1960s, most people preferred short cruises within Europe, 
and long-distance tourism had yet to develop. In time of course, that was to 
change, however, air travel would become the most efficient way of trans-
port. In 1964, the MS Oranje made her last voyage to Indonesia. The Stoom-
vaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’ organised an ‘oriental lunch with a variety 
of dishes from China, Malaysia, Hawaii, Burma, Japan, Thailand, India, Ko-
rea, and the Philippines – an event that would never have taken place in We-
rumeus Buning and Kruyt’s, nor in Catenius’ time.73 

Towards Another World

For a taste of non-European food, passengers did not have to rely solely on 
what was served on board. During the short stops on the way to the Indies, 
the passengers could also get a taste of non-Dutch cuisines – something for 
which Catenius took time to prepare her readers. In Marseille, she stated in 
1903, passengers should not expect potatoes unless willing to pay extra for 
them.74 When arriving in Aden, she recommended the fresh baked sea fish 
as a safe option, served with salad and potatoes. Later, Catenius emphasised 
that it was totally unnecessary to buy food on the way, for everything was 
available of the highest quality on board the ship. There were some excep-
tions, however. For example, when in Port Saïd and in the mood for some 
snacking, Catenius recommended the Turkish delight: ‘Or buy even a full 
box, to share with the children and your acquaintances when arriving in 
the Indies.’75 Werumeus Buning and Kruyt also wrote about consumption 
on excursions during their voyage in the 1880s, warning that the prices for 
drinks on the stops on the non-European passage of the journey were ex-
tremely high.76 By 1928, Port Saïd was well-prepared to fulfil the wishes of 
Dutch travellers. Hermann Hülsmann wrote that various brands of Dutch 
beer were served in Simon Arzt’s department store: Amstel, Heineken, and 
even a brand from Tilburg.77 

During the entire journey, it was easy to stick to European food and 
avoid everything unfamiliar and exotic. Once arrived in the Dutch East In-
dies, however, there was no escape. Although there were a number of Grand 
Hotels in Batavia that did serve European food – Catenius mentions the Java 
Hotel, Hotel der Nederlanden, Hotel Wisse, and Hotel des Indes78 – sooner or 
later Europeans had to get used to the rijsttafel, served every day at 13:00 after 
the first work shift. The obligatory siesta that followed the meal was anoth-
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er novelty to which newcomers had to adapt.79 Compared to Dutch habits, 
the dinner was served very late in the Indies: between 19:30 and 21:00.80 After 
Werumeus Buning and Kruyt’s first meal in the Indies, they had to admit 
that the rice dishes on board of the liner only afforded the traveller a glimpse 
of the food as it was served in Batavia. It was at the Hotel des Indes that the 
two men experienced their first dinner in the Indies:

There was a surprisingly high number of dishes which you have never heard or 
dreamt of. Rice and curry, vegetables boiled in water and broth, minced beef and 
frikandel,81 chicken roasted in tamarinde sauce, baked fish, dried fish, fragrant deer 
meat (ding-ding), salted egg, bulging eye, omelette, prawns, lobsters, fish roe, a 
number of small platters with sambal, Spanish pepper (tjabei), and several sours 
etc. […]. You will be amazed by the huge amounts of food consumed by the thin 
indigenous ladies but be aware of the fact that the rijsttafel is the main meal of the 
day. At the second meal at 19:00, much less is consumed. Even before we finished 
the rice and all that came along, Sidin [the waiter] arrived with other dishes: steak 
with potatoes, lettuce with poultry, fruit etc.82

Addressing future passengers, Catenius formulates a number of warnings 
in her book relating to the Eurasian food in the Dutch East Indies. First, one 
should always ask if the meal being served is very spicy. Most importantly, 
keeping a keen eye on the addition of sambal and lombok is highly advisable, 
as, according to Catenius, that very intense red pepper ‘makes your throat 
and mouth burn and takes away the pleasure’.83 Red side dishes in gener-
al should evoke suspicion. Red pepper can easily disguise the bad quality of 
food, a trick that is often tried on ‘full-blooded Dutchmen’ who had just ar-
rived in the Indies.84 Werumeus Buning and Kruyt witnessed an incident of 
this nature when they saw an unexperienced traveller hit by the unexpected 
spiciness when consuming his first rijsttafel: ‘With tears in his eyes, an un-
usual red coloured face and his mouth contracted, he took a sip of water – 
which was only fuel to the flames – and desperately ate all the bread on the 
table to quench his tongue.’85

Despite the dangers, Werumeus Buning and Kruyt strongly believed 
that the spicy food was beneficial for the body: it cleanses the abdomen and 
stabilises the body temperature.86 According to Catenius, indigenous fruits 
also pose a danger. In particular during the rainy season, fruits often lead to 
serious stomach problems and diarrhoea. She identifies Pisang (banana) and 
papaya as the safest and suggests that when ripe, they are also considered 
suitable for kids. Pineapples were considered safe as well, on the condition 
that some salt was added to neutralise the acerbity. Catenius’ last warning 
concerns ice water: ‘Do not drink it with eagerness, not even when being 
parched!’87 Catenius concluded her instructions by stating that ‘moderation’ 
should be the traveller’s watchword when eating in the Indies.
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Behind the Scenes: Preparing and Serving

Claiming that the food on board measured up to that of onshore first-class 
restaurants implied that a major part of the crew, in one way or another, 
was involved in the preparation and serving of the food.88 In the galleys – in 
case of the first- and second-class kitchens of the post-1920 ships almost a 
misnomer – Dutch cooks were preparing the food.89 The chef was in com-
mand and composed the menu. He was assisted by the sous-chef, who also 
replaced him when absent. In the glory days of the ocean liners, the team 
of cooks also consisted of chef de parties, each responsible for a different part 
of the kitchen. There was a rôtisseur (in charge of meat, game, and poultry), 
entremétier (side dishes such as soups, vegetables, and potatoes), garde-man-
ger (cold dishes such as salads and starters), patissier (ice cream, pastries, and 
pudding), potagier (soups), saucier (sauces and warm starters), and a légumier 
(vegetable dishes). Often there were also several student-cooks, assisting one 
of the chefs de parties.90 In case of the MS Oranje, the biggest passenger ship 
from the mail ship era, the total number of cooks was approximately forty.91 
Another crew maintained the supervision of the dining salons, consisting 
of the maître de hotel, his assistant, and the stewards. The stewards also took 
care of the table settings and completed any table-side processes: flambé, 
filleting, and jointing.92 The headwaiter or mandoer93 supervised the serv-

The European cooks and 
the Javanese servants in 
the combined first- and 
second-class galley of the 
MS Oranje (Stoomvaart 
Maatschappij ‘Neder-
land’), ca. 1945-1964. 
Dutch National Mar-
itime Museum, photo 
collection of the Stoom-
vaart Maatschappij 
‘Nederland’, 2015.4038.
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ing, whilst the serving itself was done by the so-called djongossen, who were 
mostly recruited on the islands of Madura and Java.94 The djongossen were di-
vided into three groups: those who served dishes from the galley, those who 
served the food from the (cold) pantries, and those who only served snacks 
and drinks on deck. Prior to serving the meal – the food was always served 
on a set time – a djongos summoned the passengers throughout the ship by 
ringing a five-tuned gong. This sound alerted the passengers to prepare 
themselves and to head to the dining salons.95 In order to avoid miscommu-
nication due to the language barrier, the passengers would order the dish 
of their choice by quoting its number on the menu card. Drinks and snacks 
were offered all day, although, even in the heyday of the ocean-going liners 
no later than 23:00, as the servants were free from then until morning.96 Dish 
and pot washing was undertaken by Chinese workers, who also processed 
the huge amount of used tablecloths, napkins, and other textiles on board.97 

As with the composition of the menu, the serving of food also followed 
a strict set of regulations. Serving coffee during dinner or as a single drink 
meant also bringing a silver platter with a jug of warm milk and sugar, and 
when the passenger rose to leave the table, the plate had to be taken back to 
the pantry immediately. Coffee after a meal, however, meant serving in the 
presence of the passenger. Tea was announced by a short ring of the bell, and 
the tea leaves had to stay in the hot water exactly half an hour before serv-
ing. Biscuits and toast would stay on the table, however, in the children’s 
room consumption was limited to two pieces each child. Any melting butter 
on the table was deemed a catastrophe, and hence the servants had to place a 
small ice cube in the butter cup when noticing the first signs of this.98 As in 
shore-based restaurants, the table setting and the order of service followed a 
strict format. Servants always had to serve female passengers first and, quite 
obviously, serving was to be carried out in the fastest manner possible.99

Organising Space

The dining salons were, like the cabins, divided by class. As mentioned above, 
over time those spaces developed from sober narrow rooms to luxurious pala-
tial halls.100 Much has been written about the interior of the ocean steamers. 
The designs and decorations in the salons indeed contributed to a festive and 
luxurious atmosphere. The focus here, however, will be on the activities that 
took place within these dining salons. For both lunch and dinner, a predeter-
mined seating plan was applied for all passengers. This plan was announced 
at the beginning of the journey and was fixed throughout the duration of the 
voyage. Passengers could, however, offer their preference for ‘table compan-
ions’ one month before departure.101 At breakfast the passengers were free to 
pick a seat themselves, as this meal was served as a buffet.102 Children under 
the age of twelve dined separately: those of first-class passengers ate in the 
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children’s room under the supervision of the baboes, whilst those of second- 
and third-class passengers took their meals in the salons of their own class, 
but always before the adult meals were served.103 

With the majority of the crew being appointed for food preparation and 
serving, a major part of the ship was reserved for stockrooms, salons, bars, 
pantries, and galleys. A good overview of how these floating restaurants 
were organised and supplied can be obtained from the deck plans. The deck 
plan of the MS Baloeran, the layout and facilities of which are representative 
of the majority of the ocean liners from the interwar period, is discussed in 
detail below.

A djongos plays the xylophone to announce the start of the meal on board the MS 
Christiaan Huygens (Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’), ca. 1928-1940. Maritime 
Museum Rotterdam, photo collection of the Koninklijke Nedloyd Groep, F12719.
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MS Baloeran

The MS Baloeran was built for Rotterdamsche Lloyd in 1929. An advertorial 
booklet distributed by Rotterdamsche Lloyd promoting this ship includes 
a detailed deck plan.104 Spaces concerning food stocking, preparation, and 
consumption exist on almost all eight decks on the ship, except for the com-
mand and boat deck. From top to bottom, the deck plan reads as follows: 
On the promenade deck there were two children’s eating rooms. Here the 
stomachs of the smallest passengers were filled with whatever their hearts 
desired. One level down, on the bridge deck, there was a press room. Here, 
the menu cards were printed. On the upper deck (B-deck), below the bridge 
deck, the third-class dining salon was situated at the stern, with a pantry at-
tached. The third-class galley appears on the same deck, situated on the oth-
er side of the funnel, in the fore ship. On the upper tween deck, the prepa-
ration and consumption of food took up most of the space. The first- and 
second-class dining salons extended over the full width of the ship. The sa-
lons were surrounded by pantries, dish washing areas, and storage for the 
plates, glassware, and cutlery. Between the two salons – in fact slightly clos-
er to the first than to the second class – lies the heart of the restaurant: the 
first- and second-class kitchen. Right next to it, to the starboard, we find the 
butchery, cold and warm bakery, and the mess for the higher-ranking cater-
ing crew. Most of the storage rooms and stocks were located in the fore ship 
of the lower tween deck, with separate rooms for vegetables, herbs, wine, 
beer, poultry, fish, and meat respectively. Here one also finds the large freez-
er and cold room with separate compartments for ice cream in the former, 
and butter in the latter. On the same deck, a small part of the stern was re-
served for the indigenous crew, including a very small galley. Finally, on the 
lower deck there were the two freshwater tanks and the mess for the Java-
nese servants.105 

The deck plan does not show the different electrical devices used in the 
abovementioned compartments. The booklet, however, does provide an 
overview of all such equipment. The first- and second-class galley, for in-
stance, had an electric stove, nine gas burners, six ovens, three boilers, heat-
ed tables for the plates, and a grill. The bakery was equipped with two elec-
tric ovens, a dough mixer, two ice cream machines, and an egg mixer. The 
pantries had heated tables as well as fridges, a beer tap using CO2, dishwash-
ers for both the galley and the dining salons, egg boilers, toasters, and coffee 
and tea machines.106 Not specifically mentioned, but undoubtably present, 
would have been machines for making ice cubes and sparkling water. The 
third-class galley was less well-equipped; there was only one small stove and 
one boiler. The galley reserved for the indigenous fourth class was practical-
ly the same, except for the addition of several rice cookers.107 
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Space over Time

The question arises how the use of all these sophisticated facilities evolved 
over time. In their 1878 travel guide Werumeus Buning and Kruyt described 
the moment of departure from Amsterdam. They mention the bustling 
sound of a herd of animals to be taken on board: oxen, milk cows, pigs, 
chickens, geese, and other birds. Obviously, most of the food at that time 
was taken on board alive and slaughtered during the journey. Most of the 
above-described compartments on board of the Baloeran are also mentioned 
by the two men.108 When Dr J. Groneman travelled from Amsterdam to Bat-
avia in 1906, on board the steamer Koning Willem II (built in 1900), there were 
already freezers and cold rooms. Cooled drinking water was also available.109 
Compared to the situation on the Baloeran, however, the technology avail-
able was completely different. Freezing and cooling on the Koning Willem II 
meant packing rooms with blocks of ice, made by steam-driven machines. 
Meat was preserved on brine, and most vegetables were only available 
canned, a technique that had been in use since the 1830s.110 

During the 1930s, the ocean liners were scaled up in terms of capacity and 
luxury. The flagship MS Oranje of the Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Nederland’, 
which was built in 1938, could transport roughly 200 passengers more than 
the Baloeran. As a result, the restaurants also had become more spacious and 
sophisticated in order to serve the growing numbers of passengers.111 In 1960, 
a one way journey of approximately one month demanded a huge amount 
of supplies: 22,000 kg of meat; 4000 pieces of game; 8,500 kg of fresh fish; 2,600 
litres of milk; 45,000 kg of potatoes; 10,000 eggs; 130,000 pieces of fruits; 500 
kg of butter; 15,000 cans with vegetables; 16,000 kg of fresh vegetables; 39,000 
bottled drinks and beverages; and 18,000 litres of beer.112 With the upscaling 
came further specialisation. The introduction of specific chefs de parties re-
quired separate working areas for each chef. Separate spaces were created for 
the preparation of coffee and tea, with another for the preparation of sand-
wiches.113 The way the servants moved through the ship also changed over 
time. The staff of the Indrapoera (built in 1925) had only stairs to access the 
galleys and storage rooms, whereas the Baloeran (built in 1929) was equipped 
with lifts. Furthermore, on the Willem Ruys (built in 1939) there were even es-
calators that could take servants from the galley to the dining salons or stor-
age rooms. A ‘magic eye’ attached to the doors leading to the salons opened 
them automatically. The escalators even had sound-absorbing panels, and 
the air-conditioning in the salons maintained a small positive pressure, so 
neither noise nor smell would ever reach the passengers.114
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Conclusion

For the passengers on the first mail ships in the 1880s, the voyage was an in-
evitable trial, to be endured in order to reach the Dutch East Indies. Yet less 
than six decades later, the voyage had evolved into a pleasant stay on a float-
ing hotel-restaurant. As the ocean liners grew in capacity, their level of com-
fort also increased. The meals had changed from plain food to fancy dishes, 
whilst small sober galleys had turned into spacious and sophisticated res-
taurant kitchens. Studying the process of food supply, preparation, serving, 
and consumption has shown how important food was on board. Wining and 
dining were both social activities, and a very efficient remedy against bore-
dom. It outshone the unpleasant aspects of a long journey in a space with 
limited opportunity for moving around. In the nineteenth century, this was 
true mostly for the wealthier travellers. Over time, however, the difference 
between the middle-class passengers and the elite on board the ship be-
came smaller. Over the course of the twentieth century, for both first- and 
second-class passengers travelling to the Dutch East Indies meant dining 
in restaurant style every day. Third- and fourth-class passengers, however, 
had to be content with greatly reduced options and variety. Whilst at first 
glance, meals seem to be comprised of European food in all classes, many ex-
amples extracted from menu cards, travel journals, and the ships’ own in-
struction booklet, reveal traces of Eurasian cuisine. 

As the frequency and scale of travelling between the Netherlands and 
the Indies increased, the demand for rice dishes, chutneys, and sambal grew. 
For those travelling to the Indies for the first time, the rijsttafel on board 
was a foretaste of what awaited them in the archipelago. In this regard, food 
functioned as a bridge between two worlds and cultures. Both the crew and 
the layout of the ship were expected to get the food as quickly and efficiently 
as possible to the passengers. That was achieved, amongst others, by means 
of the most advanced technology available at that time. After one month 
of living the luxury life, and with some extra kilos of body weight gained, 
passengers disembarked in the Dutch East Indies. The floating restaurant 
would soon head back to the land of pea soup and mash pot, ready to stuff 
the stomachs of hundreds of new passengers with anything they desired. 
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16 Booms 1911, 153.
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18 The abbreviations MS for motor ship 
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this article.
19 Termorshuizen 1996, 93.
20 Termorshuizen 1996, 94.
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22 Boom 1874, 46.
23 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885 did 
not mention the exact year of their journey 
to the Indies. However, since the first 
edition of the guide was published in 1878, 
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24 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885, 83.
25 Doedens & Mulder 1990, 98.
26 Doedens & Mulder 1990, 84.
27 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885, 78.
28 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885, 85.
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30 Creusesol 1908, 83.
31 Leiden University Libraries, Or. 27.640-9. 
Menu cards of the steamship Goentoer, 1906.
32 Groneman 1906, 24.
33 Creusesol 1908, 82-83.
34 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Neder-
land’ 1919, 2.
35 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Neder-
land’ 1919, 3.
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land’ 1919, 7.
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land’ 1919, 5.
39 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Neder-
land’ 1919, 7-8.
40 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Neder-
land’ 1919, 16.
41 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Neder-
land’ 1919, 11.
42 Bosman 1921. Bosman was a physician, 
but also inspector of the Medical Corps of 
the Rotterdamsche Lloyd.
43 A boatswain is responsible for 
supervising the sailors. Here it probably 
refers to the head of the Chinese staff.
44 Bosman 1921, 95.
45 Hülsmann 2018, 20.
46 Hülsmann 2018, 32-33.
47 Franken 1931, 37-38.
48 Franken 1931, 38.
49 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij 
‘Nederland’ 1938, 21.
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50 Booklet by the Rotterdamsche Lloyd 
on D.S. Mail Motorschip Sibajak (Amsterdam, 
circa 1928).
51 Leiden University Libraries, Or. 27.176-
82. Menu cards for children on board the 
Johan van Oldenbarnevelt, dinner on 1 and 3 
April 1952.
52 Booms 1911, 17.
53 The adjective Indisch refers to the 
Eurasian culture deriving from the Dutch 
colonial rule in the archipelago. The Indische 
cuisine consists of indigenous dishes 
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cuisine.
54 Catenius-Van der Meijden 1903, 38.
55 Hülsmann 2018, 36.
56 Bosman 1921, 93-94.
57 Creusesol 1908, 83.
58 Franken 1931, 62.
59 Borel 1905, 32.
60 Van Berkum & Maes 2011, 34.
61 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij 
‘Nederland’ 1919, 5.
62 According to the menu cards, the non-
European food on board does not appear to 
be indigenous Asian, but rather is Indisch 
or Eurasian – a westernised adaption of the 
Asian dishes.
63 Termorshuizen 1996, 102.
64 The rijsttafel was a combination of rice 
dishes, a European interpretation of the 
Chinese and indigenous cuisine.
65 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885, 134.
66 Catenius 1903, 121.
67 Catenius 1903, 231-232.
68 Termorshuizen 1996, 102.
69 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885, 134.
70 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij 
‘Nederland’ 1919, 5.
71 N.V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij 
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72 Van Berkum & Maes 2011, 99.
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Oranje, 1964.
74 Catenius 1903, 43.
75 Catenius 1903, 52.

76 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885, 132.
77 Hülsmann 2018, 27.
78 Catenius 1903, 117.
79 Werumeus Buning & Kruyt 1885, 191.
80 Booms 1911, 182.
81 Frikandel normally refers to a typical 
Dutch deep-fried snack consisting of 
different kinds of meat pressed in the 
shape of a stick. However, this snack 
was introduced in 1954, so most likely 
Werumeus Buning and Kruyt here refer 
to the frickedil. In seventeenth-century 
Germany, the frickedil was known as a 
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96 Borel 1905, 36.
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Up in the Sky
Civil Air Transport in the Dutch East 
 Indies and Colonial Society, 1928-1942

marc dierikx

As I write this, we are flying high above the clouds over the Ganges delta, a myri-
ad of winding watercourses and marsh forests. […] I took some pictures of the city 
of Akyab, which we passed by and of the stormy monsoon clouds. After exactly 5 
hours of flying we reached Rangoon where the tanks had to be refilled. Here the 
sun was at its zenith and it was scorching hot. Lunch was prepared in the hang-
ar. I did not eat much but welcomed a tasty beer. At the moment we are flying 
again at an altitude of 2500m over the Gulf of Martaban and approaching the 
Moulmein Mountains, which form the border between Burma and Siam. The 
crew has a silent hope that we will see a herd of wild elephants tomorrow on our 
route […]. The plane’s centre engine is a nightmare for our mechanic. In Rangoon 
it started quite happily, albeit with a peculiar brief hesitation that ended with a 
loud bang. In Bandung it will have to be taken apart completely. If it lasts that 
long. [...] I continue this letter again at the hotel in Bangkok just before going to 
bed. From Rangoon we flew once more at high altitude – I needed my raincoat 
again to keep warm; temp. 64° F (3300m) – over the Moulmein Mountains. We saw 
beautiful clouds. In the monsoon season this crossing fills the airline pilots with 
trepidation, because the thunderstorms can make flying impossible. After three 
hours we landed smoothly at the Don Muang airport [Bangkok], local time 4.30. 
Towards the end of the flight I slept nicely until I woke with a fright because my 
right eardrum popped as a result of the rapid descent. Fortunately, this is pretty 
harmless and it doesn’t bother me anymore at the moment. [...] Delicious to sit 
there sipping tea, and have a drink afterwards. Temperature is as in Batavia and 
fortunately there are no mosquitoes. I hope to sleep well again tonight. Already I 
feel completely in the Indies here.1

In the early years of air travel, it seemed unlikely that the enormous distance 
between the Netherlands and its overseas territories would be covered by 
airplanes anytime soon. Indeed, a decade passed before colonial air services 
to Southeast Asia were first established in the early 1930s, although flying 
remained far from commonplace. Started in 1919-1920 as a new, unprece-
dented sensation for those individuals who were wealthy and brave enough 
to be transported through the air, flying stood for adventure and was not 
without risk. Passengers, mostly businessmen with a full agenda and ‘a 
sense of the modern time’ and well-to-do tourists looking for a unique new 
experience, could even get a signed certificate from the pilot to prove that 
they had actually flown. Passengers who braved the first air routes were 
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without exception socially privileged. Prices made that they were few in 
number. At 150 guilders, a one-way ticket from Amsterdam to London was 
prohibitively expensive in 1920. When passenger air transport to the Dutch 
East Indies was inaugurated towards the end of 1930, a return ticket Am-
sterdam-Batavia cost as much as 3,500 Dutch guilders, four times the cost of 
first-class sea travel and more than three times the average annual income 
of working-class people. 

Air travellers had to plan for a journey that took a full week. Travel days 
were long, and nights were short. The Fokker F.XII IJsvogel (Kingfisher), 
in which the writer of the above diary fragments was flying, had left Am-
sterdam’s Schiphol Airport on 3 May 1934 at four o’clock in the morning. 
An hour earlier, Joop Hardeman and the other two passengers had already 
gathered at the plane and their luggage was brought on board. For Harde-
man this meant one large and two smaller, lightweight suitcases, the latter 
of which were provided by KLM free of charge. Hardeman’s cases had a com-
bined weight of approximately 39 kilos, 19 kilos over his allowance. Howev-
er, because he was travelling on behalf of Prime Minister Hendrik Colijn, 

Dutch colonial air ser-
vices began in 1928. First 
timetable of the Indische 
Luchtvaart Maatschap-
pij, designed by artist 
and lithographer Isi-
dorus van Mens. Leid-
en University Libraries, 
Ephemera Collection, 
Or. 27.622, nr. 5.
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KLM waived the cost for excess baggage. Earplugs were also supplied free of 
charge by the airline. Wearing them was a real necessity, because the din of 
the three engines was deafening and the journey consisted of flights that 
lasted from 12 to 15 hours per day. 

By the standards of the time, passengers were pampered. The flight en-
gineer served coffee, tea, chocolate milk, raisin bread, and cold marinated 
or smoked fish. Nonetheless, comfort on board was not great. If the aircraft 
flew at low altitude, the passengers suffered from turbulence, which caused 
nausea. When they flew high – a cruising altitude of about 3000 to 4000 me-
ters was customary – the cabin quickly became cold, even in the tropics. Pas-
sengers needed a jacket, or the cabin heating had to be turned on. Although 
KLM had equipped its planes with a toilet at the rear, waste was simply 
dumped inflight. Passengers reported unpleasant drafts ‘down below’. An 
inscription on the lavatory door said the facilities were not to be used above 
towns.2 Certainly in the tropics, it was often almost dark when the plane 
landed. However, if anything was left of the day, a passenger who wished to 
go sightseeing would be driven around by KLM ground staff. Nights were 
spent in luxury hotels equipped with modern conveniences. In most cases, 
they served a European menu. The nights were short though: about three 
to four hours of sleep was all that was available for passengers. Between two 
and three in the morning it was already time to get up, because the airplane 
would start at the crack of dawn.

Trial Flights to the East Indies

Although plans for air services to and within the Dutch East Indies dated 
back to 1919, the fact that people were able to book a flight from Amsterdam 
to Batavia at all was still a new phenomenon in 1934. From its foundation in 
1919 KLM had claimed that its activities were geared towards the organisa-
tion of air services to the Dutch East Indies. However, lacking the necessary 
means, no actual steps were taken. In the same year 1919, plans were hatched 
in Batavia for an airline in the East Indies. However, the proposals were re-
jected by the government. Neither the time, nor the technology appeared 
suited for such a venture. At that time, there were no more than, perhaps, a 
dozen airlines operating in the world. Such companies had been set up with 
funds from visionary businessmen and investors who saw a prospective new 
market for international rapid transport by air. After the end of World War I 
in 1918, this new vista was attractive and the Dutch press followed develop-
ments closely. Indeed, in the first year of peace, more than a thousand news-
paper articles dealing with air traffic were published in the Netherlands 
and its overseas territories. Such articles carried enthusiastic headlines like 
‘The Flying Future’, ‘World Air Traffic’, ‘Our Country and Air Traffic’, and 
‘Over the Atlantic’.3 In the Dutch East Indies, Governor-General Johan van 
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Limburg Stirum offered 10,000 guilders for the first Dutch pilot to fly from 
the Netherlands to Java before 1 September 1920 – within a time-span of two 
weeks.4 KLM aspired to tap into such expectations, but in November 1920, its 
application to start a branch in the East Indies was rejected.

Meanwhile, air transport in Europe was turning out to be an immense-
ly unprofitable endeavour, something KLM was discovering to its cost. For 
the first ten years of its existence, the fledgling Dutch national airline strug-
gled to fend off bankruptcy. Chased by deficits, KLM’s management needed 
to create results that would bring popular acclaim and justify the commit-
ment of public funds. The airline needed milestone achievements that could 
inspire a sense of national pride and thus had potential as a means to pres-
sure the government to provide additional subsidy. Such support was cru-
cial, both at home and in the colonial context. In the early 1920s, several air 
transport start-ups on Java succumbed to lack of funding. Ventures such as 
the Netherlands-Indies Consortium for Aviation, British attempts to organ-
ise an air service from Singapore, and the LVG company that emanated from 
Germany in 1921, all ultimately failed.5

In 1923, a new possibility seemed to arise to promote colonial aviation. 
Pushed by newspaper reports about British plans for a record flight to Aus-
tralia, an initiative was started to seriously examine whether a Dutch flight 
to Batavia would be feasible. On 23 March 1923, a dedicated East Indies 
Flight Committee was set up for this very purpose. Practically every corpo-
rate and private entity with interests in Dutch aviation participated. Air-
plane constructor Anthony Fokker acted as the main sponsor. Fokker also 
provided a suitable new airliner for the endeavour, the single engine type 
F.VII. A young pilot, Abraham Thomassen à Thuessink van der Hoop, em-
ployed by KLM the year before, volunteered as the pilot. Van der Hoop had 
a knack for navigation, a vital quality for a flight across the vast expanse of 
British India. He had demonstrated these skills by winning an internation-
al aerial navigation contest in Brussels. In January 1924, as preparations for 
the flight got under way, KLM hastened to file a renewed application for an 
operating permit in the Dutch East Indies – and for a subsidy from the gov-
ernment in Batavia. To the chagrin of KLM’s management the request, like 
those that had preceded it, remained unsuccessful. 

On 1 September 1924, the legal ownership of the airplane was transferred 
from Fokker to the East Indies Flight Committee, an umbrella organisation 
that united 113 companies and private individuals. The Flight Commit-
tee also took on the crew of three.6 The plane departed from Amsterdam’s 
Schiphol airport a month later on 1 October, carrying a small bag of mail. 
However, things went wrong on the third day of the flight when engine 
failure forced Van der Hoop to make an emergency landing in Bulgaria. Al-
though the repair took weeks because a new engine had to be sent from the 
Netherlands by train, there were no further incidents and on 24 November 
the aircraft landed safely in Batavia.7 
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Despite being greeted by a large crowd of several hundred enthusias-
tic Dutch colonials who hoped that the start of air transport in the Neth-
erlands East Indies now lay just around the corner, the authorities in Bata-
via remained hesitant about sponsoring such aerial endeavours, which they 
regarded as financially extremely risky. However, for the men and women 
present on the occasion, modernity had arrived. Two days later, colonists 
flocked to Batavia’s Botanical Gardens and Zoo to celebrate the success of 
the venture.8 Yet despite all the excitement, Governor-General Dirk Fock re-
fused to budge and subsidies were not forthcoming. Meanwhile, the arrival 
of Van der Hoop and his crew raised the question of what to do with the air-
plane now that the flight had reached its destination. Indeed, it appeared no 
one had given this much thought. Van der Hoop entertained hopes of sell-
ing the machine in the Dutch East Indies to start some form of airline oper-
ations, but in the absence of any government support for such a venture, no 
one was willing to buy the plane. In the end the F.VII and its crew were sent 
back to the Netherlands by ship. In the spring of 1925, KLM bought the plane 
for just over half the catalogue price.9

A warm welcome to aviator Bram van der Hoop and his crew arriving in Muntok 
on the island of Banka on the first flight from Amsterdam to Batavia, 23 November 
1924. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 50573.
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In the year after the flight, the East Indies Flight Committee strived to 
maintain the momentum. In December 1925, they produced a comprehen-
sive Air Traffic Memorandum that was sent to all members of Parliament, the 
ministries in The Hague, and the colonial government departments in Bata-
via. The Flight Committee argued that structural resources should be made 
available to set up a scheduled air service to the Dutch East Indies.10 Although 
the government again refused to take action, undeterred, the Flight Commit-
tee continued to reiterate its point, hoping for a change of political opinion. 
In the meantime, they searched for the means and opportunity to organise a 
second trial flight. Just like the first flight in 1924, this was planned to car-
ry mail in order to generate money and, in 1925, again supported by Fokker, 
the first steps were taken. Preparations continued until October 1926, when 
the Flight Committee formally embraced the plans. Three months later, in 
January 1927, the Flight Committee called upon the responsible ministers 
to force a cabinet decision on the issue of supporting the new endeavour. It 
was hoped a second flight could be undertaken soon, allowing the Dutch to 
stay ahead of the British in the exploration of the air route to Asia.11 On 26 
March 1927, whilst the government remained indecisive, the Flight Com-
mittee organised a much publicised gathering at the Knights’ Hall, the par-
liament’s central building in The Hague. The meeting was even attend-
ed by members of the Royal Family. The new flight was now in the works. 

By this time an alternative scenario had presented itself. In February 
1927, KLM had come into contact with the eccentric American newspaper 
publisher and millionaire Van Lear Black, an avid air traveller. Continu-
ously looking for money to keep the airline afloat, KLM rented him a plane 
with crew. Between 1 March and 14 June, Black toured Europe. He liked it so 
much that he proposed KLM fly him to America. Although at the time this 
proved technically impossible, KLM’s management was bold enough to of-
fer him another daring adventure: a passenger flight to the Dutch East In-
dies. After a mere two weeks of preparation, Black’s single-engine KLM plane 
took off for Batavia on 15 June 1927, with Black and his personal assistant as 
passengers. For KLM, the endeavour represented a last-ditch attempt to earn 
public acclaim at a time when its finances were stretched to the limit. That 
the company openly risked one of its expensive planes in a highly publicised 
adventure was an indication of how critical its financial situation had be-
come. Despite only the flimsiest of preparations, the flight turned out a suc-
cess. With little incident, the aircraft reached Batavia on 30 June and at five 
o’clock in the afternoon the second flight from Amsterdam touched down at 
Tjililitan airport.12 The flight gave rise to renewed enthusiasm. The Dutch 
newspaper De Telegraaf interviewed KLM’s managing director Albert Ples-
man about the prospects of a scheduled connection between Amsterdam and 
Batavia – something for which he had been pleading since 1920. According 
to Plesman, a biweekly service would now be feasible in the short term.13 His 
optimism seemed to be reflected on 23 July with the safe return of the air-
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craft, which was welcomed with notable festivity at Amsterdam’s Schiphol 
Airport.

The Flight Committee’s earlier proposal for a second mail flight to the 
East Indies now gained momentum. On 1 October, a brand new, three-en-
gine Fokker F.VII, suitably baptised Postduif (Carrier Pigeon), left in the early 
morning from Schiphol Airport for a return flight to Batavia. The plane was 
again made available by Fokker, the Flight Committee covering the costs 
of the venture itself. On the outbound flight, the Postduif carried 17.5 kilos 
of mail, whilst the return flight had a load of 50 kilos, for the collection of 
which post offices in the East Indies had stayed open late. The crew complet-
ed their planned journey in 22 days.14 It appeared that a Dutch national air 
connection to the overseas territories in Asia might now be feasible, provid-
ed such a costly service could garner support from the government and from 
the postal authorities. 

An Airline Company in the Dutch East Indies

Moves to establish such a venture were influenced by the political unrest in 
Java and Sumatra that had occurred late in 1926. In November that year, a 
communist agitator, Abdul Muntalib, tried to stage a local revolt in the Ja-
vanese harbour city of Pekalongan. The plot, in which the rebellion in Peka-
longan was to coincide with an uprising in Western Sumatra, caused a great 
deal of anxiety amongst the Dutch colonists. Question was how the author-
ities would be able to stem societal unrest if such events took place in more 
remote areas. Having some form of air transport capacity might help restore 
peace and order, or so it was assumed. Even the Minister for the Colonies, Ja-
cob Koningsberger, now asked himself ‘whether it would be possible to dis-
til a forceful impulse to further civil air transport from the present atmos-
phere of fear’.15 He believed aircraft could play a role in the rapid deployment 
of colonial forces in areas of unrest. In Dutch business circles with interests 
in the East Indies, discussions were started on the possibility to set up an 
air transport endeavour in the archipelago. However, for KLM this was bad 
news. The company was forever scraping the bottom of the barrel. In fact, 
KLM’s finances were now so precarious that the Board of Directors saw no 
option but to take leave of its aspirations to start a branch in the Dutch East 
Indies. A separate airline funded by colonial interests was set up.

On 7 April 1927 a ‘Committee of Preparation’ was established in Am-
sterdam. A select group of Dutch colonial entrepreneurs fronted the new 
endeavour, amongst them Cornelis van Aalst, president of the Nederland-
sche Handel Maatschappij; Emile Enthoven, commissionar of the Deli 
Maatschappij; Daniël Delprat, director of the Stoomvaart-Maatschappij 
Nederland; and Johan van Hasselt, president of the Bond van Eigenaren 
van Nederlands-Indische Suikerondernemingen.16 With five million Dutch 
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guilders in pledges, the committee cleared the obstacles that had hitherto 
prevented the establishment of a colonial airline in a matter of months. For 
KLM, which again filed in vain for a branch of its own, the Indies seemed lost 
as a potential area of operation.17

However, to set up a new airline without recourse to the existing tech-
nological and operational expertise available in the Netherlands appeared 
overly risky. It was obvious to the founding committee that some form of co-
operation with KLM would be beneficial. KLM eventually managed to exact 
a price for their experience. The deal was laid down in a gentlemen’s agree-
ment signed on 13 June 1927. In exchange for advice and services to be ren-
dered, KLM received three seats on the new airline’s Supervisory Board and 
two on the Executive Board. Conversely, the East Indies company came to 
occupy two seats on KLM’s Board of Directors. KLM’s Albert Plesman was ap-
pointed technical director of the new company in the Indies. As the East In-
dies company could draw on substantial corporate finances, it agreed to con-
tribute 200,000 guilders towards the recapitalisation of KLM. Thus the new 
colonial enterprise helped save air transport in the Netherlands.18

This cleared the way for the submission of an application for an oper-
ating concession in Batavia. As a prelude, agreement was reached on 25 Oc-

Early KNILM advertise-
ments aimed to visually 
connect the world of air 
travel with the tropical 
setting of the East In-
dies. Poster by Isidorus 
van Mens. Leiden Uni-
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nr. 7. 
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tober 1927 in The Hague on a six-year subsidy contract for the new airline. 
From the perspective of the authorities in Batavia a dedicated air transport 
capacity was of supreme importance. The memories of the disturbances of 
November 1926 still looming large in the collective consciousness translat-
ed into a generous subsidy. Indeed, in 1928, the Indies airline was to receive 
300,000 guilders, followed by another 1,000,000 guilders in the next four 
years. The colonial government even went as far as to guarantee the share-
holders that the airline’s founding capital would remain intact. 

Subsequently, the Nederlandsch-Indische Luchtvaart Maatschappij 
was officially founded on 16 July 1928 in Amsterdam. Three months later 
the designation ‘royal’ was granted, thus completing the airline’s acronym, 
KNILM: Koninklijke Nederlandsch-Indische Luchtvaart Maatschappij (Royal 
Netherlands-Indies Airline Company). Its founders, thirty-one companies 
and individuals, paid 1,243,750 guilders. The largest contributors were four 
companies that had vital interests in the Dutch East Indies: Nederlandsche 
Handel Maatschappij (NHM), Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij (BPM), 
Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij (KPM), and Handelsvereeniging van 
Amsterdam (HVA).19 

KNILM had a fairly complex organisational structure, for which the 
Dutch Indies’ inter-insular shipping line KPM provided the model. The 
company’s seat was established in Amsterdam, with Henk Ansingh ap-
pointed commercial director alongside the aforementioned technical direc-
tor, Albert Plesman. Ansingh had previously held various positions at the 
Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij. The two directors were assisted by a 
Board of Management and a Supervisory Board, both of which were also es-
tablished in the Netherlands. Ansingh, however, only remained in post for a 
year. Resigning in July 1929 for health reasons, he was replaced by the retired 
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former commander of the Surabaya naval base, Henri Rendorp. For the dai-
ly running of the airline in Batavia, KLM’s station chief at Schiphol Airport, 
Hendrik Nieuwenhuis, was appointed. He received the title ‘KNILM rep-
resentative in the Dutch East Indies’. Nieuwenhuis would in turn be con-
trolled locally by a local Supervisory Board that was formed by the Indies’ 
directors of the companies that had founded KNILM. 

KNILM’s flying operations began on 1 November 1928 with a special cer-
emony that included speeches by Dutch dignitaries, led by Governor-Gen-
eral Andries de Graeff. In the previous months KNILM’s initial four aircraft 
had arrived from the Netherlands. At 08.00 sharp the first plane took off 
from Batavia’s airport Tjililitan destined for Semarang. On board were eight 
passengers, amongst them several women. A second flight, to Bandung, left 
ten minutes later. 

Air Travel and Colonial Society

To promote the use of air travel, KNILM commissioned Dutch commercial 
artists Jan Lavies and Isidorus van Mens to produce posters that would visual-
ly connect the world of air travel with the tropical setting of the East Indies. 
They were widely distributed and put on display at travel agents. Hotels were 
also canvassed: leaflets in Dutch, English, and Malay were put in every room. 
In addition, KNILM advertised in Dutch newspapers published in the archi-
pelago. To attract foreign customers, the airline also published a commer-
cial brochure in English entitled Touring the Tropics at Top Speed in November 
1932, which would be reprinted several times before the end of the decade.

As a fast and, moreover, dust-free and relatively cool means of transport, 
the airline quickly became popular with the Dutch colonial elite, who ac-
counted for 93% of KNILM’s passenger transport in the early years. This was, 
however, no surprise. At prices of 15 Dutch guilders for a 45-minute flight 
from Batavia to Bandung (110 kilometres), and 72.50 guilders for a three-
hour flight to Semarang – a distance of about 400 kilometres – KNILM tickets 
were anything but cheap. The entourage at airports in the Dutch East Indies 
reflected the upper-class environment of air transport where European faces 
prevailed. To entice the general public to fly, the company organised short 
air tours over the various cities it served – over 1,000 in its first two years of 
operations.20 KNILM’s customers may have been pleased to learn that life in-
surance policies henceforth covered the risk of airplane crashes.21

The Batavia-Bandung service was an immediate success, reporting load 
factors of 77%. After only three months, the frequency of the flights was dou-
bled in February 1929.22 KNILM expanded its network in March 1930 with a 
service to Singapore, and in September of that year with a route serving Med-
an on Sumatra. At a distance of 1,727 kilometres, the flight took between 10 
and 11 hours, which still translated into a time saving of almost three days, 
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compared to the journey by ship from Batavia. Nonetheless, flights were 
long and to keep passengers happy despite the terrific noise of the engines, 
KNILM provided comfortable recliner seats on board, set far enough apart 
for passengers to be able to stretch their legs. The airline also distributed free 
lunch baskets to its customers.23 Although passenger figures were encourag-
ing, KNILM’s largest contribution to colonial society was the transportation 
of mail. Within two years this became the backbone of its operations.

The opening of new services, such as night flights out of Surabaya, typ-
ically drew crowds into the hundreds. Passengers lined up to be taken on a 
short flight over the city which left them enthused. A passenger noted: ‘The 
spectacle was overwhelming! The first impression that we got was that of 
the greatness of la ville lumière in the Indies.’24 People lauded the cool tem-
peratures they experienced up in the air and the refined finish of the planes, 
the cabins of which were decorated with wood carvings, made by the firm 
of Herman P. Mutters and Son in The Hague, an internationally recognised 
furniture maker who also furnished luxury ocean liners. 

Other special flights, such as air tours over the volcano Krakatau, at-
tracted more passengers than aircraft could normally accommodate. On 
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Woman in front of an airplane on the airport in Bandung, with the building of the 
Royal Netherlands-Indies Airline Company in the background, circa 1930. Leiden 
University Libraries, KITLV 183260.

KLM’s Fokker F.XVIII Pelikaan welcomed by colonials at Darmo airport, Surabaya 
in 1933. National Archive, The Hague, Collection Kraayenhoff.
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at least one occasion, people were taken up as non-seated passengers, even 
though this was against regulations. One 18-seat Fokker F.XII took 23 pas-
sengers on one occasion: ladies, gentlemen, children, and two small dogs. 
Those without seats were free to walk around in the isle and enjoy the view 
from the large open windows whilst standing up.25 ‘Travel above your wor-
ries – by KNILM – cool, fast and comfortable’ advertisements read, offer-
ing passengers a 15% discount on return tickets.26 Non-European travellers, 
however, were more difficult to attract. Indeed, it took until the mid-1930s 
before they started using air services in numbers that showed in company 
statistics. To entice native Indonesians to fly, KNILM organised special low-
priced short flights.27

Flying was one thing, getting to and from the various airports, quite an-
other. One report mentioned: ‘Once on the ground, misery takes over. Al-
though people will say “please sir, you are now in Semarang”, this is pure 
phantasy. You’re alone on a tjotje [a grassy clearing] in the middle of hope-
less jungle.’28 More often than not, passengers were left to their own devices 
to organise ground transportation. Similar complaints were heard describ-
ing the delivery of airmail, the single most important commodity KNILM 
carried on its services: the itinerary from the airport to the addressee could 
be quite long and as a result, the time gained in flight was partly lost. Not-
withstanding these various issues, KNILM fared reasonably well because of 
the high government subsidies it received.

While KNILM built up a network of services in the Indonesian archipel-
ago, the colonial air route from the Netherlands came to be an internation-
al success. Although the expansion of KLM’s European network stagnated 
after 1930 due to the impact of the general economic crisis, the scheduled 
service to the Indies was a commercial hit thanks to the contract with 
the Netherlands Postal Service. To prepare the groundwork for scheduled 
flights along the very long route, KLM sent its general secretary Hans Mar-
tin on a three-month reconnaissance trip in the summer of 1930. On 2 Octo-
ber, the test flights with mail that had been undertaken since 1928 became 
a regular, bi-weekly service that also took passengers. Less than a year later, 
KLM doubled the frequency of its flights, urged on by the European busi-
ness community. 

Initially, income from passenger fares came second to that from the car-
riage of mail, for which a special surcharge was levied. Nonetheless, passen-
ger numbers rose spectacularly, from eight in 1930 to 450 in 1932, and con-
tinued to show annual increases of up to 80%. Although most travellers had 
a business or government background, occasional bookings by private indi-
viduals stood out, for example, that of the Dutch actress Roosje Köhler-Van 
Gelder. In May 1931, her stage performances were in such demand at home 
that she had to cut short her tour of the Dutch East Indies and return to the 
Netherlands by plane. Despite protests from pilot Quirinus Tepas, who in-
itially refused to take a woman on board since he had no experience flying 
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with female passengers, Köhler became the first female passenger on KLM’s 
famous air route.29 Three months later British-born aviatrix Hilda Hew-
lett, the first woman in the United Kingdom to earn a pilot’s licence in 1911, 
became the first woman to travel in the opposite direction. Of course, the 
novelty of carrying female passengers soon wore off once these high-profile 
women had paved the way. 

From 1932 on, the first full year that the weekly Amsterdam-Batavia ser-
vice was running, the subsidies for mail carriage made the route profitable. 
KLM reported earnings of 292,812 guilders.30 Figures for mail carriage rose 
even faster than those of passengers and freight. Evidencing the nation-
al importance now attached to the air route, the Dutch postal authorities 
abolished the surcharge for all airmail sent to the East Indies in 1937, stimu-
lating private citizens to send mail and parcels by air. Despite the economic 
crisis of the 1930s, the Batavia service developed into the cork on which the 
loss-making KLM company floated. 

KNILM, on the other hand, experienced headwinds. From 1931 onwards, 
the effects of the worldwide economic depression also extended to the Dutch 
East Indies. This had consequences for air transport in the archipelago. Traf-
fic figures, which had increased tenfold since 1928, slumped considerably 
and KNILM needed to economise. Numbers for 1932 were even below those 
for 1929. On its busiest route, Batavia-Bandung, KNILM saw a 28% decline in 

A Lockheed Super Electra of the Royal Netherlands-Indies Airline Company on an 
airfield in Java, 1938. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 172182. 
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passenger and freight transport over the next four years and had to reduce 
both the rates and the frequency of its flights. Even the number of short 
pleasure tours dropped by over 25%. KNILM blamed this on a general decline 
of disposable income in the colony.31 Passenger transport only began to re-
cover in 1936, whilst freight volumes needed an additional two years to re-
cover. Yet despite the downturn, the quantity of mail continued to increase 
throughout the period, showing that mail transport was the vital function 
KNILM performed across the widespread archipelago, where routes covered 
up to 2,000 kilometres. Speeding up postal communications improved the 
efficiency of colonial rule. For this reason it was sponsored by the Indies’ 
postal authorities and remained fairly independent of broader economic de-
velopments. 

Budgetary Problems

Normally, the decline in transport volume would have resulted in mount-
ing losses, but KNILM’s subsidy agreement with the government prevent-
ed this. In fact, in 1932 and 1933, KNILM documented record profits, against 
the general economic tide. On top of the operating income of just under 
600,000 Dutch guilders, the company received a subsidy of one million. Af-
ter deducting the total costs, this left a positive balance of 152,576 guilders.32 
In Batavia, the Director of Government Services responsible for civil avia-
tion, Daniel de Iongh, viewed the situation with dismay. Cuts in the subsidy 
appeared inevitable and in 1933, the People’s Assembly (Volksraad) and the 
Council of the Indies (Raad van Indië) turned against further subsidies. This 
led to discussions in the colonial press between those in favour of subsidised 
air transport, and those who proposed a more parsimonious approach.33 On 
instructions from De Iongh, KNIILM’s Board of Directors expressed its will-
ingness to accept a reduction. They hoped to keep an amount of 500,000 guil-
ders subsidy per year, although the final sum was lower at 400,000 guilders. 
Moreover, the duration of the new subsidy contract was reduced from four 
to three years. KNILM could not escape the government’s budget cuts and, 
albeit under protest, the Board of Directors accepted the reality of the situ-
ation, even though it meant that KNILM’s financial position became rather 
more precarious.

In exchange for a new subsidy contract, the colonial government de-
manded that KNILM revisit its gentlemen’s agreement with KLM to im-
prove its position in Asian air transport. A committee, drawn from the 
boards of both companies, was set up to look into the future relationship be-
tween the two airlines.34 In a meeting on 23 October 1933, a new cooperation 
agreement was drawn up. KNILM now received two seats on KLM’s Supervi-
sory Board, sacrificing one of its two seats on the Board of Directors. In addi-
tion, the fee KNILM paid annually to KLM for technical services, advice, and 
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information was reduced. KLM, for its part, promised to regard Singapore as 
part of KNILM’s domestic network and renounced its claims on air trans-
port between Singapore and the Dutch East Indies, something over which 
the two companies had been fighting for several years.35

Although the transport figures of the KNILM improved somewhat in 
1934, the reduction of subsidies and the gradual deterioration of its finan-
cial position caused serious problems. With government support down to 
400,000 guilders per year, the fear was that the company’s founding capital 
might no longer remain intact. To boost earnings, an additional agreement 
was drawn up with KLM covering air transport between Medan on Suma-
tra, Singapore and Batavia. KNILM would be entitled to 50% of the shared 
revenues from this route, which was now flown alternately twice a week 
by both airlines.36 To meet KLM’s standard in comfort and general appear-
ance, KNILM purchased three modern Douglas DC-2 aircraft in the Unit-
ed States for this service. Its passengers were pleased: the comfort of the 
sound-proofed DC-2 far exceeded that of the earlier Fokker models KNILM 
previously operated.37 However, most airports on Java and Sumatra proved 
unsuitable for the new aircraft, and hence the DC-2 could initially only be 
deployed on the Singapore route. It was not until 1936 that the Government 
in Batavia found the means to make improvements to the existing airports, 
thus making the DC-2 more widely usable. 

Mail carriage was KNILM’s main source of income. KNILM airmail stamp sample. 
Leiden University Libraries, Ephemera Collection, Or. 27.622, nr. 15.
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Meanwhile, KNILM’s operating situation was under pressure. As a co-
lonial airline the company found itself in a difficult position. On the one 
hand, there was pressure from KLM to merge the two Dutch operators into a 
single airline and strengthen the Dutch position in international air trans-
port generally. On the other hand, there was pressure from the previous-
ly mentioned inter-insular shipping line KPM. Fearing that air transport 
would, in the long term, erode its seaborne transport business, KPM ap-
proached KNILM with a take-over proposal in February 1935. The attrac-
tion for KNILM was that a link-up with KPM would strengthen the airline’s 
financial situation and its position in the East Indies.38 However, noth-
ing came of the take-over. The bid was blocked by the government in The 
Hague, which opposed the idea of a fully independent airline in the archi-
pelago. Consequently, KNILM’s financial issues remained unresolved. 

Things improved somewhat in 1936, when the economy began to show 
signs of recovery. KNILM was able to initiate a new service that connected 
Batavia with the oil industry centres of Balikpapan and Tarakan on Bor-
neo. This represented a major improvement in connections: from a sev-
en-day journey by sea, to a seven-hour journey by air.39 For those prosperous 
enough to use air transport, concepts of both time and distance shifted pro-
foundly, even within the context of the Dutch East Indies. As early as 1930, 
newspaper reports had pointed out with awe that it was now possible to 
have a dinner conversation about activities undertaken the day before in a 
different part of the archipelago.40 Even the perception of remote New Guin-
ea changed. In 1937, KNILM was contracted to provide airplanes for an ex-
tensive aerial mapping survey of the hitherto barely charted island. 

However, from January 1937 on, KNILM again fell victim to budget cuts. 
For the period 1937-1939, the airline received only 240,000 guilders in subsi-
dies per year. The government was increasing the pressure on the airline to 
economise, but at the same time demanded it maintain the services to Den 
Pasar on Bali (much liked by the colonial elite as a destination for leisure 
trips), and to Balikpapan and Tarakan. Although KNILM saw these demands 
as little more than additional financial risks, it did not manage to escape the 
government’s pressure. Only when the economy of the Dutch East Indies im-
proved further in the course of the year, did KNILM emerge from its finan-
cial difficulties. Passenger figures increased by 25%. To broaden its market 
further, KNILM now also specifically tried to attract female passengers, even 
offering them free tickets if they travelled with a paying male customer.41

KNILM achieved its highest load factors on the routes to oil centres Ba-
likpapan and Tarakan, and to Medan on Sumatra. The extent to which air 
transport was (and remained) a colonial undertaking and an instrument of 
Dutch rule can be clearly seen in the passenger traffic figures. Throughout 
its history, KNILM almost exclusively carried Europeans. In 1939, after ten 
years of operation, the airline reported 15,976 passengers on its services, of 
which 95% were Europeans – marginally higher than the 92% carried in its 
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first year of operation. In the same period, the number of Chinese passengers 
dropped by half to a mere 3.5%. KNILM transported a negligible 0.6% of na-
tive Indonesians (down considerably from 0.9% in 1929).42 The latter was, per-
haps, influenced by the native Malay explanation of the acronym KNILM, 
Kalo Naik Ini Lekas Mati: enter one of these and you will soon die.

Table Ethnicity in KNILM passenger traffic, 1929-1939

Europeans Chinese Indonesians Total

1929 9243 706 96 10045

1930 11688 691 17 12396

1931 10935 710 91 11736

1932 8434 353 27 8814

1933 7889 263 27 8179

1934 10439 264 14 10717

1935 9407 382 32 9821

1936 10719 576 39 11334

1937 13408 682 38 14128

1938 14280 741 114 15138

1939 15122 575 99 15976

KNILM annual reports.

Aspirations to Expand Internationally

As explained above, the ground rules for cooperation between KNILM and 
KLM were redrawn in 1938. The colonial authorities decreed that to boost 
Dutch colonial prestige, KNILM was to expand internationally. Batavia in-
vested in plans for an air service to Saigon in French Indo-China. An accord 
to this effect was signed in Paris and KNILM began operating on 30 August 
1938. There were also proposals for an air service to Manila in the Philip-
pines. In 1934, talks had been initiated to link up in Manila with the network 
of U.S. carrier Pan American Airways across the Pacific. However, American 
protectionism – the United States did not allow foreign airlines to operate to 
its territory, including areas under its administration – precluded an agree-
ment on the matter. Negotiations dragged on until late in 1941. Although 
several KNILM airplanes did land in Manila, the envisaged scheduled service 
never became operational.43

Australia provided the biggest challenge to the international expansion 
of the KNILM network. For many years a Dutch air service to Australia had 
been on the wish list in The Hague and in Batavia. Talks had been ongoing 
since 1929, but had not resulted in any understanding because of concerted 
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protectionism in London and in Canberra. Nonetheless, an agreement was 
reached in 1938 in the course of restructuring the competing Anglo-Aus-
tralian air service from Singapore, operated by Imperial Airways and Qan-
tas Empire Airways. In exchange for Dutch consent to provide the neces-
sary infrastructure for the use of large flying boats by Imperial and Qantas, 
KNILM received permission for an air service to Sydney. Reluctantly, the 
Australians accepted that operations would start on 1 July 1938. However, 
this not to the liking of KLM, which demanded to have its own place on the 

KNILM brochure adver-
tising tourism to Bali, 
1939. Leiden University 
Libraries, Ephemera Col-
lection, Or. 27.622, nr. 11.
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prestigious Australia route, so that it could compete directly with its British 
competitor, Imperial Airways. KNILM resisted this idea for fear that KLM 
might thus also gain a foothold in air transport within the Dutch East In-
dies, its exclusive area of operations. As a compromise, The Hague proposed 
that KLM might participate in the KNILM service to Sydney under a char-
ter contract. KNILM was strongly opposed to the idea. Only under pressure 
from the cabinet in The Hague did the ‘sister companies’ agree in June 1938 
that the KNILM would temporarily operate the Australia link under a joint 
brand name: Intercontinental Airways. Combined Netherlands Indies and Dutch 
lines KNILM-KLM.44 After Singapore (1930) and Saigon (1938), Sydney became 
KNILM’s third foreign destination. 

The first KNILM flight left for Sydney on 3 July 1938, but there was no rea-
son to party. Although KNILM provided soft-cushioned seats and excellent 
ventilation on board its brand-new Lockheed Super Electra aircraft, it could 
provide only six seats on each flight. The restrictions originated in load lim-
itations of the airplanes used, the long distances of various route segments, 
and the weight of the mail and cargo that was also carried.45 It soon became 
apparent that the service would not be able to break even. Moreover, Canberra 
continued to hinder the Dutch wherever possible. The new Australian Foreign 
Minister Henry Gullett even told Dutch Consul-General Tom Elink Schuur-
man flatly that he did not consider himself bound by an aviation agreement 
concluded by his predecessor. Gullett stated that Australia would never have 
granted KNILM operating rights in the first place if it had been clear that the 
Netherlands would use these to try and introduce KLM into Australia. Gul-
lett’s vision was that of ‘Australia First’. Elink Schuurman reacted furious-
ly: that Australia regretted the agreement was her own fault; negotiations 
on the matter had lasted long enough. He nevertheless agreed to re-examine 
the issue.46 Canberra, however, remained troubled and categorically reject-
ed KLM’s applications to fly. Constantly opposed by the Australians, KNILM 
was forced to continue to operate the heavily loss-making route to Sydney un-
der its own flag. To alleviate the financial burden, the colonial government 
promised the company a separate subsidy arrangement to operate the route.47 

Barely a year later, in August 1939, KNILM was forced to reduce the fre-
quency by half to once a week. With international tensions in the Pacific re-
gion rising, its aircraft were needed elsewhere. Even the outbreak of war in 
Europe in May 1940 did not resolve the controversy. Due to the war, Impe-
rial Airways withdrew from the Singapore-Sydney connection in June 1940. 
British airmail services suffered as a consequence, but London and Canberra 
maintained that there was neither room nor need for Dutch services to carry 
British or Australian mail. Even the unexpected death of Henry Gullett, who 
perished with two other cabinet members in a plane crash near Canberra on 
13 August of that year, did not change anything. Allies or not, the Australians 
persisted in an obstructive aviation policy towards their colonial neighbour.

Thus, the focus of KNILM’s operations remained the colonial setting of 
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the Dutch East Indies. Indeed, as international tensions rose, KNILM be-
came progressively more important to the administration in Batavia, not 
least to speed up colonial administration. The authorities decided to hence-
forth allow all government personnel above a certain rank to fly if they 
needed to travel within the Dutch East Indies.

Having had to fend off merger incentives from KLM for years, KNILM 
found itself in a position to improve its position when it assumed author-
ity over the flights on KLM’s famous route to Batavia in July of 1940. War-
time circumstances necessitated that the route was shortened to a passen-
ger, freight, and mail service between Batavia and Lydda (Tel-Aviv) in British 
Palestine as civil flying in Europe had become impossible. The flights were 
maintained until the fall of Singapore and the Dutch East Indies in Febru-
ary-March 1942 made it impossible to continue operations. Despite the joint 
war goals, cooperation with the British and the Australians remained dif-
ficult.48 KNILM’s other international operations remained problematic as 
well. As a direct result of the war, the services to Saigon had to be abandoned 
in 1941, whilst those to Singapore also fell victim to the Japanese war effort. 
The air route from Lydda to Batavia was halted in mid-February 1942. After 
the Japanese invasion of the Dutch East Indies, scheduled air transport op-

KNILM passenger information gave away underlying assumptions of class and race 
in colonial aviation. Luggage brought on board a KNILM airplane by a native ground 
crew. Leiden University Libraries, Ephemera Collection, Or. 27.622, nr. 26.
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erations within the archipelago had to be abandoned. What remained for 
KNILM were evacuation flights, taking women and children to safety in 
Australia. Most of KNILM’s and KLM’s aircraft were lost in the war effort, 
whilst those that made it to an Australian airport were sold off for use as 
military transports in March 1942.

Conclusion

Civil air transport played an important role in the Dutch East Indies. First 
and foremost, the arrival of air services towards the end of the 1920s speeded 
up mail communications with Holland. Mail preceded passenger transport 
on the air route to the East Indies by several years. In the widespread Malay 
Archipelago, airmail services represented a vital element of colonial rule, 
shortening communication lines from days or even weeks to hours. Although 

Despite the war, KNILM 
and KLM continued to 
operate their joint air 
service to Lydda (Tel 
Aviv) in Palestine until 
1942. Timetable dated 
June 1941. Leiden Uni-
versity Libraries, Ephem-
era Collection, Or. 27.622, 
nr. 25.
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much emphasised in public representations and imagery, the transporta-
tion of passengers came second. Flying, after all, was by and large limited to 
the affluent colonial elite – as is clear from the statistics. At the ticket prices 
KNILM charged, few Indonesians were able to fly. Nonetheless, air travel in 
the archipelago did contribute to new perceptions of distance. Remote out-
posts lost a certain element of their isolation. The Dutch colonial adminis-
tration felt that having some form of air transport added to its imperial pres-
tige and contributed to the (perceived) modernity of Dutch colonial rule. 
Nonetheless, it proved difficult to forge an international network of routes 
from the Dutch East Indies. This latter element, at least in part, was rooted 
in the fact that KNILM was founded and had its seat in Amsterdam, where it 
inevitably played ‘second fiddle’ to the interests of the Dutch airline, KLM.
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Thrilling Fiction, Travel 
Guides and Spaces of Identity
Sea Voyages between the Netherlands and 
the Dutch East Indies in Novels and Short 
Stories, 1850-1940

Coen van ’t Veer

A remarkable image emerges from nineteenth- and twentieth-century fic-
tion about sea voyages.1 The ships that crossed the seas between the Neth-
erlands and the Dutch East Indies between 1850 and 1940 are presented as 
micro colonies in the novels: condensed versions of colonial society.2 Almost 
all levels of colonial society are represented on board – a heterogeneous com-
pany, forced to live together for months in a confined space and in change-
able weather conditions. Passengers are continuously confronted with each 
other’s presence. They find themselves in a situation akin to being inside a 
pressure cooker: differences stand out more clearly at sea than on land be-
cause everything is magnified on board.3

Given the realistic nature of the fiction dealing with the sea voyages be-
tween Europe and the Indies, these novels can be equally regarded as trav-
el guides. Not only do they provide the reader with interesting information 
about what can be seen on the journey, but they also offer guidance on how 
to endure and survive the voyage and can serve as an introduction to coloni-
al life. For this reason, they can be seen as spaces of colonial identity.

In my PhD thesis De kolonie op drift (2020, The Colony Adrift), I analysed 
forty-three travel stories to see how they represented and constructed colo-
nial identity in the contact zone of the ship.4 These narratives yield a par-
ticularly good picture of colonial relations. In colonial society, such matters 
as class, status, and gender were of great significance, but the most impor-
tant distinction that colonial ideology made, was that of ethnicity. This ar-
ticle explores what important changes can be observed in the representation 
and construction of ethnicity in the voyage narratives of the period 1850-
1940 and how these changes might best be explained.5
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Travelling Through Representations

Most novels that depict the sea voyage from the Netherlands to the Dutch 
East Indies – both those navigating the Cape of Good Hope by sailing vessel, 
or via the Suez Canal by steamship – lack a clear plot. Without exception, the 
narrators are mainly concerned with painting a realistic picture of the voy-
age based on the passengers’ experiences. Of course, the departure, the time 
spent at sea, the gales and storms, the heat, the wind, the ports visited, and 
the arrival are recurrent themes, but there are also representations of less 
tangible matters such as customs, morals, and habits. The explicit truth of 
these representations of the passage forms one of the building blocks of this 
genre. In many cases, the narrator emphasises that he has actually made 
the voyage himself and therefore claims to be a reliable source of informa-
tion on the subject. To enhance these references to reality, the narrator con-
stantly invokes well-known existing geographic locations – cities, seas, and 
countries. 

Also, references to previous publications – explicitly or implicitly – are 
made to increase the impression of reliability that can be attributed to the 
various novels. The storytellers present themselves as experts from whom 
one can learn a great deal about the passage. In this light, their books can 

A Dutch frigate off the coast of Java, 1860-1865. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 
75356.
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be regarded not only as books about thrilling sea voyages, but also as trav-
el guides.6

As Siegfried Huigen shows in De weg naar Monomotapa (1996, The Road to 
Monomotapa), the possibility of empirical testing plays an important role 
in travel literature:

The representations claim to correspond with empirical reality and if successful 
they are seen as factual descriptions of reality. This means that the recipient of the 
representation believes that they are true to reality. [...] Precisely because the rep-
resentations appear to describe an existing reality, they are open to criticism. Un-
der certain conditions the ‘effet de réel’ can be the reason that what is represented 
as reality is open to investigation. Thus, it is possible that a passenger comes to the 
conclusion that his experiences do not correspond to the accepted representation 
of the actual reality in which he travels.7

Margaretha Zelle, better known as ‘Mata Hari’ (left), and her husband at the SS 
Prinses Amalia on their way to the Indies, 1897. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 
4600.
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According to Huigen, three variables should be taken into consideration: 
the power of the representation; the extent to which the representation con-
sists of empirically refutable components; and the desire for factual know-
ledge on the part of the narrator. The influence of these variables can lead to 
the confirmation or adjustment of certain representations.8 This also applies 
to contemporary fiction concerning the Dutch Indies.9

The Indies belles-lettres reflect and construct the Dutch self-image as a 
colonial nation and refers directly to colonial reality. Hence, literature on 
the Dutch Indies reveals how colonial reality was represented, seen, experi-
enced, justified, and disputed. In turn, these texts have also influenced the 
shaping of colonial reality.10 Contemporary fiction about the voyage from 
the Netherlands, via the Cape of Good Hope, to the Dutch East Indies and 
back in the period from 1863 to 1891 also serves another purpose apart from 
transmitting travel experiences: as mentioned above, these novels also give 
a representation of colonial society. Travel accounts have played a crucial 
role in the Western construction of the colonial world.11 They profess to ac-
curately portray colonial reality. These realistic pretences can imply either a 
controllable reproduction of experienced reality.

Travel Guides

Reading the novels as travel guides, they provide contemporary readers with 
all manner of travel information. From departure to arrival, they describe 
the sea voyages meticulously. Naar den Equator (1884, To the Equator) is a 
travel guide, travel log, and novel – all rolled into one. The narrator demon-
strates his authority by mentioning, almost on a daily basis, the position 
of the vessel – its latitude and longitude – (nautical) miles travelled, and by 
explaining its speed in knots. Changes to the rigging are frequently men-
tioned too. One character in the story also regularly provides passengers 
with all manner of supplementary information: geographical, geological, 
zoological, and botanical. In the endnotes, the narrator, in order to increase 
his expertise and reliability still further, also indicates that he himself has 
experienced the various things described. In most novels, every single loca-
tion that can be viewed from the ship’s deck is listed. Every single harbour 
that is visited is described. For example, in the novel De koloniaal en zijn over-
ste (1877, The Colonial Soldier and His Superior), a plethora of tourist infor-
mation is offered: one can read where to go in Gibraltar, Malta, Port Said, 
Aden, or Point de Galle when the ship is bunkering (the taking on of food, 
water and fuel) in those ports.

Other practical travel information can be found in those books. The 
reader learns which cabins are designated to which particular social class-
es, how to treat seasickness, what to eat, or how to dress in a tropical envi-
ronment – or indeed, how to extricate yourself from the humiliating treat-
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ment first-timers have to endure at the line-crossing ceremony at crossing 
the equator, and how to deal with swindling locals. The novels on these sea 
voyages provide contemporary readers with valuable lessons in how to en-
dure and survive the sea voyage to (or from) the colony. Katzenjammers 
and hurricanes, scorching heat and the bitter cold, as well as loneliness and 
boredom, create tensions on board and make such a sea voyage a challeng-
ing adventure indeed. 

Tensions at Sea

As we have seen above, in novels about the voyage between the Nether-
lands and the Dutch Indies, the journey lies at the very core of a narrative 
that reveals a life on board that is anything but dull. The twenty stories an-
alysed here show that the extreme circumstances under which the voyages 
were made generated equally extreme emotions. Especially when the ships 
cross the equator or leave the Suez Canal and the passengers enter a differ-
ent world, they seem to throw restraint overboard, become less rational, and 
start to live by their impulses and instincts. That is when the travellers are 

Java’s coast at Sunda Strait. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 3730.
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confronted with the phenomenon that can be defined as ‘saltwater fever’ – a 
phenomenon the main component of which is ‘saltwater love’. Due to bore-
dom, a lack of company, and the ‘sweltering’ atmosphere of ‘the East’, peo-
ple fall in love more easily during this part of the journey. As a result, the air 
on the passenger ship is throbbing with erotic vibrations. The novel Onder 
zeil (1891, Set Sail) provides a clear explanation for the phenomenon of ‘salt-
water love’:

A passenger ship now was a very, very small and very remote village, and the cir-
cumstances increased the danger above measure. Living together for such a long, 
unabridged period of time, eating and passing time together, the sad feeling of 
homesickness, the fear of being alone and feeling cheerless in the new land, una-
ble to make critical comparisons, and needless to say the heat, the prickling of the 
sea salt, who knows what else, – these all worked together to culminate in rash 
flirtations and engagements, knots that were tied easily in the heat of the game, 
but not so easily untied during more earnest times. Boredom is a wicked match-
maker; and life at sea brought fits of boredom, but also of sentimentality and 
over-excitement, which made seem wise and joyous what was in essence often an 
unconscious step of desperation.12

The saltwater loves alluded to in the quote above elicited the comment from 
Captain Tobbe in the same novel that ‘more marriages are made at sea than 
in heaven’.13

A barque nearby Tan-
jung Priok, Batavia. Lei-
den University Libraries, 
KITLV 94443.
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P.A. Daum writes about saltwater love in two novels.14 A good example is 
the violent love affair between Kees and Louise in Hoe hij Raad van Indië werd 
(1885, How He Became a Councillor of the Indies). In Mrs L. van Velton-van der 
Linden, published in 1886, the wealthy Van Velton sends his wife, also named 
Louise, and child to Europe. They travel on the ‘Tjiliwong’. He waves good-
bye to his wife, child (njootje), and father-in-law, happy they have gone (the 
spouses are permanently at odds with each other and are happy to be rid of 
one another). Louise is soon courted by a young naval officer – a man by the 
name of Van Hoven. Eurasian Mrs Van Stralen has his diary stolen from his 
cabin and this proves that Van Hoven has fallen madly in love with Louise. 
Mrs Van Stralen decides to inform Louise’s father of the fact that Van Hoven 
is courting her. However, the doctor does not believe that Louise is in love 
with Van Hoven. Mrs Van Stralen points out the phenomenon of saltwater 
love to him: 

Long sea voyages are for the sake of young people who are together all day long in 
such a small space with no other pastime than eating, drinking and sleeping – all 
very real traps. Are there not plenty of examples? I do not know what it is, but it 
exists and has nothing in common with regular love.15

After a conversation with his daughter, in which she indeed admits that she 
is afraid she is susceptible to saltwater love, Van der Linden stays perma-
nently at her side.

In another example, a mailboat is an erotic hotbed. In Vrouwen lief en leed 
onder de tropen (1892, Women’s Joys and Sorrows in the Tropics), Nelly van 
Vloten expresses surprise at the behaviour of most of the female passengers 
on board:

You should know, however, that most ladies on board are very flirtatious and they 
hang around so many different men that it was very difficult to find out which 
two people formed a couple. Some sit on deck for hours, laughing and talking. 
Some play cards and others separate themselves from the group and sit together 
in a corner of the deck for a cosy private moment.16 

Even though it is tempting for the men and women travelling between con-
tinents to drive away the boredom with a love affair, such liaisons are defi-
nitely frowned upon. On board, too, love should be taken seriously. In De 
koloniaal en zijn overste, the old-timer Van Berkesteyn claims that love affairs 
at sea are the result of ‘the emptiness and the boredom that comes with it, 
[…] the emptiness that, I believe, should have been mentioned first amongst 
all the causes of the unpleasantness. The boredom which causes the devil to 
find work for idle hands.’17 The ship’s doctor, Van Raven, states that some-
times sea voyages also bring people together who are destined for one an-
other. Major van Berkesteyn states that this may happen, but certainly not 
very often. When the young lieutenant Kreisfeldt lets it slip that beginning 
a love affair is the best way to make a sea voyage pleasant, assistant-resi-
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dent (a civil servant of a high rank) Vuiste immediately corrects him. Love 
is too serious to simply be a pastime. It is striking that Mr. Vuiste considers 
plantation owner Samuel Bugg to be a privileged man: not only is he always 
cheerful and light-hearted, but he has also travelled to Europe twice already 
– without a wife!

Spaces of Identity

Tensions on board are not always caused by extra-ordinary love affairs. In 
the confined space of ‘the ship’s island world’,18 there is also much quarrel-
ling, squabbling, and gossiping about hierarchical positions within colonial 
society – a phenomenon born out of a specific aspect of travelling to or from 
the colony. During the voyage, passengers must adjust their identity to the 
changing environment. The novels show that a journey to ‘the East’ is an in-
troduction to a colonial life in which newcomers have to assume a more co-
lonial identity – one that eventually becomes permanent. On the voyage to 
the colony, Europeans become colonials, a process in which, in the confined 

The Suez Canal, 1870. Private Collection.
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space afforded by the vessel, old colonial hands teach the newcomers how to 
live, think, and act in a colonial way.

In the novels about the sea voyage around the Cape of Good Hope, the 
journey is made without stops to prevent colonial soldiers from deserting. 
After passing the equator, ‘old hands’ automatically begin adapting to the 
tropics by wearing colonial clothes, eating rice and other Asian dishes, and 
adopting ‘looser’ manners. In novels about the journey through the Suez 
Canal, social changes are even more evident when the newcomers are con-
fronted with ‘the East’ in Port Said after meeting the colonial ‘Others’ in 
their own ‘Eastern’ environment. The colonial newcomers note that they 
are entering a world that is quite different from their own. These observed 
differences between the West and ‘the East’ are framed in terms of binary 
oppositions – asymmetrical analogies and stereotypes that describe a hierar-
chical system of superiority and inferiority, which (in Western eyes) serves as 
the ideological legitimatisation of colonialism. The Suez Canal, as well as a 
passageway and a gateway, thus acts as a watershed between East and West.19

In the nineteenth century, travelling through the Suez Canal is seen as 
a rite of passage for Europeans. When Westerners exit the Canal, they expe-
rience something akin to a second birth: they enter the world of the Other 
with new, colonial identities. Hence, travelling through the Isthmus of Suez 
is, in itself, an act of imperialism. Importantly, this new, colonial identity 
is a permanent one. Indeed, when old colonials repatriate after a few years, 
they find that their colonial identity can no longer be shaken off and that 
no longer fit in ‘in patria’. In some instances, a colonial veteran has become 
so acculturated to an Indies lifestyle (‘verindischt’) that he resorts to commit-
ting suicide on the voyage to Europe rather than live a life in an environ-
ment from which he has become completely alienated.

According to postcolonial scholars such as Edward Said, Elleke Boehmer, 
and Barbara Bush, novels and short stories play a deciding role within colo-
nial discourse.20 At the time of their publication, these novels were regarded 
as an important source of information about colonial life in the Indies. In-
deed, the ideological representations in such works constitute a long-last-
ing discourse that has had a major impact on how we perceive the Dutch 
Indies.21 Analysis of the novels and short stories about the sea passage from 
the Netherlands to the Dutch East Indies and back from the period between 
1850 and 1940 shows that such narratives offer both a description of, and a 
format for, ‘desirable’ colonial behaviour and a ‘proper’ colonial mentali-
ty. Since these works so clearly portrayed and propagated the ideal colonial 
identity of the European, the reader – in the ‘mother country’ and in the col-
ony alike – was easily able to glean from them the correct colonial attitudes, 
behaviours, and opinions to adopt.22 Of course, and as previously stated, con-
temporary ideas about ethnicity played a crucial role in this whilst, at the 
same time, these novels reveal the ship as a ‘less controlled’, liminal space 
full of opportunities to go against conventions.
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Ethnicity Up Until 1895

Before 1870, the voyage was mostly made by sailing ship around the Cape of 
Good Hope. However, with the 1869 opening of the Suez Canal, the traveller, 
at least until 1895, had a choice: he could take either the traditional slow sail-
ing route around the Cape or opt for the more modern and faster route via 
steamship through the narrow canal between Port Said and Suez.23

As mentioned above the stories about the voyage show that up to 1895 
it is necessary and desirable for Europeans to have a certain measure of ac-
culturation in order to make it in the colony. Once the equator or the Suez 
Canal has been passed, changes take place in the passengers’ behaviour and 
mentality. Above the equator and Port Said, European-continental values 
and standards apply, whilst below, colonial standards come into play. From 
that boundary onwards, on the voyage from the Netherlands to the Indies, 
the returning old colonials teach the novices, the newcomers, how to adapt 
to life in the colony.

Colonial soldiers on their way to the Dutch East Indies. Leiden University Librar-
ies, KITLV 90514.
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For the ‘old hands’ this transformation expresses itself first in the strong 
desire to wear Indonesian dress and use Malay words – as is clearly articulat-
ed in the novel Onder zeil:

Kitchen Malay, that vowel-rich language, studied ever more diligently by Mrs 
Trippius under Willikins’s guidance, was given increasing precedence during 
the table talks. Further, European items of clothing were stowed away with great 
determination, Indonesian clothing was got out, sarongs and kabayas reinstated 
to their factual glory.24

The novels about the passage by steamship add to this portrayal the first 
serving of a so-called rijsttafel (literally, ‘rice table’, a colonial Indonesian 
meal containing many different dishes) during the voyage through the Suez 
Canal. This causes in the newcomers at least as much commotion as the 
change into Indonesian clothes. This first colonial meal is a feast of recogni-
tion and a great delight to the old hands, but a horror to the newcomers. The 
novel De koloniaal en zijn overste states:

Yet just as warm, just as cordial as the Indies folks’ welcome to the beloved meal, 
just as big is the dismay and embarrassment on the part of the novices, they look 
at each other, they pull a grumpy face to hide that they do not know quite well 
how to comport themselves, and then begin to look at their Eastern neighbours, 
first with astonishment, then with secret envy, as they see how these dig in and 
feast on the food.25

Passengers of the SS Prins Alexander, 1891 or 1892. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 
15319.
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When the first newcomer takes too large a chunk of lombok (chili pepper) 
and almost chokes on the hot spice, others give up on the rijsttafel. The om-
niscient narrator then remarks: ‘Even so, rijsttafel will soon become the meal 
par excellence in the Indies, even for most Europeans, and will almost total-
ly make up for the absence of the delicious Dutch food stuffs.’26 One of the 
old hands articulates a generally felt opinion when he says that he who con-
forms first and best to Indonesian dress, colonial customs, and Asian food 
acts most wisely.

Analysis of the texts reveals that, in nineteenth-century colonial socie-
ty, all Westerners have, to a greater or lesser extent, become acculturated to 
Indonesian life. At that time, there were few European women in the Dutch 
East Indies and hence, Western men often lived – usually without being 
married – with a native njai or ‘housekeeper’. The children that were born 
from these relationships were Indo-Europeans. Indo-Europeans feature 
prominently in the stories. Remarkably, however, clear distinction is made 
in the novels between the eight representations of light-skinned Indo-Eu-
ropeans, and the seven with a darker skin colour. The narrative that emerges 
here is simply that, the lighter the Indo-European’s skin tone, the more he 
or she is represented in the stories as ‘civilised’.27

The light-skinned Indo-Europeans know their place in colonial society: 
they adopt a modest and serving attitude and behave in a quiet and some-
what subservient manner. Lieutenant Leidermooi in the novel Naar den Equa-
tor is such an Indo-European: he has a white father and a native mother. As 
he describes his persona, the narrator emphasises his appearance, portraying 
him as a slim, black-haired young man whose skin has the tint ‘of very milky 
coffee’ and who ‘with his fiery eyes and somewhat flat nose, with his sparse-
ly planted moustache under it, unmistakably wore his certificate of origin on 
him’. His father, however, has given him a European education. He has passed 
his exams in the Netherlands with flying colours. According to the text, Lei-
dermooi has ‘retained a modesty and demureness’.28 His European upbring-
ing and education have pushed the ‘Eastern’ influences to the background. He 
belongs, even though most light-skinned Indo-Europeans are still dependent 
on white colonials when it comes to entering the higher social echelons.

Darker-skinned Indo-Europeans fair rather less favourably in the nov-
els. Whilst they might ‘masquerade’ attempting to be as European as possi-
ble, over time their ‘Eastern’ ‘primitive’ instincts always come to the fore in 
the novels. Dolf van Weernink in Aan wal en aan boord (1883, On Shore and on 
Board by P. van Oort) offers a prime example in this regard. The increasing-
ly degenerate Dolf is the son of former resident Van Weernink and his Indo- 
European wife. He is selfish, despotic, domineering, and sneaky, and he is 
used to getting his own way. He has inherited these traits from his ‘dark’ 
mother, the omniscient narrator points out to the reader. His dark nature is 
thus accounted for. He gambles, drinks, fights, charms, and blackmails dur-
ing the passage, eventually committing suicide.
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Suicide, albeit rarely, features in the stories as the last resort for the 
(Indo-)European who is regarded as an outcast because he has been affected 
by too many Eastern influences. Most often, this concerns white Westerners 
whose adjustment to Eastern customs gets out of hand. The most poignant 
example may be found in ‘Man en Aap’ (Man and Monkey), a story by C. van 
Nievelt that is incorporated in his novel Onder zeil. In this story, a Dutch-
man of French descent has become highly acculturated to Indonesian life as 
a result of living in the colony for 35 years – nineteen of which were spent 
at a remote, neglected outpost. He speaks Alfurian (a local language) and 
has forgotten his Dutch and French, he can no longer bear to wear Europe-
an clothes and shoes, and eats with his hands. Even his name, Achille de la 
Barre, has become more Indonesian – ‘Delabar’. When a government doctor 
meets him at his outpost, he finds Delabar critically ill and decides to send 
him to Europe to recover. Against his will, Delabar sets sail on a ship head-
ing for Europe. On board he recovers quickly. He tries to establish contact 
with the other passengers and the ship’s crew, but then it becomes painfully 
clear that Delabar has gone too far in the process of becoming a native. He is 
regarded as a white degenerate by the rest of the people on board. As a result, 
he is bullied and neglected.

The only figure with whom he forms an attachment is a macaque of the 
Cynopithecus Nigrescens species, which is being kept in captivity for a Dutch 
zoo. This very aggressive monkey is called Samiël. Samiël only calms down 
when Delabar talks to him. Man and monkey become friends and they form 
a bond that is so strong that Delabar – who is not particularly known for his 
bravery – immediately puts his own life at risk to save Samiël after he has 
escaped during a fierce storm and has fled to the ship’s highest mast. The 
story seems to suggest that Delabar, who feels detached from European ‘civ-
ilisation’, is actually closer to this monkey than to the people around him. 
Delabar and Samiël both fall ill when the ship arrives in the northern hem-
isphere and the idea of having to live in cold Europe increasingly depresses 
Delabar. When the ship sails past the Azores, he goes on deck several times 
to ask if the water is hot or cold. The captain tells him that the sea has a 
pleasant temperature. That same night, Delabar, who has weighted himself 
down with lead, jumps overboard with Samiël in his arms. They disappear 
into the deep sea.

The calm waves, on which the dim moonlight glimmered, had closed themselves 
above the two – body to body in the last battle – man and monkey – or, to give them 
both their full title again: Cynophitecus nigrescens, the black baboon from Celebes, 
and Achille de la Barre, a retired civil servant honorably discharged, repatriating.29

Delabar had become far too acculturated to Indonesian life to be able to re-
turn to Europe. The story of Delabar provides European readers with a clear 
message: when creating a colonial identity, Europeans must not over-adapt 
to ‘the East’; rather, they ought to protect their ‘Westernness’.
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Like so many other stories from this time, the inference is that if Eastern 
influences gain the upper hand in Westerners, the outcome is always bad. It 
is therefore hardly surprising that natives and native culture rank lowest in 
the colonial hierarchy. A great number of stories try to underpin this with 
arguments that stem from, or cite, the theory of evolution. Natives allegedly 
still find themselves in a child-like or animal-like state and for this reason, 
they are often compared with children or animals.30

Downright painful, although intended to be funny, is a passage in Onder 
zeil where the eight-year-old, thoroughly acculturated child sinjo Alfons an-
noys his native nurse. The child realises that he can boss his babu around and 
abuses his power by harassing her physically and mentally. The eight-year-
old receives sadistic support from one of the ship’s mates:

That the little devil kicked and pinched her now, calling her anak babie [child of 
a pig] and loe monjet [you monkey], all this the old creature bore with admirable 
patience. But when mate Klopper intervened, and, seemingly taking her side, 
snapped at the Sinjo: ‘For shame, djangan, little Alfons! You can’t say that, that is 
not true! Baboe Julia tidah monjet! Tida, tida! Djoega monjet banjak lebeh bagoes deri 
baboe Julia! (Babu Julia is no monkey! No, no! For a monkey is far more beauti-
ful than babu Julia)’; or again, in even more cruel jest: ‘No, little Alfons, no! You 
can barely tell from babu Julia that she is a monkey. Tjoba lihat! Betoel, betoel, sep-

Playing cards on board, 1906. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 119287.
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erti orang! (Look! It’s truly almost human!)’– she then flew into a blind rage, and 
twisted and gnashed her teeth and sure enough, emitted monkey-like shrieks, 
whereupon Klopper held his broad hips while his wide mouth split from ear to 
ear with laughing.31

With the exception of scenes such as those highlighted above, natives re-
main very much background figures in nineteenth-century voyage narra-
tives. In general, they only seem to be introduced into the stories to lend 
them some couleur locale or couleur coloniale, or to emphasise that they are dif-
ferent – and therefore supposedly inferior – to Europeans.

Remarkably, Westerners travelling around the Cape of Good Hope by 
sailing ship generally prove to have a more conservative outlook than those 
who sail through the Suez Canal by steam ship, nonetheless, the stories pre-
dating 1895 yield a picture of a colonial ideology in which the population 
groups merge. Upbringing and education may enable light-skinned In-
do-Europeans to show behaviour that gives them access to the white coloni-
al elite, however, in contrast, a dark skin and heavily acculturated behaviour 
are frowned upon. Such characters resemble the natives too closely. In other 
words, there is a gradual blending of the colonial ethnicities at play here, a 
phenomenon that goes by the name of shade bar.32

Changes Around 1895

Post-1895, the ideal colonial identity changes drastically due to the newly 
introduced so-called ‘civilisation mission’ and the concomitant ‘western-
isation’ and ‘modernisation’ of the colony. This period also saw the emer-
gence of the so-called ‘ethische politiek’ (Dutch Ethical policy). This poli-
cy was ‘aimed at bringing the entire Indonesian archipelago under actual 
control and at developing the country and its people towards achieving a 
western-style self-government under Dutch leadership’.33 The ethical poli-
cy was a form of development aid that was intended to enhance the welfare 
and prosperity of the indigenous population. The idea was that the natives 
would ‘identify’ with the Netherlands. The indigenous population was to be 
readied for a life lived together with the colonial oppressors whilst retaining 
its own culture. Yet, at the same time, Western and Eastern social environ-
ments were to be kept strictly separate.

At its deepest level, this ‘civilisation mission’ not only made it clear that 
power relations between Europeans and natives would subsequently be-
come more asymmetrical, but also that the Europeans were superior to the 
natives.34 The European colonial elite invariably based the legitimacy of the 
colonial presence in the Indies on the superiority of Western civilisation. It 
was important, therefore, to reinforce any European influences in the colo-
ny, and to exclude ‘Eastern’ ones. This caused the boundaries between East 
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and West to be drawn ever more strongly, in particular where they involved 
race. The new colonial policy demanded a strict separation of the races. ‘Mis-
cegenation’ would allegedly lead to degeneration and was therefore regard-
ed as negative in the colonial discourse of the time.35 The updated colonial 
ideology held that the ‘fatal’ combination of ‘Western’ and ‘Eastern’ genes in 
‘miscegenation’ would only serve to lay bare the worst traits of both.36

Partly as a result of this, concubinage with a native woman was increas-
ingly viewed, at least after 1900, as a pernicious institution.37 Hence, the ar-
rival of European women was socially and culturally of great importance for 
the Europeanisation of the Indies. Those women who opted for a life in the 
colony brought their European ideas and lifestyle with them, which gave 
Western civilisation in the Indies a further boost and ‘bourgeoisified’ the 
European colonial upper class still further.38 Life became even more West-
ernised for the Europeans in the colony. The 1920s saw an influx of high-
er-educated people and academics into the colony who had been recruited 
to develop the country’s infrastructure, agriculture, mining, and medicine.39 

Ethnicity After 1895

The above-described changes had major consequences for the representa-
tion and construction of the ‘ideal’ colonial identity in the voyage narra-
tives. Around the turn of the century, the shade bar, which began to show 
gradual shifts between ethnicities, is replaced with a colour line, a hard, 
racial boundary between Europeans on the one hand, and Indo-Europe-
ans and natives on the other.40 From 1895, Europeans had to be as white 
and Western as possible. In the various narratives in the works examined 
only ‘modern’, highly educated Europeans receive positive representations. 
They are very Eurocentric and turn against the ‘old colonial hands’, who are 
viewed as members of the old school. Animosity between the old-guard and 
newcomers was however, mutual. A newcomer in the novel Een Indisch bin-
nenhuisje (1924, An Indies Inner House) states, for instance, at a certain point: 
‘Out of a protective sort of pity every old colonial hand finds you slightly 
ridiculous, and makes you feel it. Whereas he does not notice that you find 
him just as ridiculous.’41

Acculturation is now represented as a danger for each and every West-
erner, including, or perhaps particularly, to modern newcomers. As much is 
suggested, for example, by the fate of Alex Duclou in the novel Levens-honger 
(1902, Life-Hunger). Full of ethical ideals, this Dutchman leaves for the In-
dies to work there as a government official, but once in the colony, he soon 
undergoes a process of moral degeneration. His environment leaves him no 
choice but to abandon his high moral European principles and to adapt to 
the colonial mores and the customs of ‘the East’:
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Slowly he began to become more and more Indies, without noticing it. He began 
to loathe European clothes, and he only felt comfortable in sleeping trousers and 
cabai, in his bare feet. Through Sima, his njaï, he developed a love for native fare 
and delicacies, and in the morning, with his breakfast, he ate rujak with his fin-
gers from a stone bowl. In the evening he even played native card games with a 
few sinjos, sucking on a light cigar. As these things gradually, unconsciously go 
in the Indies, with jerks and jolts, bit by bit, he sank deeper and deeper into the 
Indies world, like one who is slowly sucked under into quicksand.42

Much like Delabar before him, Duclou falls ill and a physician sends him, 
against his will, to Europe to recover. Whilst on the ship he is briefly revived, 
ultimately Duclou will not make it in Europe. He has become too much of 
an Indies man to be able to fit in in Dutch society, and he too finally com-
mits suicide in the Netherlands. Duclou’s history shows how even a mild 
form of acculturation may, within a relatively short period of time, lead to 
degeneration. As of 1895, any form of acculturation is taboo for ‘modern’ Eu-
ropeans in the colony.

This aversion to Eastern influences also manifests itself in the rep-
resentation of Indo-Europeans. ‘Miscegenation’ is completely forbidden in 
the works analysed.43 There is not a single light-skinned Indo-European in 
any of the books under examination who is able to join the European up-
per class by means of a European upbringing and education. The ‘Eastern’ 
element is now dominant in all Indo-European protagonists. Whilst many 
Indo-Europeans still cherish a white ideal in their attempts to be as Euro-
pean as possible, no Indo-European protagonists are able to achieve this.44 
Indo-Europeans are constantly mocked in the narratives. Some vainly at-
tempt to gain access to the Western colonial elite through marriage to a 
‘full-blooded’ European woman. In the novel Vrouw (1900, Woman), the In-
do-European controller (a civil servant of a lower rank) Maidman is married 
to a white woman, intertwining both race and gender. The book has a re-
markable general statement with respect to this particular marriage: ‘Just 
as extremes always try to find each other, and most Indos take pride in be-
ing able to call a full-blooded European woman theirs, so Maidman too had 
similarly thought to find the personification of his highest ideal in Kitty.’45 

As this quote so clearly illustrates, most male Indo-Europeans much 
preferred a full-blooded European wife through whom they could ‘marry 
up’ socially, a phenomenon known as ‘hypergamy’. With a ‘full-blooded’ Eu-
ropean wife at his side, an Indo-European man wanted to demonstrate that 
he had entered into the higher echelons of the colonial order. However, in 
the colonial discourse of the post-1895 period, this was viewed more as the 
white woman’s social demotion.46 Indo-European men are scarcely featured 
in the novels and short stories written after 1925. These narratives only fea-
ture Indo-European women, and then only as precocious, seductive, preda-
tory females intent on luring white men into their snares. The novel Zout-
waterliefde (1929, Love at Sea),47 for example, has a precocious Indo-European 
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girl on board the ship. Truusje de Haan is the seventeen-year-old daughter 
of a government official. The story depicts her as a strange, wild, brown-
skinned, black-eyed child, who is defiant¸ flirtatious, and coquettish. She 
makes advances to older gentlemen such as the headmaster Meeuwisse and 
Lieutenant-Colonel Prester, from whom she expects to gain favours in re-
turn for her attention, which assumes an erotic undertone.

In contrast, native identities experience a completely different evolu-
tion in post-1895 voyage narratives. The natives now are increasingly seen 
as human beings, albeit of a simple, ‘primitive’ kind. They also now feature 
more prominently and, it transpires, after 1925, the natives have drawn clos-
er to the Europeans as they receive a Western education and embrace Euro-
pean political principles. Using the conservative rhetoric derived from ideas 
that were prevalent in colonial society until 1895, however, representatives 
of the European middle classes attempt to enhance segregation in the col-
ony and trivialise emerging Indonesian nationalism. Considered ‘old-fash-
ioned’ between 1895 and 1925, this conservative colonial thinking returns to 
hold sway again after this time. These narratives, therefore, may not deny 
natives the right and the possibility to self-development as such, however, 
since natives are of a ‘childlike disposition’, their progress must necessari-
ly be ‘gradual’ and ‘slow’. Native people are mostly represented as ‘children’ 
who need guidance from white Europeans. This conservative colonial view 
is expressed very clearly in the novel Kentering (1931, Conversion) in which an 
experienced traveller explains:

Only, you must not forget that the simple Native – him, who we mostly deal with 
– is a human being of limited development and civilisation. He is best compared to 
a child; yes, almost all his peculiarities have something essentially childlike about 
them. He is cruel... out of ignorance, just like a child is unconsciously cruel; he 
lacks the mental restraint on what he thinks and does that we capture in notions 
like education, decency and tradition; he has insufficient control over himself...48

Incidentally, two books from the 1925-1940 period do not see Indonesian na-
tionalism in a negative light, affording Indonesians, albeit softly, a voice. An 
Indonesian nationalist is allowed to speak in two chapters in Zoutwaterlief-
de and even though this is a comical novel by a Western author, it remains 
a small act of emancipation. Scheepsjournaal van Arthur Ducroo (1943, Arthur 
Ducroo’s Ship’s Journal)49 by E. du Perron takes this a step further, the main 
protagonist actually expressing his understanding of Indonesian national-
ism. This demonstrates a shift in native colonial identity. They have become 
Indonesians, with their own political ideals and a voice of their own. In these 
two texts, Indonesians adopt a critical attitude towards colonialism. Here, 
the ship, as a contact zone, functions as an observatory for the Indonesian 
servants. The knowledge they can gain about their European colonisers is 
most useful in the context of emerging nationalistic ambitions. It boosts In-
donesian self-assurance and incentivises resistance to colonial domination. 
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Nonetheless. although a Western intellectual such as Ducroo in Scheeps-
journaal van Arthur Ducroo recognises and justifies Indonesian nationalism, 
and views Indonesians as his equals, he belongs to a minority. The ultimate 
‘Other’ in the novels is not the less civilised European or the Indo-Europe-
an, but remains the native. By means of binary oppositions, asymmetrical 
comparisons, and stereotyping, the gulf between coloniser and colonised is 
made to look as great as possible, with Westerners portrayed as superior and 
‘Easterners’ or natives as inferior. By emphasising cultural differences, a civ-
il inequality is ‘revealed’ in the texts that legitimises colonial domination.

The voyage narratives from this period perpetuate the idea that the end 
of colonialism is far from nigh. It is said in the novel Tropengloed (1927, Trop-
ical Glow), for instance, that it is not impossible that a time may come when 
the ‘Eastern’ peoples will put an end to the domination of the white race, yet 
what the main characters in the book ‘had seen did not give them cause to 
suppose that these times were already near’.50 Although the temporary na-

Members of the Indonesian elite sailing in Europe, 1910. Leiden University Librar-
ies, KITLV 34423.
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Having drinks on the Indian 
Ocean, 1930. Leiden Universi-
ty Libraries, KITLV 115981.

Two kids and two child care-
takers or ‘sea baboes’ on the 
SS Indrapoera sailing towards 
the Netherlands, 1929. Leiden 
University Libraries, KITLV 
118371.
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ture of colonial rule is acknowledged in some narratives, there are, appar-
ently, always ‘numerous reasons why its termination is as yet impossible or 
in any case unwise’.51 Events, however, took a decisive turn, and the Japanese 
invasion on the night of 10 to 11 January 1942 would mark the end of Dutch 
colonial rule in the Indonesian archipelago. 

Conclusion

The novels about the sea voyage between the Netherlands and the Dutch 
East Indies provide not only thrilling stories that can be read as travel 
guides, but that can be seen as spaces of identity as well. Study of the works 
reveals that the sailing ships and mail boats constitute a miniature version 
of colonial society. The ship operates as a contact zone in which the various 
sections of stratified and segregated colonial society are thrown together in 
a forced gathering within an enclosed space. The Dutch East Indies as a col-
ony was a vast and sprawling area. A ship, however, was not. Once on board, 
members of the various societal groups had little chance of avoiding each 
other. Differences would consequently soon rise to the surface. In addition, 
travellers had to contend with greatly varying weather conditions, includ-
ing storms and heat during the passage. As this analysis reveals, due to the 
specific circumstances on board, the colonial microcosm on board was un-
der constant pressure.

Moreover, the colonial society on board is in a state of transition, with 
the equator and the Suez Canal constituting a watershed between West and 
East – between the European and the colonial. During their voyage, new-
comers are confronted with, and initiated into, the ‘Other’ world, both 
through their encounters with experienced travellers, and on their ex-
cursions to the various ports of call along the way. Analysis of the corpus 
demonstrates that to a large extent, it is during the voyage itself that the co-
lonial identity is created.

These narratives, of a micro-colony on board ship making the voyage, 
yield a picture of a colony adrift. This is true in a literal sense, given that 
more and more people travel from one continent to the other in the peri-
od between 1850-1940. However, the compact version of colonial society 
also comes adrift in another, more metaphorical sense, the analyses show-
ing how, over time, colonial ideology itself underwent considerable change.

Analysis of the various narratives has shown that representation and 
construction of the ideal colonial identity in the contact zone of the sailing 
ships and mail boats largely comes about in accordance with the findings 
of post-colonial scholars such as Said, Boehmer, and Bush. Educated Euro-
peans who conduct themselves humanely, wisely, and with discipline on 
board and who, moreover, show adaptability represent ‘true civilisation’, 
thus symbolise the ideal coloniser. These Europeans have had a Western 
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upbringing and education, and set an example for the others. ‘Uncivilised’ 
behaviour on the part of Europeans (who also include the Indo-Europeans) 
who do not meet these standards (and show themselves to be narrow-mind-
ed, uneducated, and selfish) is heavily frowned upon.

Colonial discourse is revealed as fundamentally dynamic rather than 
static in its nature. Indeed, analysis of aspects such as class, status, gender, 
and ethnicity, demonstrates that the microcosm of stratified colonial society 
on board the ships alters in the course of the ninety years under study. Whilst 
the superiority of Western civilisation invariably remains the ideological 
base of colonialism, ideas about its interpretation change over time. What 
acts as the catalyst in this process are the expressly implemented political 
changes in colonial ideology at the turn of the century. After 1895 – a year that 
could be considered a tipping point – the focus on colonialism’s civilising 
mission becomes ever stronger as a consequence of the Ethical Colonial Poli-
cy. The European element in colonial society is to be raised to a higher level, 
which also causes the ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ worlds to become much more 
strictly separated. Acculturation, which had given rise to such ‘Indies prac-
tices’ as concubinage, is strongly renounced from that moment onwards. 
Education and training are crucial elements in the changes following 1895.

As the voyage narratives after 1895 portray, the increasing emphasis on 
the European perspective accounts for the notable difference in the colonial 
society’s hierarchy as determined by racial theories. Prior to 1895, the narra-
tives represent a colonial society that has a shade bar: the population groups 
gradually blend into one another. Post-1895, the ideal colonial identity is as 
white and Western as possible, a consequence of the civilising mission, and 
the colony’s concomitant Westernisation and modernisation. A colour line 
now replaces the shade bar in the colonial discourse. It is exclusively ‘mod-
ern’ Europeans – highly educated advocates of the ethical policy – who re-
ceive positive representations. Old colonial hands, who are regarded as ‘ver-
indischt’ (acculturated), and Indo-Europeans are portrayed negatively due to 
their being influenced by ‘the East’. It is no longer the case that light-colour-
ed Indo-Europeans gain access to the colonial elite on the basis of a West-
ern-style education and upbringing. 

With the creation of the colour line, the fear of white degeneration 
creeps into colonial thinking. This fear of degeneration of whites and, con-
comitantly, of a tarnishing of the colonial hierarchy originates in a pre-
sumed ‘racial hierarchy’. Out of a fear of white persons ‘backsliding’, ac-
culturation and ‘racial mixing’ are emphatically renounced in post-1875 
colonial discourse. Europeans who had become ‘verindischt’ as well as In-
do-Europeans are increasingly regarded as undesirable elements in coloni-
al society. Post-1925 both groups are marginalised, attracting only sporad-
ic representation, as are the remains of a colonial past that has had its day.

Native Indonesians barely play a role in the voyage narratives: either 
they occasionally appear in the background or are left out altogether. Both 
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the marginalisation of natives and their representation as primitive, ani-
mal-, or child-like, is part of a subtle process of self-representation and oth-
ering that lies at the heart of the construction of the ideal colonial identity 
of both groups. Fictional representations of the sea passage from the home-
land to the Dutch East Indies and vice versa aim to portray the gap between 
Europeans and natives as being as wide as possible. This is especially notice-
able when some natives develop into nationalistic Indonesians as a result of 
the civilising mission brought about by the ethical movement – and in this 
process, education and training play a crucial role as well.

The distinction between colonisers and the colonised thus threatens to 
become blurred, thereby undermining the necessary asymmetry of coloni-
al power relations. Some narratives show that Europeans try to trivialise, 
ignore, or curb nationalistic developments using the colonial rhetoric that 
was in vogue before 1895. However, as they do so, they dismiss themselves as 
old-fashioned colonials, who in their turn are denounced by the new Euro-
pean elite – intellectually developed Western passengers who do not dissoci-
ate themselves from the Indonesians on board. These intellectuals not only 
prevent marginalisation of the Indonesians, but they also implicitly recog-
nise that the ideal colonial identity of the colonised has changed. The na-
tives have become nationalistic Indonesians. The ship as a contact zone acts 
as an observatory for the Indonesian servants. The knowledge they acquire 
about their European colonisers is most useful in terms of their growing na-
tionalistic ambitions. It boosts the Indonesians’ self-awareness and gives in-
centive to the resistance to colonial rule.

A ‘djongos’, a Javanese servant, aboard of the MS Huygens. Willem van de Poll, 
 National Archive, The Hague, NL-HaNA_2.24.14.02.
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This study of books narrating the sea voyage between the Netherlands 
and the East Indies between 1850-1940 adds much to our understanding of 
the colonial narratives at work during this time, enhancing existing coloni-
al discourse found in contemporary Dutch and English postcolonial anal-
yses. Analysis of the representation and construction of the ‘ideal’ colonial 
identity in fiction pertaining to these voyages demonstrates that colonial 
discourse undergoes periodic shifts. In other words, colonialism needs to be 
periodically repackaged in order to remain current and viable.

These works beautifully illustrate the fact that civilisation is a matter of 
perspective and comparison. Practices that serve to express (supposed) differ-
ences in levels of civilisation between colonisers and colonised, and to repre-
sent and construct ‘ideal’ colonial identities prove increasingly less effective. 
This, in turn, throws into question any fundamental justification of colonial 
rule. The claim that the Western, white man allegedly represents a superior 
form of civilisation, with the passage of time, becomes less and less tenable.
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Indigenous Eyes
Javanese Colonial Travel Texts as 
 Autoethnographic Expressions:  
The Case of Purwalelana and Suparta

rick honings 

The year 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of Indonesia gaining independence, 
yet the memory of the colonial past in ‘the East’ is still very much alive.1 Rarely 
a week passes in which the Dutch media do not pay it some form of attention. 
Prompted by its multi-ethnic society, in the Netherlands today, the demand 
that the long-held dominant view on the Dutch East Indies be radically over-
hauled has never been heard so strongly as it has over recent years. In 2015, 
in the title of his book about slavery in the Indies, the Dutch writer Reggie 
Baay called for the old colonial motto ‘Daar werd wat groots verricht’ (‘There 
was a great achievement done’) to be replaced with the postcolonial version: 
‘Daar werd wat gruwelijks verricht’ (‘There was a great atrocity done’).2 In 
2016, a comprehensive research programme entitled Independence, Decoloni-
zation, Violence, and War in Indonesia was launched on behalf of the Dutch gov-
ernment to investigate the violence used during the Indonesian war of in-
dependence (completed in 2022). Numerous books have been published that 
focus on the dark side of colonialism, one such work being the (2019) book by 
actor Thom Hoffman, whose frequently horrifying photographs reveal how 
the Dutch pursued a policy of racism, repression, and destruction in the In-
dies.3 That times have changed is further evidenced by the fact that in 2020, 
King Willem-Alexander offered Indonesia his apologies for the Dutch vio-
lence used during the war of decolonisation (1945-1949). This was a historic 
moment, in which he went a step further than his mother, Queen Beatrix. 

Many Dutch museums ponder ways of ‘decolonising’ and avoiding co-
lonial language. Recently, the Netherlands, as well as other countries, have 
witnessed a rekindling of the debate on the question of what to do with 
the statues of colonial ‘heroes’. Can the statue of Jan Pieterszoon Coen – the 
‘founding father’ of Batavia, who has, amongst other things, the death of 
thousands of Bandanese on his conscience – remain in the North-Holland 
town of Hoorn, or should it be removed from the public space?4 Such discus-
sions are part of what could be termed the Dutch Vergangenheitsbewältigung.5 
Just as the Germans have been trying to come to terms with their Nation-
al Socialist past since the end of World War II, so the Netherlands has been 
grappling with its colonial history. 
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Unlike Germany, the process of ‘working through’ the past got off to a 
relatively slow start in the Netherlands – not gathering real momentum 
until the last decade. Until recently, the prevailing nostalgic tempo doeloe 
(‘times of yesteryear’) perception was that the Netherlands, as a ‘humane’ 
coloniser, had done much that was good for the Indies/Indonesia, includ-
ing the founding of schools and hospitals, and the construction of roads. 
The work of the Dutch writer and scholar Rob Nieuwenhuys (1908-1999) 
is illustrative of this nostalgic cultural memory. Whilst acknowledging its 
dark sides, it does, however, still offer a romanticised view of the old Indies. 
Nieuwenhuys accepted that the Netherlands had lost the colony at the same 
time he felt nostalgic about his youth there, and thus he allowed himself 
to be moved by stories and photographs from tempo doeloe.6 For those who 
knew the Indies from personal experience, its loss often gave rise to such 
nostalgia. In 2018, the Dutch writer Kester Freriks, who was born in Jakarta 

Statue of Jan Pieterszoon Coen in Hoorn with school children in front of it. Photo-
graph from the beginning of the twentieth century. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, 
RP-F-2005-47.
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in 1954, published the literary pamphlet Tempo doeloe, een omhelzing (Tempo 
Doeloe, an Embrace), in which he demanded the right to be homesick and 
feel a longing for the Indies of his childhood, where he had felt happy.7 It is, 
however, important to distinguish between individual experiences and a 
nation’s collective memory, for the Dutch colonial project was – as is every 
form of colonialism – also inextricably bound up with racism, violence, and 
repression. For each person’s beautiful memories, there is also the suffering 
of others who had no voice. 

A Historiographic Problem

Processing the colonial past is not only a societal problem; there is also a 
historiographic deficit. The history of Dutch colonialism in ‘the East’ has 
almost exclusively been written from a Dutch perspective, whereas the In-
donesian perspective has largely been neglected. In the context of the Dutch 
Vergangenheitsbewältigung, it is equally crucial to focus attention on how In-
donesians experienced colonialism and to include Indonesian sources in the 
investigation. But reality is unruly: a credible counter-archive in Dutch does 
not exist.8 

This is to do with the language policy that the Dutch pursued in the In-
dies. The right to learn Dutch was the preserve of a small elite within the 
colony, meaning the majority of Indonesians were excluded. Furthermore, 
they did not have to learn the language, as the Dutch gradually learnt to use 
Malay and its vernaculars. Dutch language education was largely non-exist-
ent for Indonesians until 1863 – a conscious choice that was politically mo-
tivated. On this specific point, the Dutch scholar Kees Groeneboer remarks: 

Explicitly rejecting a language and education policy such as pursued by the Eng-
lish in British India, the Dutch decided against Western education on a large scale. 
An uncontrolled spread of Western knowledge by means of a European language 
would only endanger the existence of the colony.9 

Dutch writer Rudy Kousbroek puts it another way: the coloniser regarded a 
surplus of Indonesians who had a good command of the Dutch language as 
a ‘threat to the so-called “harmonious development of the indigenous pop-
ulation”, read: a threat to Dutch supremacy’.10

Exceptions were only made for a limited number of children of well-to-
do indigenous families and a small number of Chinese families. The argu-
ment put forward in support of this policy was that educating and ‘civilising’ 
an indigenous elite would benefit mutual understanding and enhance the 
trust between coloniser and colonised. Only from around 1865 were Indone-
sians given increasingly more opportunities to learn Dutch, but the num-
bers of those actually taking up those opportunities remained limited. In-
deed, by 1900, they totalled no more than five thousand, whilst the number 
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of Dutch-speaking people of Chinese origin amounted to approximately six 
hundred. Moving into the twentieth century, in the context of the Dutch ‘eth-
ical policy’, learning Dutch on the part of Indonesians received more atten-
tion, as it became seen as a ‘Gateway to the West’ and as a means to eventually 
extend the autonomy of the indigenous population. However, whilst access 
to Dutch-language education in the colony was indeed eased, it did not result 
in the admission of large groups. Thus, although 860,000 Indonesians knew 
Dutch by 1942, they accounted for a mere one per cent of the total population.11

The Dutch decision to pursue a divergent language policy also had an 
impact on colonial literature. Whereas British, Spanish, Portuguese, or 
French research typically includes indigenous perspectives because the col-
onised wrote in the coloniser’s language, this poses a problem in the context 
of Dutch-Indies studies, as the number of Indonesians using the oppressor’s 
language remained scarce. Rudy Kousbroek remarked that the volume of In-
donesian literature written in Dutch is very small indeed: ‘A few novels (how 
many? five?), poems, memoirs, letters and some essays, a meagre yield, af-
ter three glorious centuries of Dutch colonisation. Enough to write a paper 
about, but too little for a PhD thesis.’12

In 1996, the Dutch literary scholar Peter van Zonneveld also problem-
atised the fact that so few Indonesians ‘wrote back’ in Dutch. He claimed 
that of the many thousands of texts making up Indies literature, a mere 
‘handful’ came from the colonised themselves. He characterised them as no 
more than ‘scratches on a rock’ – referring to the 1970 book of the same title 
by Dutch novelist Hella S. Haasse. She in turn had borrowed her title from 
a letter by the Dutch writer Willem Walraven from the Indies, in which he 
stated: ‘We will be going under here, we ourselves, or our descendants, but 
they will change in nothing. Not even a scratch on a rock does our influence 
amount to...’13

From this observation Van Zonneveld went on to conclude that the con-
cept of ‘writing back’ that Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin 
introduced in their famous book The Empire Writes Back (1989) has little or no 
bearing on the Dutch Indies.14 According to Van Zonneveld, there were only 
two ways to fill this gap. First, one could study how the indigenous people 
are represented in Dutch sources – an approach that of course necessarily fa-
vours the Dutch rather than the Indonesian perspective. Second, one could 
study Dutch-language texts by Indonesians.15 Examples include the letters 
by the Javanese aristocratic Lady Kartini, collected in Door duisternis tot licht 
(1911, Out of Darkness to Light); the poetry of Javanese poet Noto Soeroto; 
the Indonesische overpeinzingen (1945, Indonesian Musings) by Sutan Sjahrir; 
and the two novels written by Indonesians in Dutch, Buiten het gareel (1940, 
Out of Harness) by Suwarsih Djojopuspito, and Widijawati (1948) by Arti 
Purbani, the pseudonym of Partini Djajadiningrat.16 Whilst these may be 
enough for a PhD dissertation, as the output of a centuries-long union be-
tween the Netherlands and the Indies, it is rather little.
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Apparently, even in 1996, the time was not yet right for the suggestion, 
as a third option, that indigenous sources or texts (whether or not of a liter-
ary nature) could be researched.17 This obviously requires learning the origi-
nal languages as, without a command of these, one needs to resort to trans-
lations. Indonesians have always written, regardless of Dutch censorship. 
A manuscript culture existed until well into the nineteenth century. There 
was no Western censorship on texts, literary or otherwise, that circulated in 
handwritten copies. It was not until the end of that century that separate In-
donesian texts appeared in print, but these were not subject to Western cen-
sorship either. It was only post-1917 that the director of the Committee for 
Popular Literature kept a watchful eye on the indigenous press. Previously, 
the Dutch Arabic and Islamic scholar Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje would 
monitor what was being written on behalf of the government, albeit always 

Portrait of Kartini, drawn from a photograph by ‘Samoed’, 1916. Leiden University 
Libraries, KITLV 37C44.
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‘after the act’.18 The impact of oral distributions of texts in the Indies is often 
underestimated. For example, a single ‘reader’ would read a text to villag-
ers, the content subsequently being relayed to tens, perhaps hundreds more.

The study of indigenous texts poses some practical problems. Many 
sources are not yet available in translation. Moreover, many are printed in 
Javanese language and script. It takes the specialist knowledge of a scholar 
of Indonesian languages and cultures to translate them. There are of course 
Western and Asian scholars who can read these languages, nonetheless, in 
debate on the history of the Dutch colonial past these have been seriously 
neglected. In the field of Dutch Studies, these practical objections have to 
this day stood in the way of research into indigenous counter-narratives, 
insofar as they have been preserved at all. However, we are fortunate that 
translations of two Javanese travel texts have become available that can shed 
new light on Dutch colonialism in the second half of the nineteenth and the 
early twentieth century.

Autoethnographic Expressions

For this article, I have drawn on the insights of literary scholar Mary Louise 
Pratt, who introduced these in her book Imperial Eyes: Travel and Transcultur-
ation (originally published in 1992).19 In it, she shows that most European 
travellers rarely represent colonisation in their texts as a process that is con-
solidated through violence. Pratt points out that they used various strate-
gies to conceal any involvement in the subjugation of the colony. They de-
picted their presence in the colony as a ‘natural matter of course’ or made it 
seem as if they had nothing to do with the colonisation, whilst at the same 
time underlining their white hegemony. Thus, a traveller could present 
himself as a scientist studying the colony out of genuine interest in the in-
digenous nature and culture – something that had nothing to do with a de-
sire to conquer or repress. Other European travellers depicted the colony as 
a pristine and ‘empty’ paradise, uninhabited but abounding in natural re-
sources. In yet other sources the colony is represented as dangerous – an en-
vironment in which Europeans need to be on their guard. These various Eu-
ropean ‘strategies of innocence’, all of which that feature in the travel texts, 
are discussed by Pratt under the umbrella term ‘anti-conquest’.20

In 2020, the Vidi project Voicing the Colony: Travelers in the Dutch East In-
dies 1800-1945 started at Leiden University, financed by The Dutch Research 
Council (NWO). Focusing on travel writing, a team of two Dutch literary 
scholars and a scholar of Indonesian languages and cultures work to pro-
vide a new, double-voiced perspective on the colonial past in the Dutch In-
dies. Leiden’s Asian Library, which houses one of the largest collections on 
Indonesia in the world, also holds a rich collection of colonial travel texts 
from the nineteenth and twentieth century. The texts are not only writ-
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ten in Dutch, but also in Malay and Javanese, and appear in both manu-
script and print form.21 Due to the problems outlined above, to date, many 
of these sources – with few exceptions – have been barely, if at all, studied, 
even though they offer the potential to provide a different perspective on 
Dutch colonialism.22

Subsequent years will show what discoveries can be made. Until such 
time, as any new revelations become apparent, we depend on transla-
tions for the study of indigenous perspectives. Two sources have recently 
emerged: one from the nineteenth century, the other from the early-twen-
tieth century. First of all, there is the travel journal by the Javanese noble-
man Raden Mas Arya Candranegara V, who travelled through Java between 
1860 and 1875 and published, under the name Purwalelana, a travel text in 
Javanese. A Dutch translation was published in 2013, followed by an English 
translation in 2020.23 A second text appeared in 1916, by the Javanese prince 
Radèn Mas Arya Suryasuparta, who travelled to the Netherlands in 1913.24 A 
Dutch translation appeared in 2014, followed by an Indonesian edition three 
years later.25

Despite their obvious differences, the above texts provide important 
perspectives on the Indies and Dutch colonialism through indigenous eyes. 
Both were written by Javanese authors who occupied leading positions in 
colonial society: Candranegara belonged to the ‘priyayi’ (Javanese elite), 
whilst Suryasuparta was counted amongst the high nobility and therefore 
held in even higher regard. Sadly, the voices of ‘ordinary’ people – those who 
were uneducated, illiterate, and who often barely managed to survive – are 
lost forever. They have left no written traces. Anyone wishing to study the 
indigenous perspective is dependent on sources from the elite.

The two travel texts by Purwalelana and Suryasuparta could be charac-
terised as ‘autoethnographic expressions’, to use Pratt’s terminology. Pratt’s 
‘autoethnography’ was an allusion to ‘instances in which colonized subjects 
undertake to represent themselves in ways that engage with the colonizer’s 
terms’. Where, in her view, ‘ethnographic’ texts give expression to the views 
and self-representation of white Europeans, ‘autoethnographic’ works are 
‘texts the others construct in response to or in dialogue with those metro-
politan representations’.26 Autoethnographic texts, then, are not ‘authentic’ 
indigenous self-representations because they partly adjust to the colonial 
manner of representation: there is ‘appropriation’ and ‘partial collaboration 
with the idiom of the conqueror’.27 Such expressions are a frequent phenom-
enon in the ‘contact zone’ that every colony, including the Indies, was: ‘the 
space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come into 
contact with each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving 
conditions of coercion, racial inequality, and intractable conflict.’28 

Pratt uses the concept of autoethnography to demonstrate that the sit-
uation in the contact zone was never black and white; there was not always 
a clear distinction between coloniser and colonised. The position of the 
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priyayi and high nobility, to which the two Javanese travellers mentioned 
above belonged, is illustrative in this regard. As previously stated, both 
held highly privileged positions. They may have had a lower status than the 
Dutch, but they ranked far above ‘ordinary’ Indonesians – also in Javanese 
culture. In order to retain their positions, they worked closely together with 
the Dutch. Supervised by the government, they were responsible for manag-
ing the land. This gave them access to key positions, which ensured a good 
future for them and their children. Yet simultaneously, as I will show, their 
autoethnographic expressions also contain elements of counter-narrative – 
signs of a (albeit restrained) critical attitude towards the coloniser.

In this article, the two travel texts are subjected to a critical analysis. The 
existing literature mostly adopts a cultural-historical perspective or uses 
the texts as information sources.29 I, however, want to ask: in what manner 
did the noblemen write about the Indies, about the colonised and the colon-
iser? To what extent do their two travel texts show signs of ‘appropriation’ of 
colonial ideas? And to what extent do they (overtly or covertly) show resist-
ance to hegemonic colonial discourse? Analysis of these texts will reveal the 
complexity of the autoethnographic position in the colonial system.

Raden Mas Arya Can-
dranegara V, circa 1862. 
Leiden University Librar-
ies, KITLV 32087.
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Two Javanese Travellers

Before we focus on the autoethnographic position, let us first introduce the 
two travellers. Purwalelana was the pseudonym of the Javanese nobleman 
Raden Mas Arya Candranegara V.30 Born in 1837, he was Regent of Kudus 
from 1858 to 1880 and subsequently, from 1880 until his death in 1885, Re-
gent of Brebes, both in Central Java. His travel account, in Javanese script, 
was published in two volumes between 1865 and 1866 by the Dutch-Indies 
Landsdrukkerij (national publishing house) in Batavia. It was one of the 
first Indonesian texts to appear in print. A second edition in two volumes 
was published later: Cariyos bab lampah-lampahipun raden mas arya Purwalela-
na sampun keleresaken tetembungan sarta ukaranipun saha cariyosipun kaewahan 
amendhet kawontenanipun sapunika dening raden mas adipati arya Candranegara 
(1877) and Lampah-lampahipun raden mas arya Purwalelana kaewahan kawewa-
han tuwin kaleresaken dening raden mas adipati arya Candranegara bupati ing Ku-
dus (1880). 

Purwalelana was aware that his was an extraordinary work, given its 
contemporary description of Java: ‘I decided to write this book because hith-
erto I have never heard or read any Javanese literature devoted to contempo-
rary events. All the texts I am familiar with tell of kings and nobles and of 
invincible heroes and their skills on the battlefield.’31 His choice of the pseu-
donym Purwalelana too, meaning something akin to ‘first traveller’, was far 
from coincidental. He writes in the first person and adopts a personal style. 

Prince Mangkunegara’s carriage. Painting by Alardus Haaxman, circa 1867. 
Mangkunegara IV was Purwalelana’s father-in-law. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam,  
SK-A-4968.
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This is unique, considering the fact that, in the Javanese culture, it was con-
sidered socially rather ‘blunt’ to put yourself in the centre of attention. Can-
dranegara’s work received public recognition and in 1870, he was admitted 
to the Royal Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences as one of its first Javanese 
members.

Purwalelana was the son of the Regent of Demak and received a Euro-
pean education. Besides Malay and Javanese, he also spoke Dutch, French, 
and English fluently. Presumably, the nobleman served as an example to 
the lower-ranking natives; he embodied the ‘civilised’ Javanese individual 
who had internalised European values and standards. He made four differ-
ent journeys in the years between 1860 and 1875, visiting a total of eighteen 
residencies or districts on Java, from Batavia in the west to Banyuwangi in 
the east. He recorded the experiences he had gained on his travels into four 
consecutive travel texts.32

Much is revealed about Purwalelana’s status by the fact that he had his 
own carriage, pulled by six post horses, which were regularly changed along 
the way. Occasionally, on steep tracks ‘iron brake shoes’ had to be placed on 
its wheels to stop them from descending too fast and the horses were then 
led down by the reins. Once or twice ‘four teams of buffaloes’ were  added 
when differences in altitude required extra pulling power. During his fourth 
journey through Java, Purwalelana was terrified that his carriage would fall 
apart on account of the bad roads, broken bridges, and deep, water-filled gul-
lies, causing the carriage to jolt along, with many jerks and bumps. He also 
preferred to travel during the day as certain areas, for example in the Yogy-
akarta principality, were not considered safe after dark. Due to food short-
ages in the region ‘numerous street robbers and other bandits’ operated in 
the area.33

Twenty-eight years after Purwalelana’s death, another Javanese noble-
man, Radèn Mas Arya Suryasuparta (1885-1944) or, in short, Suparta, set out 
on his travels, producing a second text that has survived to this day.34 He 
was the third son of Mangkunegara V, had received a Western education, 
and had worked at the government’s offices in Surakarta. Suparta spoke 
Dutch well and was familiar with modern Dutch literature. At the time, 
the Dutch had embarked on a new socio-economic policy in the Indies. This 
was the time of the so-called ‘ethical policy’, which not only pursued the ex-
ploitation of the Indies, but also addressed the interests of the indigenous 
population. As investments were made in education, healthcare, and infra-
structure, the population’s self-awareness increased further. This found ex-
pression, for example, in the founding of societies such as Budi Utomo (The 
Beautiful Endeavour) in 1908, the goal of which was the education and de-
velopment of the Javanese population through exposure to Western know-
ledge whilst retaining their native culture, and Sarekat Islam, founded to 
further Indonesian material and spiritual development. Suparta was in-
volved in both initiatives.
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Suparta did not tour Java, instead embarking on a thirty-day voyage to 
the ‘country of the oppressor’ on the Wilis – a ship operated by the Rotter-
dam Lloyd shipping line.35 On 14 June 1913, having been granted leave by 
the government to study Indology, he departed from Semarang. The idea 
was that in the Netherlands he could gain modern insights that would help 
him perform his future function as a ruler. The trip was an adventure for 
Suparta, but also meant being parted from his wife and young daughter.36 
This daughter would later become the writer Arti Purbani – the pseudonym 
of Partini Djajadiningrat (1902-1998). Once in Leiden, Suparta attended lec-

Raden Mas Haryo Suryo 
Suparta as grenadier 
during his stay in the 
Netherlands, circa 1915. 
Leiden University Li-
braries, /KITLV 34457.
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tures by Professor Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje, befriended the Javanese 
poet Noto Soeroto, and joined the Indische Vereeniging (Indies Associa-
tion).37 When World War I broke out in 1914, and the Netherlands mobi-
lised, Suparta enlisted as a grenadier. He was given military training, but, as 
the Netherlands remained neutral, never saw military action. He returned 
home in 1915, and the following year became the ruler of the Central-Java-
nese principality Mangkunegaran: Mangkunegara VII. A prince, Suparta 
ranked higher on the social ladder than Candranegara, who was a regent. 
However, as Candranegara was married to one of Mangkunegara’s daugh-
ters, he did have close connections with the court. 

At the request of the Dutch government Suparta wrote an account of his 
travels, which was subsequently published in Javanese: Serat cariyos kekesa-
han saking tanah Jawi dateng nagari Walandi; saking Semarang dumugi ing Mar-
seille. It appeared as number 168 in the Series of Publications by the Commit-
tee for Popular Literature.38 Unfortunately, he did not write about his stay in 
the Netherlands. Instead, he restricted himself to a description of his jour-
ney from Semarang to Marseille in France. The underlying purpose of the 
publication was that the text might guide Indonesian readers in the ‘right 
direction’ regarding their development. After all, Suparta was well-educated 
and ‘endowed with Western intellectual baggage and rooted in the tradition 
of his country’ and thus a good ‘guide towards the modern era for his “un-
educated” compatriots’.39 

The journey made a deep impression on Suparta. He had never before 
sailed on such a large ship and marvelled at the beauty of the Indies seen 
from the water. With an indigenous reading public in mind, Suparta in-
cludes a great many facts in his account: he describes in great detail the in-
ternal layout of the ship for his readers. He travelled via Semarang to the 
port of Tanjung Priok in Batavia, where he stayed for three days and had 
every opportunity to look around. From there, he continued his journey to 
Padang on West-Sumatra. Via the Red Sea and the Suez Canal, he finally ar-
rived in Europe, at the port of Marseille.

A point of difference with Purwalelana’s journey is that by 1913, the ‘Pet-
rol Age’ had begun.40 The first motorcycle made its appearance in the Indies 
in 1883, the first car arriving a year later. Even so, there were no more than 
fifteen cars to be found on the whole of Java around 1900.41 Of course, from 
then on, their number gradually increased. Whilst delayed in Padang, Su-
parta went for a drive in an automobile and thus still managed to get a good 
impression of the town and its surroundings even though he only spent an 
afternoon there.42

Reading Purwalelana’s and Suparta’s texts, one is struck by the fact that 
they contain characteristics that also feature in Western travel texts. For 
instance, the unknown is often made familiar through a comparison with 
something from the known culture – a rhetorical figure that Carl Thomp-
son defines as ‘simile’.43 According to Pratt, this is a form of colonial appro-
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priation,44 but it was a topos that Javanese noblemen also used, not least, 
as many of the areas they visited were new to them, too. When Purwalela-
na visits the high-altitude village of Panjalu, on West-Java, he spots a lake, 
surrounded by mountains in the distance. In the lake are seven small is-
lands that look like ‘rice cones’; a description he also uses for Mount Tidar 
near Magelang in Central Java. Similarly, in the port of Surabaya he sees a 
drydock that he describes as a ‘floating structure that resembles in fact the 
wooden chest for storing wayang puppets, but without a cover’.45 Suparta, in 
a similar vein, likens a boat he sees on his travels to a ‘watermelon that has 
been cut open’ and describes the stars in the sky as ‘rice grains that had been 
scattered in the air’.46 It is of course logical that the two noblemen fall back 
on elements from their own world in their comparisons, but it is also char-
acteristic of the Javanese perspective.

It typifies Purwalelana’s and Suparta’s autoethnographic positions that 
they move with equal ease in the Dutch-Indies and Indonesian contexts. 
This is illustrated in the text about Purwalelana’s first journey, when he 
visits Buitenzorg (presently called Bogor). Whilst there, he goes to the horse 
races, a typically European kind of entertainment. Numerous prominent 
public figures make their appearance. Even the governor-general and his 
wife grace the meeting with their presence. The nobleman is delighted. On 
his second journey he witnesses some bull races, organised by the indige-
nous population to mark the end of their fasting – something he also finds 
quite an experience.47 Despite their very different settings, his descriptions 
of the two events are comparable and hence, it is impossible to decide where 
he felt more at ease.

However, it appears that the noblemen were largely ignored by coloni-
al Dutchmen. It is clear from both texts that whilst the Javanese travellers 
had regular contact with the Dutch, the latter do not appear all that often 
in their narratives, except by way of backdrop. At no point in Purwalela-
na’s narrative are they given a speaking part, and his account fails to clarify 
whether he actually conversed with them. In colonial texts by Dutch writ-
ers, the white characters usually occupy a different world from the natives. 
They are, in the words of Elleke Boehmer, ‘disconnected from native life’.48 
Whilst Purwalelana worked with the Dutch, on his travels he was largely 
‘disconnected from European life’. He visits club (‘Sociëteit’) buildings, but 
is not invited for meetings of ‘the Club’ (de ‘soos’); he visits horse races, but 
as a spectator and outsider only; he is invited by indigenous regents, but 
never by Dutch administrators; he sits down to a meal with some Dutch 
people, but does not, according to his text, take part in the conversation. 

The same goes for Suparta. The Dutch pay him very little heed on his 
travels. The only person to talk to him is a merchant from Zaandam with 
a broad accent, who is kind to him. This was very different from the arro-
gant way in which most other Dutch persons, who suffered from a ‘feeling 
of superiority’, treated him. Suparta sighed: ‘How glad I would be if my wish 
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One page of Purwelelana’s travel account in Javanese script from Tjarijos bab lampah- 
lampahipun Raden Mas Arja Poerwalelana. Samarang 1877, 233. Leiden University 
 Libraries, KITLV3 M ii 588.
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could be fulfilled, and I were treated as an equal by the nation that rules over 
Java, my homeland.’ He hoped the situation would improve soon.49

Notwithstanding their elevated status, the two Javanese noblemen 
ranked lower than the Dutchmen on account of their native origin and skin 
colour. In the words of Homi Bhabha, they were ‘almost the same, but not 
quite’.50 However hard they tried to adapt to the Dutch, they would ulti-
mately always remain lower in status.51 Yet simultaneously, they were proud 
of this, glorifying their own Javanese culture.

Appropriation and Collaboration 

To what extent can the two travel texts be seen as autoethnographic expres-
sions? Reading Purwalelana’s text, one notices that he is influenced by the 
Dutch, who he values and admires. Nowhere does he question their pres-
ence. Indeed, he writes about colonisation as if it were a matter of course – a 
part of the natural order of things. When he describes the house of the gov-
ernor-general or the general secretary in Batavia, he does so in an objective, 
encyclopaedic manner, as if it is part of an unchangeable social order.52 Al-
though Suparta is more explicit, he too shows admiration for the Nether-
lands, which he characterises as a country ‘that may be small but is mighty 
too, so that it can possess a colony that is fifty times as large, with a popula-
tion that is seven times bigger than its own population’.53

Purwalelana does not question the unequal treatment of ordinary Indo-
nesians. As much becomes clear, for instance, when on his second journey he 
visits the bathing resort of Banyubiru – a popular outing amongst Western-
ers. He describes this place as a resort for Dutchmen and distinguished Ja-
vanese: ‘Common people may also use it, but only when there are no Dutch-
men or priyayi present.’ That Purwalelana does not question the treatment 
of ordinary Javanese people is due to his own high position as a regent. On 
his travels he is frequently treated the same way as the Dutch are by ordinary 
folk. On his visit to the Priangan residency, for example, he comments fa-
vourably on their behaviour. As soon as they spot him (or a Dutchman), men 
and women begin to crouch. In contrast, at other moments during his jour-
ney, he is annoyed that ordinary Javanese folk do not act politely enough.54 

The situation is different in Suparta’s text. As he is not travelling in his 
home country, but finds himself on a ship mainly carrying Dutch people, he 
is – more so than Purwalelana – very much the ‘Other’. Indeed, he meets very 
few Javanese individuals on board other than the servants. Only once does 
he describe a scene with some indigenous children. As the ship enters the 
harbour of Padang, the passengers throw coins over the ship’s rail into the 
water, whereupon naked boys dive to retrieve them: ‘The people on the quay 
also enjoyed watching the diving boys, especially when one danced joyful-
ly. Judging by their smiles, the spectators found it amusing.’ His playful de-
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scription (‘Splash, splash!’) suggests that Suparta, too, found it an amusing 
spectacle.55 Nowhere does he show any sense of the somewhat colonial ine-
quality that this scene manifests. 

When Suparta is confronted with the racist treatment of black Afri-
cans on his way to Europe, he again does not challenge the behaviour. Un-
der way to the Suez Canal, the ship calls at the island of Perim in the Red 
Sea. The volcanic island was in British hands and served as a coaling station 
for ships sailing through the Suez Canal. He is taken across in a small boat: 
‘All of the rowers were Negroes; their skin was dark, and they had black or 
red frizzy hair, which they let grow like a wig.’ Later, he notices some black 
children, dressed in trousers or a loin cloth only, who annoy him because 
they loudly advertise their wares and hassle him: ‘They would only go away 
when addressed gruffly, and only after two or three times.’ He is also taken 
aback when some black Africans come aboard, uninvited, to perform a ‘ne-
gro dance’.56 In this situation, Suparta’s attitude and behaviour is compara-
ble to that of the Dutch.

For Purwalelana, just as for the Dutch, it was normal to make use of ‘coo-
lies’ and to have servants attend to him. Although Suparta does not make 
use of the services of ‘coolies’ on his travels, he does notice them on Perim, 
but does not question their presence. The same applies to the fact that all of 
the servants on board the ship are Javanese. If an electric button is pressed 
in the smoking room, he notes, a Javanese servant arrives to take one’s or-
der.57 He invariably portrays the indigenous world of ordinary indigenous 
people as ‘limited’, compared to that of the Dutch. Himself and other pri-
yayi excepted, all indigenous and other non-European people occupy infe-
rior positions.

Acculturation

Both texts show signs of appropriation and acculturation. For example, Pur-
walelana notes that although the priyayi hold on to their traditions, some of 
them resemble the white coloniser in their clothing – not least because the 
government has determined the attire of the priyayi. Only their headdresses 
and kris (a dagger worn on the left hip) differ from Dutch apparel. However, 
the difference is barely visible from a distance, so that most priyayi ‘at first 
sight […] look like Dutchmen’, according to Purwalelana.58 Suparta notices 
much the same. When delayed in Batavia he sees how Javanese men and Malay 
civil servants are dressed like Europeans, in white coats and trousers, ‘but on 
top of that, a sarong folded in two so that the trouser legs are visible to above 
the knees’, plus some headgear. Suparta also conforms to a Western style of 
dress on his travels, invariably wearing a white suit, black shoes, and cap.59

The Dutch influence also becomes apparent when Purwalelana visits 
Surakarta on his third journey, where he has an opportunity to observe the 
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Java’s tropical nature, with the Semeru vulcano on the background. From the al-
bum Java, J.C. Greive naar A. Salm, 1865-1872. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 
47D19.
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lifestyle of the local priyayi. His observations illustrate how some regard-
ed Dutch culture as the standard to live up to. They furnished their homes 
with Dutch furniture and even used chairs, whilst their tradition was to sit 
on the ground. They gave lavish, Dutch-style parties, serving Dutch meals, 
the ingredients for which they bought from a local Dutch chef. Just like the 
Dutch, they had the various dishes printed on a special menu. The Dutch 
influence was also perceptible in their wasteful squandering of money on 
presents for their wives. Children received a Dutch education, and dressed 
and wore their hair the Dutch way.60 It is perhaps unsurprising then, that 
Javanese noblemen looked at their country with comparably imperial eyes 
as the Dutch.

Suparta’s travel account likewise shows that in the eyes of the Javanese 
nobility, Dutch standards were considered superior. Without exception, the 
evening meal served on board the Wilis comprised seven courses of Dutch 
dishes, including soup, potatoes with gravy and beef, and a sweet (cake or 
ice-cream) for dessert. Although he was not used to this kind of food, being 
Javanese, he enjoyed all meals equally. Dutch table manners prevailed at 
mealtimes, and Suparta desperately tried to conform. However, he was not 
always successful. For example, on one occasion, he was overcome by sea-
sickness during the evening meal, as a result of which he got up from the 
table, donned his cap and left. The next day, he learnt that a Dutchman had 
complained about his ‘inappropriate’ conduct. Whilst this may have been 
an extreme example, towards the end of his voyage, when he had heard this 
same Dutchman hold an impassioned table speech, Suparta realised that the 
gentleman in question was the very model of civilisation. With his ‘quiet de-
meanour’ and eloquence, he set an example for everyone to follow.61

Aestheticisation

A recurrent feature of many colonial texts by Western travellers is their rep-
resentation of the colony as a virgin and fertile paradise. For emphasis, trav-
ellers often painted with words, offering aestheticised descriptions of the 
landscape that abound with adjectives – an example of an ‘imperial trope’, 
according to Pratt.62 Representing the country in this way implicitly legiti-
mised the colonial presence: a fertile paradise just asks to be appropriated, 
does it not? Although Purwalelana was not a Westerner, his representation 
of indigenous nature seems to match the colonial manner of describing it. 
Incidentally, this aestheticising manner of writing was part of a long-stand-
ing tradition, according to Indonesianists Judith Bosnak and Willem van der 
Molen: it already occurs in wayang (traditional Javanese puppetry), which in 
turn had adopted it from Old Javanese literature. 

Purwalelana too marvelled at the overwhelming beauty of the country, 
which often leads to aestheticised passages in his text. Gazing upon the vol-
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cano of Mount Merapi in Central Java, he is awestruck. His description is 
evocative, aestheticised, and lyrical – a painting in language:

Along the way I can never tire of admiring how the rays of the rising sun shine on 
the mountains, on Lake Pening and on the barracks of Banyubiru. The water spar-
kles like gem-studded silver. Dazzling are the white walls of the barracks, with a 
touch of yellow, like a bunch of white lotus-flowers. Blue-green are the colours 
of Mount Prawata and black are the depths of the gorges, while the vapour rising 
from the Merapi looks like kapok piling up. How enchanting it is to someone who 
has never before witnessed such a scene.63

There are many such instances of ‘verbal painting’, although Purwalelana 
sometimes lacks the necessary words to describe the beauty he sees.64 Speak-
ing of the lake of Panjalu (Lengkong Lake), he says that it presents itself like 
a white lotus: ‘The trees stretch their branches over the water, letting them 
hang in strands, moving, blown by the wind. Their rustling resembles the 
shrieks of a beautiful virgin being carried away in the arms of a man.’ These 
representations seem to correspond with the overtly masculine colonial rep-
resentation of the Dutch. This is also true of the emphasis he places on the 
land’s fertility. Many European travellers represent the country as a place 
where valuable spices, tea, tobacco, and rice grow, almost as if by themselves. 
However, Purwalelana also stresses on numerous occasions – maybe also as a 
part of Javanese literary tradition – how ‘good’, ‘fertile’, ‘excellent’, and ‘out-
standing’ the soil is.65

Since Suparta does not travel across his own country, aestheticisation 
plays a less prominent role in his writings. Yet he too paints with words, em-
phasises the fertility of the Indies. He praises, for example, the ‘gently undu-
lating coast of Java, my native island, which is known all over the world for 
sits fertility and prosperity’. In the same passage, he borrows the words of 
the writer Multatuli from his famous novel Max Havelaar (1860) to describe 
the Indies as ‘an emerald belt that winds itself around the equator’ and as 
a ‘pearl in the crown’ of the Dutch kingdom.66 The aestheticisation leads to 
a climax when he is waiting in the port of Tanjung Priok for the ship to de-
part, looking at the full moon:

The moonlight, broken by the movements of the water, shone on the water and 
sparkled over the expanse of water. The moon beams reflecting on the waves re-
sembled, from a distance, a road of white light that leads straight to man’s deep-
est realm of thought. The blinking of the lighthouse on the right reminded me 
of a crying girl who had been left by her lover and the light of the near lighthouse 
resembled the eye of a glow worm, which looked on silently at the sight of her 
tears. […] The two lights of the lighthouse formed a divide between the golden 
water expanse of the sea and the sky, like a black velvet curtain sprinkled with 
sparkling jewels.67
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Western Culture

Just like the Dutch, the noblemen made use of binary oppositions to distin-
guish between elevated Dutch culture and the supposedly lesser indigenous 
culture. Purwalelana, for his part, has a particular appreciation for Dutch 
colonial architecture. He stresses time and again the beauty of the orderly 
constructed and broad streets with white buildings, including alun-alun (a 
wide square in front of a palace or the residence of a regent).68 On the way he 
praises the ‘large and attractive villas, with spacious gardens adorned with 
ornamental plants’. He stares in wonder at the marble floors of the societies 
(Dutch town-based clubs, such as De Harmonie in Batavia), at the gardens 
full of flowers, and the handsome Dutch shops. Batavia, he thinks, is a mar-
vellous town: ‘Visitors take real pleasure in staying and sightseeing in Bat-
avia because of its beautiful and expansive layout: the large number of fine 
houses, the numerous people and the excellent condition of its streets.’ An-
other highlight is the governor-general’s palace in Buitenzorg; it is so beau-
tiful that it makes all other colonial buildings pale into insignificance. The 
Dutch-established botanical garden in Buitenzorg is also very much to his 
liking, and he is impressed by the fountain in the pond. Dutch culture, to 
him, is a yardstick of beauty. The furnishings in the accommodation of the 
regent of Kudus draw the following remark: ‘The furniture of the house is 
also perfect because it was made in the Netherlands.’69 The word ‘because’ in 
this sentence is significant. He does not mention, incidentally, that he is re-
ferring to his own house here – after all, he was the regent of Kudus! In ef-
fect, what he is doing here is making a joke.

Since Suparta mainly writes about his voyage to the Netherlands, his 
text is less detailed about Java, but he too waxes lyrical about Dutch ar-
chitecture. Regarding Batavia’s colonial buildings, he notes that they all 
seemed to compete in beauty: ‘One showed fine roof tiles, another flaunts 
its beautiful structure and its walls, or its decorations. It was as if all these 
houses had agreed to lure everyone into taking a good look at them, so that 
it could be said of no house in particular that it was the most beautiful or 
the ugliest.’70 He cannot help but conclude that no other town can surpass 
Batavia in size or riches.

The two noblemen are not only charmed by the architecture; they are 
equally beguiled by the many technological innovations that the Dutch 
have introduced in their fatherland. Purwalelana is enthusiastic about the 
steamship taking him to Batavia, full of praise for the train, and surprised 
that the Dutch use gas to light their houses. That households even keep a re-
cord of how much gas they use, with someone coming over every month to 
read their meter, baffles him. The tram that connected Weltevreden in the 
southeast with the old town of Batavia also exemplifies, for him, the pro-
gress that the Dutch have brought in the Indies.71 Similarly, Suparta also 
praises the progress achieved, noting that the Dutch have constructed paved 
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roads on Sumatra, in towns and villages alike. On board the ship he is im-
pressed with a device used to measure the depth of the sea, to prevent the 
ship from entering too shallow waters off the coast and running aground.72

Whilst Purwalelana and Suparta applaud the beauty and technical inge-
nuity of Dutch culture, conversely, they portray the culture of the natives 
(and other foreign peoples) as underdeveloped. According to Purwalelana, 
the house of the regent in Semarang is ‘in serious decay, because it has been 
badly taken care of’. The Chinese quarter is ‘narrow’ and, on account of the 
many small houses built closely together, ‘chaotic’. He observes something 
similar in Cirebon: ‘The clean and attractive main street, along which the 
Dutch live, is shaded by tall tamarinds. The Chinese and Arab quarters are, 
however, chaotic.’ The kratons of the sultans in Cirebon are ‘ugly and unti-
dy because they are old and not very well taken care of’. The same goes for 
the houses in Surakarta: ‘The homes and yards of many Javanese are in bad 
condition. The houses are in disrepair and there is a visible lack of order.’73

We find similar representations in Suparta’s text. Against the beauty of 
the Dutch buildings in Batavia he sets the houses of the ‘coolies’ on the is-
land of Perim, standing ‘together in disorderly fashion’. In the Egyptian 
town of Port Said, he notes that the European quarter is clean whilst the 
Arabic district is ‘dirty’. Finally, upon his arrival in Marseille, he marvels 
at the beauty of European architecture. With their beautiful gardens and 
parks, the houses are just like castles, compared to which the palaces of the 
wealthiest sultans in the Indies look like ‘dolls’ houses’. Even the house of 
the richest Chinese residents in the Indies is not a patch on its European 
counterparts.74 These binary oppositions between the beautiful and techni-
cally sophisticated in relation to the Netherlands and Europe, and the ne-
glected and undeveloped in the context of Indonesia, correlates with Dutch 
representations.

Elements of a Counter-narrative

Where the two travellers diverge from the dominant, colonial, and Euro-
centric manner of representation is in the fact that their rather negative de-
scriptions of indigenous and/or ‘other’ cultures are invariably followed by 
more critical comments. For example, the poor state of repair of the house 
of the (indigenous) regent in Semarang is partly caused, according to Pur-
walelana, by the government allotting too few funds for the maintenance 
and repair of the building. The rundown kratons of the sultans of Surakar-
ta look the way they do, he states, because their allowance is too low, which 
prevents them from having the palaces renovated or maintained. The palace 
of the regent of Pekalongan is a mockery, in Purwalelana’s view: ‘It would be 
appropriate to repair it, because it is embarrassing for the government when 
it makes the regent live in such circumstances.’ Furthermore, he states, the 
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fact that the houses of the ‘common people’ in Surakarta are in such a bad 
state of repair is not their fault: ‘Many common people in the villages are 
poor and their houses are in bad shape because they are taken advantage of 
by the nobility, the priyayi and the Dutch who have the land at their dis-
posal.’75 Travelling from Surakarta to the residency of Madiun, Purwalelana 
is struck by the neglected look of the desas and rice paddies. The rains trans-
form the main road into a quagmire, but the Dutch do next to nothing to 
address the problem:

When the government of the Principality gives orders to make repairs to the road 
with gravel, or to clean them, these Dutchmen ignore the instructions. They pre-
fer to deploy their people on their own estates for planting and other labour. As a 
result the local government has a bad reputation. Because people are not familiar 
with the situation, they believe that the Javanese leadership is to blame. It may be 
correct that the Javanese administration does not function as well as the Dutch 
one, and it may be true that the local Government is not as efficient as the Dutch 
one, but yet the problems of the road cannot be blamed only on the Javanese lead-
ers. The Dutch leaseholders of the domains are equally responsible.76

The opposition between rich/beautiful and poor/ugly also leads Suparta to 
sound a note of criticism. Having taken in all the splendour of Marseille, he 
states: ‘I was sad that so few of my people were rich enough to own a piece 
of land or a house that was as beautiful as what I have seen now. I pondered 
the poverty of my people and was fearful.’77 This is followed by a reflection 
on the power of the Javanese in earlier times, before their colonisation by the 
Dutch, when victories could still be won, and the Javanese were rich and ‘re-
nowned among other peoples’. There then follows a critical remark that we 
could, with some good will, call anti-colonial:

The reader must not get me wrong and think that the ideal I envisage is that of my 
people dominating other peoples, no, far from it. The time is over that one peo-
ple dominates another, but it is my fondest hope that the fame of my people will 
once more be known far and wide across all of Asia, and that prosperity will be a 
source of enlightenment in the unknown Indies.78

These remarks bear witness to a nationalistic Indonesian ideology that three 
decades previously was not yet found to that extent in Purwalelana’s work. 
In this regard, they are the harbingers of a new era.

Reclaiming Their Own Culture

Yet there are still more elements in the texts that diverge from the dominant 
colonial discourse. For example, unlike most Dutch travellers, the Javanese 
noblemen do not ignore the ordinary Javanese. They may have ranked low-
er in the societal hierarchy, but they were certainly not regarded as absent, 
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as they were in many Eurocentric texts.79 Purwalelana in particular studies 
the ‘common people’, travels to villages, and visits their homes. It is also 
striking that in their texts the noblemen re-claim their own culture – one 
marginalised by the Dutch. One of their implicit strategies in this respect 
is to consistently emphasise that the places that the Dutch have renamed 
were originally called by a different name. Where the Dutch say Buitenzorg, 
they use the old name Bogor. Of King’s Square in Batavia, Purwalelana re-
marks that the indigenous inhabitants speak of Gambir square, whilst the 
old town Jakarta is ‘now called Batavia’. During his stay in Batavia, he notes 
that, as a result of the colonisation, there are ‘almost no true descendants of 
the original people of Batavia’: ‘Everything has been mixed up.’80 It is almost 
impossible to read this observation other than as a subtle reproach to the 
Dutch oppressor.

Another possible characteristic of the counter-perspective is the great 
emphasis that especially Purwalelana places on his own, Javanese culture. 
There are two sides to this. First, his travel text reveals his fascination for 
pre-Islamic culture. He visits ancestral graves and ancient ruins, studies in-
scriptions and reliefs, and goes to see the Borobudur and the nearby Men-
dut temple. On his travels he asks locals to tell him about interesting myths, 
sagas, and legends. And so, he is told in the Rembang residency the story of 
a ‘female ghost’ and a fairy tale about the egg of plenty: if it was placed in 

Hindu-Javanese statues 
in Gaprang near Kediri. 
Leiden University Librar-
ies, KITLV 87758.
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an earthen crock in the evening, it was full of rice in the morning. Purwale-
lana also immerses himself in Javanese traditions. In the Kidirie residency 
he studies two large stone statues, to which the Javanese bring offerings of 
flowers and incense. The male statue, sporting an enormous phallus, serves 
as a fertility symbol. Childless women were supposed to sit ‘unprotected’ on 
‘the tip of this sign of manhood’: ‘After this act, their wish, so it is said, will 
be fulfilled because they have received the blessing of Kyai Gaprang.’81

In Purwalelana’s opinion, it is a shameless statue. This can be interpret-
ed literally, in the sense that the image has no shame, on account of the 
phallus not being covered. However, it could also be read in the light of his 
religious beliefs. Purwalelana was a broad-minded man, which is manifest, 
for instance, in his admiration for the Borobudur and the incredible abili-
ties of the (Buddhist) ancestors who succeeded in building a monument of 
this size. At the same time, he was a strict Muslim, who was influenced by 
Middle Eastern Islam. On his travels he goes on a ‘pilgrimage’ to the graves 
of famous co-religionists to pay his respects. Also, he always visits mosques, 
wherever his travels take him. The Javanese people he meets who do not 
practise their religion properly are a source of irritation. They may be cir-
cumcised and claim to follow Islam, but they do not really know the true 
faith: 

In their daily life, [they] still follow the customs of the old beliefs in deities. I am 
saying this because until the present day they still worship trees and stones by 
bringing flower offerings, apply yellow ointment and offer sweets from the mar-
ket and so on. This behaviour is not limited to those with insufficient knowledge 
of their religion, but is also practised by people well versed in this belief. Islam 
strongly condemns it because it is considered to be on a par with worshipping 
idols.82

This narrative, however, barely plays a role in Suparta’s travel account as 
he was, first and foremost, on his way to the Netherlands. It is only once, in 
 Batavia, that he – as does Purwalelana incidentally – visited the grave of an 
Arabian ‘saint’, who was worshipped by the Batavians. Suparta was also a 
practising Muslim and it was traditional for Javanese Muslims like Purwale-
lana and Suparta to pay tribute to their ancestors by visiting their graves and 
those of saints. At the same time, it can be argued that their explicit writ-
ing about, and representing, these traditions, stemming from a Muslim- 
nationalist consciousness, was an act of reclaiming their own culture.

The Dutch as an Occupying Power

The noblemen seem to use a final strategy to oppose the dominant colonial 
representation: they systematically emphasise the Dutch military presence. 
Whereas Europeans usually omit such references and primarily focus on 
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the paradisiacal character of the Indies, the Javanese underline colonial vi-
olence. Around this time, the Dutch were involved in a bloody war in Aceh. 
On his way to Semarang Purwalelana notices a building that is being used 
as a hospital for soldiers who had been wounded in Aceh. He also encounters 
other military hospitals. In Surabaya he sees warships moored in port and 
he explores various forts in which Dutch troops are stationed, giving the 
number of soldiers for each. Amongst these forts is one named  Ambarawa 
– presumably Fort Willem I – the first stone of which had been laid by the 
Dutch Prince Hendrik himself in 1837. It had been built in such a way that 
cannon could be placed atop the flat buildings, as a defence against ‘the en-
emy’, Purwalelana states.83 Who exactly ‘the enemy’ is remains implicit, but 
there is little doubt they could be anyone other than the Indonesians colo-
nised by the Dutch.

Purwalelana’s account of his stay in Batavia also contains a few refer-
ences that underline the colonial violence that occurred. As he enters the 

The fortress Willem I, second half of the nineteenth century. Leiden University Li-
braries, KITLV 47A77.
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old town, his eye is caught by government buildings, in front of which can-
non have been placed – ‘remnants from the past’, according to Purwalelana. 
In the town, he visits the houses of the lieutenant-general, the command-
er-in-chief of the land army, and of the officers. A few monuments also serve 
as reminders of the war that was waged to conquer the colony, including 
the statue of the ‘victor’ Jan Pieterszoon Coen (‘Mur Jangkung’) and another 
to commemorate the Dutchmen who had fallen during the Java War (1825-
1830).84 When he is delayed in Batavia, Suparta also examines a cannon and 
sees the statue of Coen there. Interestingly, he finds the statue small in re-
lation to the buildings and does not bother taking a proper look because he 
already knows it.85

A special monument that Purwalelana visits in Batavia is that dedicat-
ed to the shame of Pieter Erberveld. On a wall stood his skull pierced with 
the point of a lance; it was demolished during the Japanese occupation. Er-
berveld was an Indo-European, who allegedly plotted a rebellion against 
the Dutch. However, his ‘treason’ was discovered and in 1722 he was put to 
a gruesome death. His heart was torn from his breast, his head and hands 

Memorial stone for Pieter Erberveld in Batavia, circa 1875. Photograph Woodbury 
& Page. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 3774.
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were chopped off, and his body was quartered. His mortal remains were 
hung outside the town as a warning. Although Erberveld was not Javanese, 
he was often portrayed as an indigenous freedom fighter.86 As he elaborates 
on this matter, Purwalelana implicitly emphasises how colonialism was 
bound up with violence. Something similar occurs when he describes his 
visit to the residency office, which has a display of instruments of torture 
dating from the VOC era, including a spiked barrel and a rod: ‘The rod was 
thrust into the anus and then pushed all the way through, up to the fonta-
nelle. Thereafter the condemned was hung outdoors until death followed.’87 

Purwalelana also writes about arms factories. Following a visit to the 
army barracks in Batavia, he heads to the government smithy, in which 
arms are made, including ‘Kuhn-guns’, which could be fired fifteen times a 
minute. In Surabaya he looks in at a ‘blacksmith shop’, which also produces 
arms. He sees cannon balls the size of coconuts. In addition, thirty thousand 
lead bullets are manufactured a day, all stamped with the initial ‘W’ for King 
William III. He does not explicitly state who these bullets were intended for, 
although the implication is clear. Purwalelana also sees a thousand Javanese 
troops in the principality of Surakarta, but these merely have a ceremonial 
function, lined up as they are to add lustre to the anniversary of the inau-
guration of Prince Mangkunegara. A striking detail here is that most of the 
soldiers are holding pikes bearing Dutch flags; only the prince’s personal 
guard wear the green and yellow of the principality.88 In short, Purwalelana 
represented the Dutch as an occupying power, maintaining their presence 
through the use of violence.

Conclusion

Over seventy-five years after Indonesia gained independence, the Dutch are 
still grappling with their colonial past in ‘the East’, as the Dutch East Indies 
were called in the Netherlands. As well as a social issue, there is also a his-
toriographic problem: the historiography of colonialism is based on Dutch 
sources. Only in the last few years has the realisation begun to dawn that, if 
we are to attain a balanced perception of history, it is crucial to view the ex-
perience of colonialism from another perspective. In this article, two transla-
tions of Javanese travel texts written by noblemen have been analysed. Sadly, 
the testimonies of ordinary Javanese people have not survived. Purwalelana 
and Suparta occupied high positions in colonial society. Being a regent and 
a prince, respectively, they ranked above a great many indigenous people. 
Due to their position as members of the colonised, however, they ranked 
lower than the Dutch. However much they tried to adapt, they would ul-
timately – from a Dutch colonial perspective at least – always come second.

This article has analysed Purwalelana’s and Suparta’s travel texts as au-
toethnographic expressions – a concept introduced by Pratt to indicate that 
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travel texts by ‘the Other’ lay bare a complex field of tensions. On the one 
hand, they seem to attest to appropriation and collaboration with the col-
oniser, his idiom, and representations. The two travel texts show, for in-
stance, that the two noblemen do not call into question the treatment of 
ordinary Indonesians; after all, they themselves, as priyayi and high nobil-
ity, were also treated as superior in Javanese society. The aestheticisation of 
the landscape, the emphasis on the beauty and fertility of the Indies, and 
the opposition of the ‘civilised’ (standing for Dutch/European culture) set 
against the ‘uncivilised’ (standing for indigenous culture), all feature clear-
ly in their writing. 

On the other hand, however, a critical reading of their texts lays bare 
possible elements of a counter-narrative. The oppositions between ‘West’ 
and ‘East’ are invariably followed by critical remarks that are absent from 
Dutch travel texts. Indeed, Suparta even offers a closing anti-colonial state-
ment, saying that the times ‘of one people ruling another are over’. Fur-
thermore, both noblemen clearly pay heed to ordinary Javanese people and, 
also in the context of their Muslim background, reclaimed a culture that 
had been marginalised by the coloniser. A final striking feature is their rep-
resentation of the Dutch as an occupying military force.

Until recently, the perception prevailed, at least in the Netherlands, that 
the Dutch had been a ‘humane’ coloniser. That the domination of Indone-
sia went hand-in-hand with racism, violence, and suppression hardly ever 
formed part of the collective cultural memory. Although Purwalelana and 
Suparta were part of the system and depended on the Dutch for their posi-
tion, they nevertheless show – reading between the lines – that they experi-
enced colonialism, still seen through indigenous eyes, differently. Of course, 
only two texts have been studied in this article, and therefore the results of 
my analysis can only be preliminary. Research into indigenous travel texts 
will show what conclusions can be drawn from a larger corpus. In the Asian 
Library at Leiden University more manuscripts are waiting to be revealed. 
Translating, reading, and analysing sources of this kind is hugely signifi-
cant and, indeed, crucial for the Dutch Vergangenheitsbewältigung: the pro-
cess of coming to terms with the colonial past.
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The Art of Travel Along the 
Post Road
Impressions of Nineteenth-Century 
 Journeys Across the Island of Java

judith e.  bosnak

Nineteenth-century ‘Java Posting’,1 travelling from post to post on Java’s 
Groote Postweg or ‘Great Post Road’ (henceforth Post Road), was an exclu-
sive and expensive endeavour. Apart from a carriage with a set of post hors-
es, coachmen, and footmen, one needed a special license from the colonial 
government to use the road. Functionaries of the Dutch East Indies’ gov-
ernment had the privilege to travel for free on the Post Road, but everyone 
else had to pay a large amount of money to gain access. As a result, only civ-
il servants, affluent members of the elite, and wealthy foreign visitors were 
in a position to journey along this highway that traversed the island from 
West to East.2 

The aim of this article is to examine the cultural politics of the Post Road 
by studying literary and artistic impressions of Java Posting. What role did 
the road play as a means of movement, not only for travellers, but also for 
news, and ideas throughout the nineteenth century? What can we say about 
the road as a platform for the construction of meaning and the display of 
(colonial) power? 

Previous academic work on the subject of the Post Road by scholars of 
Southeast Asian Studies shows a close relationship between the Post Road 
and empire building. Nas describes the impact of the road from a longue 
durée perspective.3 Carey explains how early nineteenth-century logistics 
and administrative reformation – initiated by Governor-General Daendels 
– radically changed Java’s political world.4 Protschky’s work focuses on nine-
teenth-century paintings and photographs of the Post Road as ‘visual nar-
ratives of expansion’.5 This article proposes to extend these existing studies 
of this ‘exclusive’ road by analysing the corpus of nineteenth-century trav-
el writing – both Javanese and European – which, thus far, has received lit-
tle attention in this context. Furthermore, it takes into account five nine-
teenth-century colour plates that have become emblematic in representing 
the Dutch East Indies. Together, these travelogues and images reveal new 
insights into Post Road related discourse. 

Three historical figures whose life and work were linked to the Post Road 
serve as a starting point: Governor-General Daendels, painter Raden Saleh, 
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and writer Candranegara, alias Purwalelana. The work of all three coincides 
at Mount Megamendung: the highest part of the Post Road, known to have 
been built at high cost of human lives.6 

First, the three historical figures are introduced, followed by an histor-
ical overview of the regulations that governed use of the Post Road and a 
section on the pros and cons of Java Posting according to nineteenth-centu-
ry travellers. The next section is dedicated to travel testimonies concerning 
Mount Megamendung. Finally, the significance of the Post Road is discussed 
as a place for intercultural encounter and networks of power. My main fo-
cus is on the Javanese writer Candranegara and his familial networks along 
the road.

Historical Figures and the Post Road

When the Dutch East India Company (VOC) was declared bankrupt in 1800, 
the Napoleonic regime took charge on Java. Dutchman Marshal Herman 
Willem Daendels (1762-1818) became governor-general in 1808 (r. until 1811), 
appointed by King Louis Napoleon of Holland. One of his major legacies was 
the construction of the Post Road – a route that traversed the island from 
West to East. This extensive road was built by means of traditional corvée 
services and became very controversial since many labourers died during its 
construction. Daendels established a well-organised postal service, includ-
ing a police force for security, which facilitated ‘Java Posting’ and reduced 
mail delivery time. Hence, the road became known as the ‘Post Road’. Yet, 
rather than simply a conduit for the transportation of post, this new road 
was intended as a military highway via which to move troops overland and 
to keep out the British who ruled over the waters around Java. A takeover 
could not be prevented, however, and the British invaded the island in 1811.7 
What endured throughout the rest of the colonial period was the road’s im-
portance as a quick means of travel for mail, goods, civil servants, soldiers, 
and tourists. So too, did its negative reputation as a road that caused a high 
death toll amongst the indigenous population. European and American 
travellers commented on the highlights as well as the downsides of the road, 
often referring to Daendels as the person who constructed it.

Several years after Daendels finished his Post Road, a Malay manuscript 
was composed entitled Hikayat Mareskalek, ‘The Story of the Marshal’, about 
the rise and downfall of ruler Marshal Daendels on Java. This didactic sto-
ry, written by the Indonesian writer of Arab descent Abdullah bin Moham-
mad al-Misri, resembles texts of the genre ‘mirrors for princes’, which had 
its roots in Arabic and Persian literature. These Islamic texts are character-
ised by their emphasis on the good governance of rulers, taking into ac-
count fundamental traits of intelligence and justice in exercising such gov-
ernance.8 A quintessential part of the text is an episode situated at the foot 
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Governor-General Herman Willem Daendels against the backdrop of his ‘Great 
Post Road’ and Mount Megamendung. Posthumous portrayal by Raden Saleh, 
1838. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, SK-A-3790. 
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of Mount Megamendung, in which the Marshal explains to his dignitaries 
how he plans to improve Java. He promises to bring progress by building the 
Great Post Road: the road will allow for travel across the island, better hous-
ing, bustling commerce, excellent crops, and population growth.9 Writer 
Abdullah juxtaposes white ruler Daendels’ vision to develop the country 
with a lack of vision by indigenous rulers who waste their time hunting and 
playing chess. In other words, the Javanese can learn from Europeans what 
good governance means.10 This does not mean, however, that Abdullah ide-
alises European-style rulers. He goes on to show in his follow-up to the sto-
ry that the marshal’s arrogance and disdain for his subjects finally leads to 
his downfall.11 It would take until the end of the British interregnum (1811-
1816)12 and after the Java War (1825-1830)13 for Daendels to receive his posthu-
mous place in the Portrait Gallery of Governors-General in Batavia, posing 
in front of his Post Road.

The portrait was painted by the Javanese aristocrat Raden Saleh Syarif 
Bustaman (circa 1811-1880), henceforth known as Raden Saleh, who studied 
painting at a young age in the Netherlands.14 He lived in various locations 
throughout Europe between 1829 and 1851, and again from 1875 until 1879. 
Before returning to his homeland in 1851 he received the title of painter to 
the king (schilder des konings, in Dutch). In 1853 he was appointed curator of 
the Portrait Gallery in Batavia. In his function as a civil servant of the colo-
nial government, he had the privilege to make use of the Post Road.15 In the 
1860s and 1870s, he made several paintings of the most spectacular part of 
the Post Road: Megamendung’s highest pass at an altitude of 1,408 meters.16 
However, he must have been familiar with this particular landscape long 
before, because his talents had already been discovered in Cianjur and Bogor 
in the Priangan Regency, in which the mountain is situated.17 

Around the time these landscape paintings of the Megamendung were 
made, another Javanese aristocrat travelled this stretch of the Post Road 
– the writer Raden Mas Arya Candranegara. Candranegara was deeply im-
pressed by the ‘magnificence of the landscape’, noting the joy the area 
brought to the traveller.18 His words read as an invitation to undertake a 
journey on the slopes of the mountain themselves – in every sense just as in-
viting as Raden Saleh’s colourful paintings. We do not know whether Raden 
Saleh and Candranegara ever met during their travels. 

As regent (bupati) of Kudus (1858-1880) and subsequently of Brebes (1880-
1885), Candranegara (1837-1885) was a well-connected man.19 From the 1830s 
onwards, the so-called cultivation system had been implemented by the 
Dutch, in which indigenous leaders, including the regents, played a pivotal 
role. Villagers had to cover their land tax commitment by devoting a fifth of 
their land to export crops – especially coffee, sugar, and indigo – to be sold 
to the government at a fixed price.20 Candranegara was one of the regents in 
charge of that system. Apart from supervising tasks and administrative du-
ties, he dedicated his time to writing and educational matters. He wrote a 
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travelogue entitled The Travels of Purwalelana (henceforth The Travels) under 
the pseudonym Purwalelana, ‘wanderer of the past’ or ‘first traveller’.21 In 
his prologue he explained that he wanted to provide his fellow Javanese with 
contemporaneous reading material:

I decided to write this book because hitherto I have never heard or read any Java-
nese literature devoted to contemporary events. All the texts I am familiar with 
tell of kings and nobles and of invincible heroes and their skills on the battlefield. 
[…] For a long time I have been looking for ideas that would lend themselves to be 
made into a book for the enjoyment of a large audience. This effort has, however, 
produced no results. But because of my strong determination to achieve my goal 
I finally decided to search for material by travelling in Java, and visiting places 
with stories to tell.22

Candranegara travelled large stretches of the Post Road in search of places 
worth writing about and, indeed, his stories attracted an enthusiastic audi-
ence. The Travels represents the very first Javanese language travelogue and 
can be considered a milestone in the history of Javanese literature. It broke 
with existing traditions because it dwelt on contemporaneous events rather 
than stories from the past, and was written in prose instead of poetry. Fur-
thermore, it was one of the first Javanese texts that was published in print-

Javanese nobleman Can-
dranegara, Regent of Ku-
dus, with wife and son, 
1867. Photograph Wood-
bury & Page. Leiden Uni-
versity Libraries, KITLV 
32141.
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ed format instead of as a written manuscript. With The Travels Candranega-
ra set his name as a key figure in the development of Javanese literature.23 

Daendels’ Grand Route and Postal Regulations 

Nineteenth-century travelogues echo many of Daendels’ initial regulations 
regarding the postal service. Those guidelines – 90 ‘articles’ in total that 
were published in the first editions of Daendels’ newspaper Bataviasche Ko-
loniale Courant – give an interesting insight into the establishment and back-
ground of the postal service.24 The purpose of the service – running between 
Batavia and Surabaya, and divided into the four districts of Bantam, Bata-
via, Semarang, and Surabaya – was twofold. First, the service was intended 
to send/transport letters by so-called mail carts (postkarren). Second, it pro-
vided post carriages or post coaches (postwagens) for travellers – a dependable 
means of transport twice a week. The focus of this article falls on the latter 
rather than the transport of mail carts. 

The service consisted of twelve major relay stations, each including a 
country inn. The sons of local regents were put in charge of the hotels, work-
ing under the supervision of the ‘prefect’ – the European head of the pro-
vincial administration. Each inn had to provide the travellers – travelling 
eastward and westward – with the appropriate number of coaches, relay and 
riding horses. All travellers who made use of these transport facilities were 
obliged to stay the night in the postal inn. In case they stayed somewhere 
else – for example, with indigenous officials – they still needed to pay half 
the sum to the inn. For one silver piaster per person per night, the inn was 
tasked to offer – apart from a ‘good and tidy place to sleep’ – a choice of morn-
ing and afternoon tea or coffee, breakfast, and ‘two good hot meals’ in the 
afternoon and evening. Beer, wine, and other drinks were charged separate-
ly, although a choice of coffee or tea as ‘refraichissement’ was included at a rest 
stop half way to the nearest post.25 

The inn proprietors and carriage providers had to make sure that only 
persons of ‘certain standing, quality, or good conditions’ used the post 
coach. ‘Vile or mean persons […] slaves or ordinary natives’, as well as drunk 
or quarrelling people, had to be refused entrance to the coach – especially in 
case some ‘decent persons and women’ had already taken place inside. Pas-
sengers had to make sure that their servants followed on gladhag horses.26 In 
case space remained inside the coach, this could be taken by female servants. 
Drivers were obliged to take into account requests, especially of female pas-
sengers to slow down or stop whilst driving down inclines. In each district 
‘commissaries’ had to ensure to the fulfilment of all postal service regula-
tions. They had to check whether all people involved carried out their du-
ties well, whether inns were clean, and whether the right number of horses, 
postillions, coachmen, and coaches were available at inns and relay stations. 
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They also had to carry out inspections and report to His Excellency the Gov-
ernor-General.27 Another set of regulations governed the supervision of the 
postal service by the indigenous aristocracy of the northeast coast. The re-
gents received the specific task to see to the construction and furnishing 
of ten inns along the Post Road between Tegal and Surabaya. They had to 
supervise the transport of travellers and goods along the road and provide 
horses and carriages to army officers and officials.28 

These early nineteenth-century regulations remained the backbone of 
Java Posting, despite several amendments and changes during subsequent 
decades. Recurring problems included monsoons and buffalo carts that bad-
ly damaged the roads. To keep the road in good condition, in July 1812, the 
English colonial government (1811-1816) announced ‘The first Java Lottery, 
for the improvement of the road between Batavia and Semarang’.29 Howev-
er, only a month later Lieutenant General Raffles abolished the regular post 
carriages service because of financial irregularities. This meant that ‘persons 
obtaining permission to travel over land’ were ‘required to furnish their 
own carriage’. They could, however, still make use of ‘Horses, Harness and 
Drivers’ provided by the government.30 The so-called ‘mail carts’ – exclusive-
ly meant for the transport of mail – remained active throughout the nine-
teenth century. 

Once they were back in charge, the Dutch reinstated the post carriage 
services on certain parts of the road, although the use of private carriag-
es was also encouraged. Regulations issued by Governor-General van der 
Capellen in 1823 show that Daendels’ initial service – concerning the hire of 
governmental post horses and harness as well as regarding the duties of inn 
proprietors and drivers – continued. Some changes, however, were intro-
duced. From then on, the residents – European heads of provincial adminis-
tration – were required to oversee the smooth functioning of the system and 
drivers had to wear a copper plate with the name of the regency.31 

The driver was obliged to treat his passengers with courtesy, bringing 
his carriage to a halt if passengers requested him to do so. Passengers, in 
turn, had to refrain from insulting the driver and were not permitted to ask 
him to speed up. This was followed by a new article stating that coachmen 
were not allowed to gallop downhill and had to fit brakes to the wheels.32 A 
new service for travellers who wished to make use of government post hors-
es using their own carriage was the possibility to be picked up from their 
place of residence.33

In 1826, due to budget cuts, post carriage services were reduced whilst 
prices were increased.34 In the decades that followed indigenous heads re-
mained in charge of several stretches of the road, albeit supervised by the 
residents, whilst other stretches came under the jurisdiction of private indi-
viduals. In the second half of the nineteenth century more and more private 
initiatives acquired stretches of the road. However, on several busy stretch-
es, the government retained its role as provider of post horses.35 Many Eu-
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ropean travellers commented positively on this governmental service, but 
complained about high costs.36 The naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-
1913), who spent three and a half months in Java in 1861 to observe ‘the peo-
ple and natural history of the country’,37 stated:

Travelling in Java is very luxurious but very expensive, the only way being to hire 
or borrow a carriage, and then pay half a crown a mile for post-horses which are 
changed at regular posts every six miles, and will carry you at the rate of ten miles 
an hour from one end of the island to the other. Bullock carts or coolies are re-
quired to carry all extra baggage.38

According to Englishman James William Bayley Money, the service, despite 
high charges to the traveller, did not profit the Dutch East Indies’ treasury: 
‘The Dutch government considers it one of the first duties of the State to fa-
cilitate the locomotion of the country by rendering it as easy and agreeable 
as possible, even though the expense of so doing should exceed the return, 
and the State consequently derive no benefit from this source.’39

The Marvels and Downsides of Java Posting

In 1858, shortly after Candranegara undertook his first travels, Money, a Cal-
cutta-based British barrister-at-law (1819-1890), visited Java. In the midst 
of discussions on the future of India – related to the Mutiny of 1857 – Mon-
ey had decided to make a trip to Java because of his ‘wife’s health requiring 
change’.40 In his book Java; or, How to Manage a Colony (1861), Money praised 
the Dutch East Indies for its excellent administrative system, describing 
‘Java Posting’ as ‘the only civilized mode of land travelling in the East’:

The main roads through the whole length of the island, and across it in some plac-
es, were originally made, at the beginning of this century, by Marshal Daendels, 
who had learnt the importance of roads from Napoleon; and the other cross roads 
have been made at different periods since we restored Java to the Dutch in 1816. 
Along the chief lines of communication the roads are double, one for cattle, and 
one for horse and carriage traffic. The carriage roads are macadamized, and both 
the carriage and cattle roads are kept in excellent order.41

According to Money, the ‘excellent condition’ of the Great Post Road was 
due to this double road system bringing ‘down daily blessings on Daendels’ 
name’.42 The delight of Java Posting in mountainous landscapes indeed had 
a very positive impact on Money’s wife’s health condition:

The morning journeys in the open carriage over the mountain passes, stamp on 
the memory many a picture of gorges and of towering crags to mingle with and 
to rival the recollections of Switzerland. The former, however, far exceed the lat-
ter, in the beautiful accessories of dense Eastern foliage, and of bright tropical 
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flowers, sparkling in a far more pearly dew, and in the magnificence of a far more 
lordly sun, throwing the first rays of his rising power over chequered field and 
broken valley below. The merry gallop of the horses gladdens the heart, and calls 
back colour and brightness to the faded cheek and eye that so lately seemed as if 
never to bloom again. The beautiful scenery and the fresh crispy air add zest to 
returning health and to reviving hope.43 

Like many other travellers, Money and his wife enjoyed the efficiency of 
the postal system as well as the beauty of Java’s landscape. It was generally 
agreed upon, however, that the road had been made by Daendels ‘at a great 
sacrifice of life’.44

Englishman William Barrington D’Almeida, who travelled throughout 
Java in the first half of the 1860s, speaks about rides on the Post Road that are 
‘rapid, agreeable and exciting’ and he also explains about the arrangements 
that are made by the postal system to guarantee a pleasant journey: 

The coucer seldom exerted his voice with shouts like the ‘Vous en! Allez – dia-
ble! – sacr-rre!’ of the French diligence driver, or the ‘Anda! Mariano anda!’ of the 
Spanish cochéro, but used his whip freely, not on the poor beasts, but on the air, 
producing such long and repeated volleys of cracks as none but a Javanese coach-
man can produce, sending the horses on ventre à terre,45 and causing the dust to rise 
and roll behind us in clouds. 
 As the post-masters of the different stations had been apprised the day before 
of our coming – for, on ordering his first horses, the traveller is expected to state 
the intended day’s journey, and the intimation to this effect travels from post to 
post – scarcely any delay is experienced, save that necessary for unharnessing the 
tired steeds and putting fresh ones to. […] The postes, or stations, consist generally 
of simple sheds extending over the road, and supported by four rows of pillars, so 
arranged as to leave space in the centre for two carriages to stand abreast. Before 
starting anew on your journey a book is handed to you, in which you are desired 
to write down your name and the hour of your arrival at that particular post. The 
postal system is managed with regularity and precision, and, with some excep-
tions in our travels over less frequented grounds, we found arrangements in every 
way excellent and worthy of recommendation.46

Clever postal arrangements as described by D’Almeida are also the theme 
of a colour plate by coffee and tobacco planter Abraham Salm (1801-1876). It 
shows a post station: a ‘simple shed’ in which the post horses were changed. 
Although no rising dust can be perceived, the coachman certainly sends the 
team of horses forward at very high speed, their bellies approaching the 
earth.

A contemporaneous colour plate presents the main actors of well-organ-
ised Java Posting: the coachman, koesir, and the footman, lopor, who holds up 
his hand to ask for a tip (lopor minta presèn) as well as the act of changing hors-
es (ganti koeda) under a tile-roofed shed. Similar to that of Salm, this illus-
tration focuses on the shed as emblematic of the Post Road.47 It is part of an 
educational book called Gambar-gambar (‘Illustrations’)48 with 24 (untitled) 
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thematic drawings of all kinds of aspects of daily life in the Indies, ranging 
from means of transport, to animals and craftmanship. The drawings were 
most likely meant as a tool to practise Malay: each individual drawing con-
tains a short caption in both Malay and Dutch. Leiden-based illustrator G.J. 
Bos must have been inspired by the art works of Europeans – planters (like 
Salm), administrators, military officers, and traders – who painted for their 
leisure whilst working in the Dutch East Indies.49 

Unlike Salm’s romantic representation of the pleasures of Java Post-
ing, Bos’ illustration seems to be a reminder that riding aboard a carriage 
was not free of danger. Apparently an accident (tjilaka) has occurred, and a 
European couple as well as their nanny who takes care of two children are 
waiting in the sun until the broken wheel is repaired. Linguist Klinkert re-
marked in a description of this colour plate50 that Java Posting indeed in-
volved accidents, since carriages were often poorly maintained. According 

The Great Post Road between Bogor and the Priangan Regency. Chromolithograph 
by J.C. Greive after A. Salm, 1872. Leiden University Libraries, KITLV 47D23.
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to Klinkert, it was of utmost importance to have a good understanding with 
the coachmen and footmen whilst travelling the Post Road, and tips would 
guarantee adequate help in case of accidents.51 

Daendels’ postal regulations already hint that the velocity of carriages 
on their way down the many slopes might involve danger. Indeed, as previ-
ously stated, the 1823 rules made the use of brakes a prerequisite for driving 
mountainous areas. Java Posting in 1851, the Austrian traveller and scientif-
ic collector Ida Pfeiffer (1797-1858), who undertook five extensive journeys 
around the world, stated:

Travelling with post-horses is very fast on Java; the horses are ready at every sta-
tion and you travel fast. As in Russia, I would have preferred to have given tips 
more often, if they would have driven a little slower, especially over the moun-
tains and hills, where the paths were often full of holes and large stones. But just 
when a hill came, the horses were spurred on by whip lashes and the screams of 
the guides, so that it went even faster than in the beautiful plain. Dripping with 
sweat, trembling and breathless, the poor animals arrived at every station. This 
had such an unpleasant effect on me that I lost part of the pleasure of the journey.52 

Colour plate from the book Gambar-gambar with depictions of Java Posting, in-
cluding the act of changing horses and an accident, Kolff 1868-1888. Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam, RP-P-OB-200.561.
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Pfeiffer stresses that ‘countless lashes’ are necessary to make the ‘stubborn’ 
horses move and, unlike D’Almeida, she notes that the whips are used on 
the animals and not ‘on the air’. Money’s reference to a ‘merry gallop’ that 
‘gladdens the heart’ is certainly absent from her observations and she wor-
ries about the ‘cruel’ treatment of the animals. Her observation of a fast and 
well-organised postal service does, however, coincide with those of Money 
and D’Almeida.

Travel Testimonies from the Summit

Numerous nineteenth-century travelogues refer to the Post Road. The road 
also became a reoccurring theme of colonial art that highlighted the high-
way as a grand imperial project. This focus is remarkable because infrastruc-
tural modernisation did not figure in Dutch landscape painting until the 
end of the nineteenth century. The Post Road – embedded in glorious land-
scapes – came to symbolise the Dutch East Indies.53 Javanese literary works 
and illustrations regarding Java Posting are limited in number, but none-
theless deserve attention because their artistic expressions can provide an 
alternative perspective to the European corpus of literature and visual art. 
Noblemen Raden Saleh and Candranegara, who both originated from im-
portant towns along Java’s north coast (henceforth ‘Pasisir’), left important 
testimonies. 

Travelling was a quintessential element of both noblemen’s lives. By 
getting in touch with geographically distant domains they not only gath-
ered knowledge and personal renown, but they also strengthened their po-
sition in their elite networks. Albeit in slightly different ways, travel made 
them stand out: it gave them the possibility to broaden their ties with po-
litical leaders, entrepreneurs, and fellow noblemen.54 It took Saleh first to 
West Java, then all the way to Europe – the Netherlands, Germany, and 
France – and back to Java, whereas Candranegara travelled more than 5,000 
kilometres through his homeland. Their works coincided in the l860s, when 
they both, probably as civil servants, travelled the Post Road. Generally 
speaking, travel bestowed authority on both noblemen, but it also caused 
a degree of unease by virtue of making them stand out or appear different 
from others who stayed at home.55 As anthropologist Mary W. Helms re-
marks in her studies about political elites and their relationship with geo-
graphically distant domains:

Experiences of travel can place the traveler in a peculiar position or endow him 
with a different aura or status not only while he is adventuring but also when he 
returns home. Knowing more of a wider world then those at home, the traveler 
has been corrupted, becomes an outsider, an odd one, extraordinary.56
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Raden Saleh is a case in point because he is said to have been received back 
home with a mixture of admiration and suspicion, both by fellow Javanese 
and by the colonial authorities, who regarded him as a ‘curiosity’.57 His re-
peated requests in 1853 and 1857 to visit the Principalities of Surakarta and 
Yogyakarta in his function as painter to the king were declined. In 1865, 
Saleh wrote a letter to the Dutch King Willem III – who had bestowed the ti-
tle upon him in 1851 – to grant him permission to wear a ‘fantasy’ uniform 
that used to be worn by cavalry captains of the former Batavia citizens’ mi-
litia. This uniform, he insisted, would help him to overcome difficulties in 
his social interactions with the Javanese and European elite of the Dutch 
East Indies. Wearing it, he argued, would allow him to distinguish himself 
amongst his fellow Javanese by putting on the decorations bestowed upon 
him abroad. However, he never received an answer to this petition.58 This 
shows that the problems he was facing on his return were not taken seri-
ously by his royal patron. Enduring mistrust of the colonial government 

Raden Saleh donning 
his ‘fantasy’ uniform. 
Photograph Woodbury 
& Page, before 1872. Lei-
den University Libraries, 
KITLV 4117. 
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led to his arrest in 1869 for alleged participation in a farmer revolt. He was 
eventually cleared of all charges, but meanwhile severe damage had been 
done to his reputation, as a result of which he became seen as even more of 
an outsider.59

Raden Saleh was part of the Bustaman regent family associated, amongst 
other places, with Semarang on Java’s northern coast.60 At a very young 
age he left the Semarang regency to start an apprenticeship with govern-
ment-appointed landscape painter Antoine Payen (1792-1853) in Bogor. He 
travelled with his teacher through the mountainous and coastal areas of the 
Priangan regency.61 It is during this time he must have become acquainted 
with the Post Road and its postal services. Two early works, one depicting 
the Priangan landscape and the other a travellers’ inn – most likely made 
during his studies in The Hague – are testimony of his extended visit to that 
area.62 In 1834, whilst staying in the Netherlands, Saleh was commissioned 
to make a posthumous portrait of Governor-General Daendels – a task that 
was to take him four years to complete. He carefully positioned the gover-
nor amidst the highest pass of the Post Road in his French marshal uni-
form.63 Daendels points with his index finger on a map of the road across the 
Megamendung. 

Recent interpretations of this famous painting differ. Some stress the 
absence of any reference to the dark side of history: ‘Daendels’ brutal meth-
ods and unpopular authoritarian style of rule are forgotten. Saleh portrayed 
Daendels as a hero’,64 whilst others maintain that Saleh – via the depiction 
of a telescope in the Marshal’s right hand – deliberately speaks of distance. 
In the bend of the road tiny figures can be discerned: ‘The contrast between 
the sumptuous gold-braid of Daendels’ uniform with its medals and hon-
ours, and the scene of back-breaking labour unfolding in the background is 
intentional.’65 Since Saleh worked in patronage of the colonial government it 
is hard to believe that he would openly question the good intentions of Dae-
ndels as the representative of colonial power. As such, a probable ‘national-
ist’ counter perspective does not seem likely. What is interesting to note here 
is that the very bend depicted on the left of the picture is strikingly similar 
to several paintings made by Saleh three decades later. It is possible that he 
wanted to keep the memory alive of those workers who lost their lives con-
structing the Megamendung pass.

Between 1862 and 1879, Saleh painted the Post Road and Megamendung 
from different angles. These works resemble to paintings of the same topic 
by Saleh’s first teacher, Payen (1828), and, several decades later, by Salm (circa 
1865).66 Saleh painted the upper stretch of the Megamendung (1862) and sev-
eral versions of the mail station at the bottom of the Megamendung (1871, 
1876, 1879).67 Whereas Salm and Payen seem to highlight and romanticise 
the impressive road as a grand engineering project – depicting a cleft neatly 
cut out in the rocks68 – Saleh’s focus is more on the glorious nature that sur-
rounds the road. In all cases, travellers are depicted as small figures – tiny in 
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comparison to nature. Saleh reminds us that ‘Sublime landscapes, through 
their grandeur and power, retain a symbolic role in bringing us to accept 
without bitterness or lamentation the obstacles that we cannot overcome 
and the events that we cannot make sense of’.69 

In 1865, Saleh had become member of the Bataviaasch Genootschap 
van Kunsten en Wetenschappen (Batavian Society for the Arts and Sciences, 
henceforth known as the Batavian Society). He proposed a trip to collect an-
tiquities and manuscripts amongst the indigenous population – an idea ac-
cepted by the society. For the journey, he was given free use of post horses to 
travel the Post Road.70 

Whilst the exact dates are unknown, we can say with some certainty 
that it was roughly between 1860 and 1875 Candranegara, alias Purwalela-
na, travelled the length and breadth of his native island, a significant part of 
which was via the Great Post Road. As was Saleh before him, he was appoint-
ed a member of the Batavian Society (1870) and several other Dutch learned 
societies such as the Royal Netherlands Institute of Linguistics and Anthro-
pology (KITLV) in Leiden (1879) and the Geographic Society (1881) in Amster-

Raden Saleh, Mail Station at the Bottom of Mount Megamendung, 1871. Wikipedia 
Commons.
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dam, which had only a few Javanese members. He compiled his travel expe-
riences into a travelogue of four journeys with the town of Salatiga, situated 
on a hilly and cool place along the Post Road, as his departure. His first im-
pression of Java Posting is as follows: 

It is six in the morning on a day in the dry season when the team of six post horses 
that I have ordered arrives in front of my house. They are hitched on to my car-
riage immediately, while the trunk containing my clothes is loaded. Thereupon a 
man mounts the left leading horse, the coachman climbs on, and when everything 
is ready, I hurry to get in. After the coachman has made sure that I am seated, he 
and the two footmen plus the man on the horse simultaneously whip the horses, 
which – as we leave – dash forward at full speed.71 

Apparently Purwalelana made use of the specific regulation (issued in 1823) 
that one could order post horses to start travelling from home. Unlike his 
European and British counterparts, he dwells little on the rules and charac-
teristics of ‘Java Posting’ and any reference to prices is absent. He does, how-
ever, inform the reader about the distances he travels and also explains the 
special arrangements that are made to conquer mountainous areas. Whilst 
crossing the Priangan Residency he is, like Saleh and many other travellers, 
impressed by Mount Megamendung, its cool surroundings particularly at-
tractive to ailing Europeans: 

One morning I set out from Bogor to the Priangan residency in a carriage drawn 
by a team of post-horses. During our steady climb I delight in the attractions of 
the magnificent mountain views. I also pass many houses belonging to Dutch-
men who run or own an estate. After approximately fourteen pal72 I reach a place 
called Gadog, a home for sick people. The Dutch doctor who rents this house has 
converted it into a health resort for convalescing Dutchmen or other people re-
covering from illness, taking advantage of the pleasant and cool climate at this 
altitude of sixteen hundred kaki.73 

According to the Dutch travel guide by Boom (1864), the Gadok health resort 
resembled the thermal springs of Aachen in terms of ‘water, temperature 
and taste’. It offered ‘good treatment and ‘medical care’.74 After sightseeing 
at Gadok, Purwalelana continued his climb to the summit:

We keep climbing, and it does not take long before four teams of buffaloes are 
hitched on to draw my carriage. At about eleven o’clock I reach the ridge of Mount 
Megamendung, the border between the residencies of Batavia and Priangan. Since 
the altitude is approximately four thousand five hundred kaki, it is very cold here. 
Because I have been en route in my carriage all morning, I take a rest in a small hut, 
a halting place for travellers. There are tables, benches and chairs for the Dutch 
who stop here. From here I have a magnificent view across the Priangan, a region 
entirely covered by mountains. The scenery is spectacular in its variety: hills and 
deep, enchanting ravines everywhere. The majesty of the mountains is a real joy 
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for the traveller. The space available in this book does not suffice to describe the 
magnificence of the landscape visible from the Megamendung. I therefore must 
confine myself to just giving it a brief description.75 

Unlike many European travellers, Purwalelana did not mention anything 
about Daendels or the history of this spectacular tourist spot, possibly be-
cause it would oblige him to refer to the labourers that died during the con-
struction of the pass. Mentioning these memories from the past would cast 
a negative light on The Travels, which was primarily meant as an invitation 
to the reader to undertake a journey and to get to know contemporary Java. 

A travelling diplomat, Willem Theodore Gevers Deynoot (1808-1879) 
– who undertook a journey through Java a few years earlier than Purwale-
lana – recounting the last stretch to the summit of Megamendung in his 
travelogue, remarked:

At first the pulling power of four buffaloes was sufficient, but at last the road 
became so steep that eight animals were needed, that slowly pulled the carriage 
upwards while we walked ahead, enjoying the pleasant mountain air. The Great 
Post Road of the late Marshal Daendels demanded enormous labour and cost the 
lives of thousands of Javanese. But it has been built with little deliberation. One 
therefore intends to improve the existing direction of the road to some extent.76 

Notwithstanding the fact that it needs some improvement at specific 
points, Gevers Deynoot speaks favourably about the ‘well conserved’ and 
‘broad’ road. He laments, however, the high cost of Java Posting and notes 
the danger of drivers who run down the slopes at a ‘flying galop’.77 Sever-
al decades earlier, in 1820, Dutchman Philippus Pieter Roorda van Eysin-
ga (1796-1856), who had just started a training as colonial administrator in 
indigenous languages,78 also passed the Megamendung whilst travelling 
between Batavia and Bandung. He accompanied a botanist, Carl Ludwig 
Blume, on a trip through Java to inoculate children against smallpox, act-
ing as his interpreter whilst still learning Sundanese on the road.79 He spoke 
about the ‘excellent’ postal service on Java, with ‘professional’ coachmen, 
‘quick’ horses, and ‘agile’ footmen. ‘The most beautiful roads allow for the 
carriage to roll on maximum speed, […] as to cover [a distance of] 70 hours 
within a day, something which “seldom happens in Europe”.’80 Roorda van 
Eysinga, regarding the same stretch of road, writes:

Goenong Mega Mendong means mountains overshadowed by clouds, and this is an 
appropriate name because the mountain’s summit is daily covered with clouds 
or fog. The meandering road, wide enough to allow for three coaches to pass each 
other, becomes steeper and increasingly arduous while climbing. […] This journey 
is so tiring for draught animals that the buffaloes in front of the carriage moan 
and cry, or produce a panting sound that calls for compassion and urges one to 
hitch them off, let them rest and, if possible, let them take a bath. This road is part 
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of Java’s Post Road, which has been built by Governor-General Daendels. It bears 
the clear characteristics of proper deliberation and perseverance in the execution 
of plans and it provides both travellers and natives with advantage and comfort.81

Ultimately, any advantage offered by the Post Road to ‘natives’ proved lim-
ited, judging by the number of postal regulations that were put in place 
throughout the nineteenth century. At a young age, Candranegara had the 
opportunity to travel as an apprentice with a colonial officer,82 whilst later, 
as a regent, he was allowed free use of post horses. In his description of the 
Post Road, he remains silent about its controversial history, whereas, espe-
cially when climbing the Megamendung, the majority of nineteenth-cen-
tury travellers comment on its problematic past – albeit as side notes rather 
than in the form of extensive reflections. Candranegara most likely avoided 
the topic because an overall optimistic tone suited his literary framework. 
Like his fellow travellers, Candranegara focusses on the ‘majesty’ of the 
mountains, even if he did not stay long at the summit:

After a short break I get into my coach again to resume my journey. During our 
descent iron brake shoes are installed on the rear wheels over a distance of two pal, 

Candranegara, Regent 
of Kudus, with a book 
in his hand at the age of 
thirty. Leiden University 
Libraries, KITLV 32143.
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in order to prevent a runaway accident. Thereafter the team of horses is hitched on 
again. My carriage climbs and descends all the way, sometimes with iron brakes 
on the wheels, sometimes drawn by buffaloes. The journey takes a long time, yet 
it is enjoyable since there is so much to be seen in the mountains and ravines that 
gives pleasure.83 

On his arrival in Sumedang he expresses what, for him, makes travel worth-
while:

Sumedang is also a cool location, due to its altitude of about fourteen hundred kaki 
above sea level. It is small, clean, and green, and therefore a pleasant town. The 
alun-alun84 in particular is a feast for the eyes. There is a very fine and large regent’s 
palace, which functions as accommodation for guests, as in Bandung. Behind it, 
flanked by mountains, lies a big lake with gramèh.85 The rippling water, lit by the 
rays of the sun, lights up like glass. The two mountains are reflected in the lake. 
At night, once it is really dark, dry alang-alang86 can be seen burning on the slopes. 
The glow of the flames changes the water surface into a wonderful, fiery ocean. The 
wind, blowing softly, makes the water ripple like waves in the sea and causes the 
small boats, lying ready for pleasure trips, to rock and sway gently. Having sung 
this poetic praise of the lake, I must proceed with my narrative.87

Why does Purwalelana excuse himself for these lyrical deviations? It is inter-
esting to note that the nobleman keeps to his narrative prose in this section. 
Yet finally, on his fourth journey, he resorts to poetry in order to express his 
emotions. This was the moment that he decided to deviate from the Post 
Road. Perhaps he felt that the marshal’s highway was not the appropriate 
place to sing the praises of nature and speak from the heart, because it rep-
resented a place of rules, restrictions, and the deaths of thousands of Java-
nese labourers.

Connections of Power: Pasisir Regents on the Post Road

In every place he visits, Purwalelana pays attention to the spatial arrange-
ments of the buildings surrounding the alun-alun. According to tradition-
al cosmological ideas of power, the layout of this square has a fixed order: 
the residence of the regent, as the locus of Javanese power, is oriented to the 
north, whereas the mansion of the resident, the colonial ruler, is situated on 
the other side of the square facing south.88 Whenever Purwalelana notices a 
deviation of this ideal concept, he reports on it. As it turns out in many towns 
along the northeast coast, the palace of the regent ‘is facing south’, ‘situ-
ated opposite the alun-alun’ and sometimes even ‘facing the main road’.89 
This unusual arrangement seems to be related to the Post Road: around the 
mid-nineteenth century, regents built their new palaces facing the road, 
rather than taking into account traditional structuring principles.90 
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As noted by Nas and Pratiwo, the construction of the Post Road had an 
impact on the spatial configuration of Java’s towns and cities on the north 
coast. Whereas settlements used to develop in a north-south alignment in 
connection to rivers that debouched into the sea, the Post Road determined 
the orthogonality of these places in an east-west direction. On a broader lev-
el, the new road stimulated the emergence of multi-ethnic trading towns, 
connected by the spiderlike network of the postal service.91 The highway 
modified the urban pattern of towns and sometimes it even affected their 
spatial arrangement in a more dramatic way: ‘In Pati and Demak, for in-
stance, the road divided the alun-alun in the middle and became a new eco-
nomic domain of shophouses, reducing the cosmic power of the regent’s 
palace as the centre of the political domain.’92 

As stipulated in early nineteenth-century regulations regarding the Post 
Road, regents from the northeast coast had to see to the smooth function-
ing of the postal system. They had to make sure that travellers received good 
treatment from the inns and they had to provide them with the necessary 
means of travel.93 In this way, the indigenous aristocracy from coastal towns 
– on strategic locations along the highway – could strengthen their net-
works with members of the colonial government and foreign visitors alike. 
Travel writings reveal that the regents often received travellers in their pal-
aces. Civil servants, militaries, missionaries, and botanists all report attend-
ing breakfast and dinner meetings at the regents’ homes. Occasionally, they 
were also invited to stay the night, although, as already made clear, the of-
ficial regulations stipulated that users of post horses were obliged to stay at 
the pasanggrahan, lodging places for travelling civil servants and high-rank-
ing persons. 

Throughout the nineteenth century, travellers reported on their vis-
its to regents of the Candranegaran family, living along the Post Road in 
Pati, Kudus, and Demak. One of those was the regent of Pati, Candranegara 
III (1812-1830), grandfather of traveller Candranegara V. In 1810, under the 
reign of Candranegara II, Daendels had made Pati into the capital of Jep-
ara province because of its strategic location along the Post Road. In fact, 
as mentioned before, the road traversed Pati’s alun-alun. An early anony-
mous writer, after arriving in Rembang when travelling ‘la Grande Route’ 
as a member of the governor-general’s entourage, wrote the following in a 
French letter on 23 September 1822:94 

Soon we arrived in Patti – chief town of the district – situated in the centre of the 
most fertile countryside of the [Jepara] province. The Regent Radien [sic] Adipatti 
Tjondro Negoro [Candranegara III] offered the Governor-General a lunch, which 
was accepted. This regent is favoured by the goods of the earth. After a break of an 
hour we resumed our journey towards Joana [Juwana], a small town with a fort, 
situated at the mouth of the river with the same name. We had to cross this large 
and rapid stream by pontoon.95
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Portrait of Governor-General Godert Alexander Gerard Philip Baron van der Capel-
len (r. 1816-1826). By well-known artist Cornelis Kruseman, one of Raden Saleh’s 
teachers. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, SK-A-3795.
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In 1822, Governor-General Godert Alexander Gerard Philip Baron Van der 
Capellen made a three-month (inspection) tour along the Post Road from 
Batavia to Banyuwangi. He was accompanied by his wife and an escort of 
officials, including the official Justinus van Schoor, who published a travel 
account consisting of private letters written during the journey. The gov-
ernor-general inspected coffee estates, storehouses, barracks, hospitals, and 
schools. Several regents living along the road not only invited His Excellen-
cy for a festive meal (as did Candranegara’s grandfather), but also organised 
a deer hunting trip (Bandung), dance performances, and a battle between a 
tiger and buffalo (Semarang).96 

In 1846, a representative of the Netherlands Missionary Society, L.J. van 
Rhijn, accompanied by missionary J.E. Jellesma, visited the Regent of Kudus, 
Candranegara IV – the father of Purwalelana. Van Rhijn, a clergyman, had 
obtained permission to travel through the Indies after two extensive meet-
ings with the governor-general.97 Van Rhijn called Kudus ‘a place of unri-
valled order and tidiness’ describing the ‘famous’ regent as ‘one of the most 
qualified, clever and reliable regents of the entire island of Java’.98 At the 
time, European missionaries were struggling to win converts on Java and 
were experiencing significant resistance, especially in the Pasisir region.99 
According to Van Rhijn, Regent Candranegara IV had shown considerable 
interest in readings from the Bible and world history during discussions 
with another clergyman, vicar-antiquarian Jan Frederik Gerrit Brumund. 
Brumund, then living in Semarang, recommended that Van Rijn pay the re-
gent a visit:

The regent told us that he had read – with great pleasure – the Javanese Biblical 
Book by [German linguist] Mr Gericke.100 He praised the pure language of this se-
lection of stories from the Old and New Testaments. […] We also talked about the 
exchange in the Quran of Isaac with Ishmael from the bible, of course in a way that 
did not hurt Muhammadan feelings, but it did reveal the regent’s knowledge of 
our biblical history. In case the heart of those men opens to the spirit of Christ, 
an infinite number of people would be won for His Kingdom on Java, because the 
Christian Gospel will only be embraced by the masses when influential leaders 
seriously express their acceptance for it.101 

Van Rhijn is convinced that new translations of the Bible will stimulate 
those indigenous leaders who cherish ‘love for truth’, and he eagerly antici-
pates upcoming changes.102 

A few years later, in 1849, Dr Pieter Bleeker, physician in service of the 
Dutch East Indies’ army and both secretary and librarian of the Batavian So-
ciety (Bataviaasch Genootschap), also visited Candranegara IV in Kudus.103 
He enjoyed a very pleasant evening at the regent’s home, stayed the night, 
and remarked: ‘Raden Adipati Ario Tjondro Negoro is one of the most civi-
lised regents I ever met on Java.’104 Bleeker gave detailed statistic and admin-
istrative information about the places he visited on his tour through Java to-
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wards the end of the 1840s and reported that the Jepara residency (consisting 
of the regencies Jepara, Kudus, Pati, and Juwana) was one of the most pop-
ulated residencies in Java. Kudus, the capital of the regency with the same 
name, had a population of 14,000, of which 2000 were Chinese, several dozen 
were European. At various points in his account, Bleeker mentions how re-
gents accompanied him during stretches on the Post Road.105

Around 1852, Candranegara IV generously welcomed another Dutch 
traveller, S.A. Buddingh. A minister in the Dutch Reformed Church (1811-
1869), and former Chair of the Batavian Society (1839)106, Buddingh had just 
started an extensive, five-year tour of inspection (1852-1857) of Protestant 
churches and schools in the Dutch Indies. When in Demak, where the re-
gent had reigned since 1850, Buddingh spoke with great admiration about 
Candranegara IV, calling him ‘the most civilised indigenous head amongst 
the many civilised Javanese heads’. He was also particularly impressed by his 
family members and his house:

The Post Road at Sindanglaya (West-Java). Drawing by O.G.H. Heldring, 1880.  
Lei den University Libraries, KITLV 36D507.
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His children receive a completely European education and with his sons one 
can speak, besides from Javanese and Malay, in Dutch, French, and English. His 
daughters sit with the raden-aijoe107 around a table, doing ladies’ needlework. His 
house is also furnished in an entirely European style. Upon entering [the house] 
one does not believe that one sees a Javanese family.108 

All four sons would eventually obtain positions as regents in the Pasisir and 
along the Post Road (in the areas of Semarang, Demak, Kudus, and Jepara).109 
The eldest, Candranegara V, around twelve years old when Buddingh visit-
ed, would become well-known in elite circles for his contributions to educa-
tion and for publishing his travelogue.

Dutch Lieutenant Michael Theophile Hubert Perelaer (1831-1901) gave 
a glowing account of his meeting with Candranegara V. They met during a 
four-month mission along the Post Road in 1866. He dedicated several pag-
es of his travel account to Candranegara’s remarkable contributions to the 
prosperous town of Kudus. Not only had the sophisticated regent estab-
lished a school providing an all-round education, he even had the pupils 
chant a Javanese version of the (then) Dutch national anthem Wien Neér-
landsch Bloed (1815-1932) to welcome visitors travelling the Post Road.110 Pere-
laer characterised Candranegara V as a ‘role model’ for other regents: ‘a man 
of exquisite civilisation and clear intellect with whom one, apart from talk-
ing in purest Dutch or French, may indulge in conversation on all possible 
subject matters that prove delicate western advancement’.111 

Travelling Dignitaries and Their Entourage 

One of Saleh’s numerous depictions of the Post Road shows one of its best-
known stretches, namely the mail station at the bottom of the Megamend-
ung’s highest pass and, distinct from the other images, it also portrays the 
governor-general with his travelling party making their way along the road. 
It is likely that Saleh added the carriage with its entourage later when the 
Governor-General Johan Wilhelm van Lansberge (1875-1881) expressed his 
interest in the painting.112 European travellers often referred to high offi-
cials travelling the Post Road because the travels of those dignitaries affected 
their own travel itinerary and/or left a lasting impression on them. D’Almei-
da notes that government officials receive all kinds of privileges on the road: 

Whenever these Government Amtanars113 contemplate a tour of pleasure or duty, 
all consideration for travellers appears to be set aside, or made subservient only to 
their will and convenience. You may happen to arrive in a town a full week before 
these functionaries, but if previous notice has been given by them to the equer-
ry of the posts, bidding him keep horses in readiness for their appearance, woe to 
the unfortunate individual who, having enabled you to continue your journey, is 
unable to satisfy their demands. The traveller must patiently remain in the town 
till they return from their inspection, unless he can manage to procure coolies, or 
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buffaloes, to continue the journey. This arrangement is undoubtedly very con-
ducive to the travelling comfort of Government servants; but is rather arbitrary, 
and exceedingly disagreeable to travellers.114 

This privileging of civil servants over ‘ordinary’ travellers was a nuisance to 
foreign visitors who had to deal with sudden changes in their travel plans. 
Luitenant Perelaer stresses in his travelogue how a visit by the travelling 
governor-general affects life in Salatiga, a town situated along the Post Road:

When the Governor-General travels, he travels just like the emperor of all Rus-
sians on a golf course,115 even where there did not exist any roads before his arriv-
al. The little dikes along the roads are elegantly covered with turf, the entrances 
of the kampongs are decorated with festive arches of bamboo, which the natives 
can prepare so tastefully. The post stations are embellished with green foliage.116 

For the people, Perelaer explains, the upcoming arrival of the governor-gener-
al basically means corvée. Indigenous heads, ‘more concerned’ than if they had 
heard of the ‘landing of the French or the English’, rush to their villages to in-
form their people.117 When His Excellency finally arrives with his aides-de-camp:

Colour plate from the educational book Gambar-gambar representing the governor- 
general and his retinue on the Post Road as well as depictions of several means 
of transport and infrastructure in the Dutch East Indies, Kolff 1868-188. Rijks-
museum Amsterdam, RP-P-OB-200.548.
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One hears a roar in the distance as if a rattling thunder comes rolling in. […] an 
immense cloud of dust appears finally and from that cloud first of all a section of 
the cavalry emerges. […] A legion of indigenous heads follows dressed in national 
garb with their stovepipes118 […]. They force their small horses – by ongoing whis-
tling and by continuous cracking of their whips – to keep following the cavalry 
and to remain ahead of the carriage of the Toewan besar.119 

A colour plate from the album Gambar-gambar mentioned above aptly il-
lustrates one of these displays of power by the governor-general, so aptly 
described by Perelaer. From the midst of a cloud of dust, the carriage of the 
tuan besar emerges, escorted by a guard of honour. Like Perelaer, many other 
European travellers along the Post Road mention the noises that accompa-
nied the arrival of the governor-general’s party. Van Schoor, part of the gov-
ernor’s retinue himself in 1822, refers to the ‘deafening noise’ of the gamelan 
that pays tribute to the high visitor. The welcoming team in each place hits 
on the metal instruments ‘as if the fate of the city depends on it’.120

Roorda van Eysinga, after climbing the famous Tangkuban Perahu vol-
cano in 1820, reported the following:

I witnessed the arrival of the Resident of the Preanger Regency in Bandung, where 
he stayed with the Regent. The entry of the resident was stately like that of a king, 
a crowd of Javanese leaders preceded him. They were dressed in a sophisticated 
manner wearing their beautiful krisses with golden sheaths. The along-along 
[alun-alun] or square was decorated with flowers and the eastern music started 
when one was aware of the approaching guest.121 

Travelling diplomat Gevers Deynoot was welcomed with music himself 
when he took up residence at the regent in Sumedang. He had travelled the 
same stretch on the Post Road between Batavia and Bandung as had Roorda 
van Eysinga approximately three decades earlier, passing the Megamend-
ung, Tangkuban Perahu, and Bandung. As Deynoot recalled, the regent  
– living in a house lavishly furnished in European style – ‘received us with 
much affability’:

On our arrival the gamelan played and the entrance of his house was decorated 
with a multitude of streamers flying from long bamboo poles. In the evening he 
had his bedaija’s122 perform their dances for us that were almost identical to the 
ones we saw in Bandung. The next day he accompanied us with his carriage, but 
with an even larger procession than the day before.123

A Javanese travelogue contemporaneous with The Travels of Purwalelana pre-
sents a rare insider’s perspective on the entourages that travelled the Post 
Road in Batavia. In his Description of Batavia (1867-1869), nobleman Sastra-
darma from Surakarta made a trip to Batavia in late 1865 to acquaint him-
self with the language and culture of the capital and to visit an exhibition of 
agricultural and industrial products.124 He often refers to the governor-gen-
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eral who, just as a mighty Javanese ruler, fulfils a pivotal rule in his glo-
rious ‘kingdom’ of Batavia. The great leader is the centre of attention and 
gives audiences with important dignitaries. On several occasions Sastradar-
ma glimpses of the governor-general (at the time Baron Sloet van Beele), for 
example on the day of His Excellency’s arrival at the exhibition on Gambir 
square: 

It did not take long until the Governor-General arrived. He drove in a carriage 
drawn by four grey horses. […] I found myself a place from where I could closely 
observe the parade of horse-drawn carriages as well as the grand attire worn by 
[three] Regents of the Pasisir, dressed to be received in audience. Raden Adipati 
Arya Candraadiningrat of Rembang and Raden Tumenggung Arya Wiryadinega-
ra of Pengangsalan [Pekalongan] in full regalia wearing a sikepan-ageng125 jacket 
and a regal kanigara fez.126 Raden Mas Tumenggung Arya Surya Candranegara of 
Kudus just wore a batik wraparound and a wrapped headdress. He was accom-
panied by his wife.127

Governor-General Ludolph Anne Jan Wilt, Baron Sloet van de Beele (1861-
1866) received Candranegara IV at his residence in Batavia.128 About a year 
later, in June 1866, school children in Kudus were busy rehearsing a poem in 
Dutch composed by the regent. The verse was meant to welcome the gover-
nor-general, who travelled the Post Road from east to west. Upon his arrival 
to their school they praised the ‘Grand and noble Sir’ for binding ‘wisdom 
with virtue in ruling over Java’ and, as it was shortly before the upcoming 
return of the governor-general to the Netherlands, promised to pray for the 
governor’s safety on the journey home.129

Conclusion

The Post Road became a landmark in Java’s nineteenth-century landscape, 
whilst ‘Java Posting’ developed from an exclusive activity – the preserve of 
civil servants – into a popular tourist attraction for affluent travellers. The 
highway figured in the literary and visual accounts of numerous nine-
teenth-century travellers as their gateway to becoming acquainted with a 
hitherto unknown world. Along the road, they gathered information about 
various aspects of Javanese society and the island’s natural realm. The act of 
Java Posting brought them into contact with the indigenous elite living at 
strategic locations along the road. It also enabled them to witness the oth-
er travel parties present on the road, including the entourages of various 
dignitaries. Daendels’ regulations – and subsequent amendments – defined 
the enduring restrictive character of the postal service. Literary and artis-
tic impressions primarily touch upon the marvels of Java Posting. Using 
the Post Road meant indulging in a rapid, sophisticated means of transport 
that brought delight and comfort to the traveller. Yet travelogues also dwelt 
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upon the downsides of the postal system, such as the difficult procedures to 
obtain a licence and the problems that occurred when civil servants or peo-
ple of standing took over the road. Both Raden Saleh and Candranegara V 
were privileged to travel the Post Road, which added to their status and re-
nown. To Candranegara and his family the road served as a quintessential 
site of intercultural encounter. Candranegara III, IV, and V – all rulers of re-
gencies within the Pasisir region – were able to extend their networks by re-
ceiving travellers at their residences and by supervising the postal service. In 
the case of Candranegara V, travelling the Post Road had far reaching conse-
quences, making him a key figure of literary and political standing. 
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Notes

1 A term borrowed from ‘Bengal 
Civilian’ (a pseudonym of Kinloch)1853, 
50 and Money 1861, 11-18. All translations 
in this article are by the author unless 
stated otherwise. Herewith I would like to 
thank my colleagues Rick Honings, Doris 
Jedamski, Frans Koot, and Willem van 
der Molen for useful comments on earlier 
versions of this article, which is part of 
the NWO Vidi research project Voicing the 
Colony: Travelers in the Dutch East Indies 1800-
1945, Leiden University Centre for the Arts 
in Society (2020-2025).
2 Cf. Brokx 1925. 
3 Nas & Pratiwo 2002.
4 Carey 2013.
5 Protschky 2011. 
6 Nas & Pratiwo 2002, 710. Around 12,000 
Javanese died during the construction of 
the Post Road. Carey 2007, 215.
7 Nas & Pratiwo 2002, 707-712.
8 Zaini Lajoubert 2009, 214-218, 230,  
236-237.
9 Mandal 2013, 147. 
10 Zaini Lajoubert 2009, 231.
11 Zaini Lajoubert 2009, 228-229.
12 Thomas Stamford Raffles (1781-1826) 
was lieutenant-governor during this period. 
13 Sudden change of European regimes 
(French, British, Dutch) severely affected 
the position of the Javanese elite. 
Widespread discontent amongst the 
indigenous population – as well as draughts 
and epidemics – led to a series of uprisings 
and culminated in the Java War (1825-1830) 
under the leadership of Prince Dipanegara 
(1785-1855).
14 For extensive information on this early 
period of Saleh’s career, see Scalliet 2005.

15 Kraus & Vogelsang 2012, 98.
16 Kraus & Vogelsang 2012, 331-335.
17 Scalliet 2005, 164.
18 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 64.
19 For an overview of the life and career 
of Candranegara, see the introduction of 
Bosnak & Koot 2020. 
20 Ricklefs 2008, 144-145.
21 Purwa is ‘origin’/’first’/’past’ and lelana 
means ‘to wander’.
22 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 35, 37.
23 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 27-28.
24 ‘Reglement voor de posterijen’ 1810; 
Van der Chijs 1885, 1019-1044.
25 ‘Reglement voor de posterijen’ 1810; 
Van der Chijs 1885, 1019-1044, Art. 50, 59, 60, 
62. 
26 Pack horses. 
27 ‘Reglement voor de posterijen’; Van der 
Chijs 1885, 1019-1044, Art. 75, 76, 82-84.
28 Van der Chijs 1885, 169-171, Art. 45-53.
29 Proclamations, Regulations, Advertisements 
1813, 73-74.
30 Proclamations, Regulations, Advertisements 
1813, 83.
31 Beer van Dingstee 1935, 65-68, 150.
32 Staatsblad van Nederlandsch Indië voor 
1823 (1839), Art. 34-36, 13.
33 Staatsblad van Nederlandsch Indië voor 
1823 (1839), Art. 39-40/47, 14-15.
34 Beer van Dingstee 1935, 68-69.
35 Van der Lith 1893, 81-83.
36 According to Bengal Civilian (a 
pseudonym of Kinloch), travelling in Java 
was ‘very expensive, the average cost per 
mile being two Java rupees, or one rupee 
eight anas of our Calcutta currency’. Bengal 
Civilian 1853, 39. William Barrington 
D’Almeida notes about the rate of posting 
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through Java: ‘For four horses for one post 
of ten miles 1,25 [Java rupees]’. D’Almeida 
1864, vol. 2, 297.
37 Wallace 2008, 73.
38 Wallace 2008, 76-77.
39 Money 1861, vol.1, 16.
40 Money 1861, vol. 1, 2.
41 Money 1861, 17-18.
42 Money 1861, vol.1, 161.
43 Money 1861, vol. 1, 19. 
44 Money 1861, vol. 1, 19.
45 Cf. French expression ‘[courier] ventre a 
terre’, which means ‘[running] at full speed’.
46 D’Almeida 1864, vol. 1, 124-126.
47 Kolff 1868-1881.
48 The original Malay title of the book 
translates as follows: ‘Illustrations for Study 
and Entertainment of Children and Their 
Parents’.
49 Illustrations of Salm and Bos became 
emblematic of the Indies territories. Borms 
2009, 207, 210.
50 Entjik Pemboenji (pseudonym of H.C. 
Klinkert) made descriptions of each of the 
24 colour plates of Gambar-gambar for those 
unfamiliar with their (Dutch East Indies’) 
context. Borms 2009, 205-206.
51 Entjik Pemboenji 1881, 102-103.
52 Habinger 1993, 113.
53 Protschky 2011, 51-52, 60-63. 
54 Cf. Helms 1988, 79-80.
55 Marie-Odette Scalliet gives a detailed 
account of the way Raden Saleh struggled 
to come to terms with the changed political 
climate in his homeland after being abroad 
for about twenty years. See Scalliet 2008. 
Candranegara made his first travels at a 
very young age before starting his career 
as a high official within the colonial 
government. He most likely opted for a pen 
name to prevent negative criticism and 
feelings of discomfort in case the account of 
his adventures would be rejected. In fact, the 
opposite was true, and the travelogues added 
to his standing as a learned and lettered 
nobleman. Bosnak & Koot 2020, 16-17.
56 Helms 1988, 79.
57 Scalliet 2008, 165.

58 Kraus & Vogelsang 2012, 84-86; Scalliet 
2008, 178-179.
59 Kraus & Vogelsang 2012, 109-111.
60 Sutherland 1973, 137-138.
61 Scalliet 2005, 157-162.
62 Scalliet 2005, 199-200.
63 Protschky 2011, 63-64; Scalliet 2005, 128-
132. See the first illustration of this article. 
64 Protschky 2011, 64.
65 Carey 2013, 8. 
66 See Protschky 2011, 61-62.
67 Kraus & Vogelsang 2012, 326-327, 331-335.
68 Cf. Protschky 2011, 61-63.
69 De Botton 2004, 171. 
70 Groot 2009, 494; Kraus & Vogelsang 
2012, 98.
71 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 39.
72 From the Dutch word ‘paal’, 
comprising 1,508 meters. One ‘post’ was five 
‘pal’: the distance between two posthouses 
where horses could be switched.
73 Kaki comprises 0.2831 meters. Bosnak & 
Koot 2020, 64.
74 Boom 1864, 75.
75 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 64.
76 Gevers Deynoot 1864, 66.
77 Gevers Deynoot 1864, 56-57, 71.
78 In 1819 Governor-General Van der 
Capellen inaugurated training programmes 
in Malay, Javanese, and other local 
languages for young administrators (called 
élèves, French for ‘pupils’) in several parts of 
the Netherlands Indies. See Tsuchiya 1990, 
79-80. For more information on Roorda van 
Eysinga and the Batavian Society, see Groot 
2009, 412-415.
79 Roorda van Eysinga 1830-1832, vol. 3, 13.
80 Roorda van Eysinga 1830-1832, vol. 3, 
141-142.
81 Roorda van Eysinga 1830-1832, vol. 3, 31. 
82 Bonneff 1986, 24. 
83 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 68. 
84 Wide square in front of a (royal) palace 
or of the residence of a regent.
85 A savoury, costly freshwater fish. 
86 Imperata cylindrica, a tall coarse grass, 
amongst others used as roof coverage and 
animal fodder. 
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87 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 68.
88 Bosnak & Koot 2020, 238.
89 Bosnak & Koot 2020.
90 Nas & Pratiwo 2002, 722.
91 Nas & Pratiwo 2002, 718-719.
92 Nas & Pratiwo 2002, 719. Unfortunately, 
the article of Nas and Pratiwo does not refer 
to original sources that provide evidence 
for their arguments concerning shifting 
orthogonality. 
93 Van der Chijs 1885, 170.
94 About fifty years later Candranegara 
would travel the same stretch (Semarang-
Rembang) in opposite direction. He paid a 
visit to the regent of Pati – his uncle Adipati 
Arya Candra Adinegara – and remarked: ‘the 
palace faces south’. Bosnak & Koot 2020, 135.
95 Anonymous 1829, 113-114.
96 Anonymous [Van Schoor]1829. Van 
Schoor also mentioned how they climbed 
the Megamendung – certainly one of the 
highlights of the trip, although he was one 
of the last to reach the summit. Apparently, 
someone had forgotten to provide him 
with an extra horse. At the summit, His 
Excellency the Governor-General and the 
other members of the party gathered in a 
pendapa – an open pavilion.
97 Van Rhijn 1851, 50-51, 54-55. 
98 Van Rhijn 1851, 148-149.
99 Ricklefs 2007, 54-55, 107.
100 J.F.C. Gericke (1800-1857) worked 
for the Netherlands Bible Society, and 
he established the Institute for Javanese 
Language in Surakarta in 1831. Tsuchiya 
1990, 80.
101 Van Rhijn 1851, 148-149.
102 Van Rhijn 1851, 149.
103 Groot 2009, 358-361. In the 1860s 
Bleeker would become well-known for his 
contributions to ichthyological studies.
104 Bleeker 1850, 37.
105 Bleeker 1850, 37. This travelogue 
provides detailed geographical information 
about long stretches of the Post Road 
along Java’s north coast during the mid-
nineteenth century. Apart from general 
statistics about the sites frequented, Bleeker 

also writes about health issues and provides 
details, such as the (high) intake of alcohol 
by European military officers at the canteen 
of Willem I in 1848.
106 Groot 2009, 349-350.
107 Raden ayu, title of a married female 
aristocrat, in particular the wife of a regent. 
108 Buddingh 1859-1861, vol. 1, 167.
109 Only Jepara was not directly situated 
on the Post Road.
110 Perelaer 1868, 19-22. 
111 Perelaer 1868, 20. Translation is taken 
from Bosnak & Koot 2020, 17. 
112 Kraus & Vogelsang 2012, 334.
113 This is a loanword derived from the 
Dutch term ambtenaren, which means ‘civil 
servants.’. 
114 D’Almeida 1864, vol. 2, 190-191.
115 Perelaer, who uses the (Dutch) word 
kolfbaan, refers to an entirely smooth and 
plain road. 
116 Perelaer 1868, 67. 
117 Perelaer 1868, 68.
118 In the nineteenth century, ‘stove 
pipe’ was a synonym for a top hat with 
high crown and narrow brims, but in this 
context ‘their stovepipes’ – as opposed to 
‘our stovepipes’ or ‘our festive heads’ – 
refer to the traditional Javanese headdress 
(blangkon).
119 Perelaer 1868, 68. The ‘Grand lord’, or 
tuan besar, is a nineteenth-century Malay 
reference to the governor-general.
120 Anonymous 1829, 19-20.
121 Roorda van Eysinga 1830-1832, vol. 3, 
62.
122 Bedaya, refined female court dancer.
123 Gevers Deynoot 1864, 72-73.
124 Sastradarma 1867, vol. 1, 35.
125 A single-breasted tailcoat worn by civil 
servants. Gericke & Roorda 1901.
126 Kuluk kanigara is a black, fez-like 
headdress trimmed with gold that indicates 
the regent’s high rank within state 
hierarchy, worn on ceremonial occasions.
127 Sastradarma 1867, vol. 1, 35.
128 Van der Molen 2006, 113.
129 Perelaer 1868, 21. 
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‘An Evocation of Our Colonies 
for the Western Eye’
Louis Couperus’ Aestheticising Gaze  
from the Car 

nick tomberge

He had a busy time of it on board the Prins der Nederlanden: writing letters, 
going to the hairdresser, accepting all the attentions from the steamship 
company: ‘some broth’, ‘a cup of chocolate’, ‘a cherry-brandy’.1 And then 
there were all sorts of things he had to look at: 

In the morning you must watch the sun rise, and in the evening watch it set. And 
then you must have a look around the ship. Our amusing purser takes us on a 
tour. We see the cook’s galley and pantry, so beautifully neat […]. The provision 
master shows us the cold storage rooms where the snow is heaped up along the 
pipes. The refrigerating chambers remind one of an Alpine landscape. A prospect 
of slaughtered oxen, pigs, pink and red, hanging on hooks, confronts my spying 
gaze; have we got to eat all that?? […] When shall we ever return to the simple life? 
The wine cellars slope away with rows of bottles before my astonished gaze; no, 
we shall not return to the simple life just yet!2 

The Dutch writer Louis Couperus (1863-1923) would not have minded that 
the simple life was a long time coming. He usually travelled with tens of 
kilos of luggage, including his familiar rugs, peacock feathers, and bronze 
statuettes of Atlas with which to transform into a comfortable home the 
strange rooms in which he stayed.3 According to the editor-in-chief of the 
bourgeois weekly Haagsche Post, Couperus, who left for the Dutch East In-
dies on Saturday 1 October 1921 together with his wife Elisabeth Coupe-
rus-Baud (1867-1960), considered himself ‘a spoilt person’.4 Prior to what 
would be his third and final voyage to the Indies, he had already told friends 
and acquaintances how delighted he was to go there in great luxury; how 
much he was looking forward to the public accolades that he, a famous and 
infamous figure from Dutch literature, was to receive in Batavia.5 He had 
made a name for himself with such realistic novels as Eline Vere (1899) and De 
stille kracht (1900, The Hidden Force), and passionately enjoyed the apprecia-
tion he received for his work, relishing abundance and ostentation.

Couperus loved travelling in and of itself, not least for the opportuni-
ty it gave him to escape the stifling Netherlands with its lack of splendour 
and its ‘unbearable climate – damp, fog, cold and rain, even in summer’.6 
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Yet, this love of travel also stemmed from his inability to ‘grow rooted in 
one spot’.7 Additionally, he firmly believed that travelling furthered a writ-
er’s progress in an artistic, as well as geographical sense. In 1919, a critical 
piece by the author Herman Robbers had a significant effect on Couperus. 
Robbers felt that Couperus’ oeuvre had in part been written ‘in cold excite-
ment’, Couperus, however, hit back in an open letter, stating: ‘I wish to tell 
you that I have read your St Elmo’s fire [after the title of Robbers’ 1919 nov-
el Sint-Elmsvuur] and that I was absolutely amazed how a writer was so lit-
tle able, over so many years, to step out of his little circle that has so closely 
formed around him.’8 Couperus then continued: 

I would give you this cordial advice, without any spite because I have no spiteful 
feelings for you, as you do not for me. I would advise you: by all means go travel-
ling. Step out of your little circle […]. Attempt to look for the divine vistas of eter-
nal Beauty, wherever they may be for you, in a different place than for someone 
else or me.9

For his part, from 1920 onwards, at the behest of the founder and edi-
tor-in-chief of the Haagsche Post, S.F. van Oss, Couperus had wrenched him-
self away from his familiar ‘little circle’ on several occasions. In October of 
that year, he left The Hague for Algiers, travelling via Marseille, to report on 
his journey through North Africa (November 1920 to May 1921). Whilst still 
recovering from his journey, and intending to spend his old age in Italy, his 
employer announced that he would need to put any such plans on hold for 

Louis Couperus and Elisabeth Couperus-Baud aboard the ship heading for the In-
dies, October 1921. Literatuurmuseum, The Hague, C 00383 II 008, NLMD02 C 00383 
II 008.
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a while as he was to prepare for another major trip. Couperus accepted the 
assignment to portray the Indies, China, and Japan ‘in causerie after cause-
rie’.10 As before, he hoped that the journey would put him as a writer on a 
new artistic path towards great literary heights.11 After all, his very best nov-
el, or so he suggested, was yet to come.12 

Van Oss’s proposal that he move away from the Netherlands as a special 
correspondent was undoubtably most welcome to Couperus in the years 
following World War I for several reasons. In addition to his artistic moti-
vations to embrace the chance to travel, there was also a financial motive. 
Couperus was frequently plagued by money troubles and his journalistic 
endeavours brought in considerable sums.13 In his memoirs, Van Oss men-
tions that Couperus received twenty thousand guilders for his Asian feuil-
letons to cover the expenses for the journey itself, plus a fee of ten thousand 
guilders.14 It is not known what financial reward Couperus stipulated for his 
journalistic work in North Africa, but it undoubtably amounted to another 
generous sum. Indeed, in his reminiscences, Van Oss refers to Couperus as a 
‘highly remunerated employee’.15

In addition to the obvious financial benefits, travelling provided an op-
portunity to escape an environment he found oppressive. After four years 
of war – a time in which Couperus found himself compelled to give up his 
beloved Italy and his romantic wanderings in return for a more stable and 
bourgeois life in the Netherlands – he also had to cope with the loss, within 
a short time of each other, of several loved ones.16 In addition, rumours had 
been circulating in the spring of 1920 that he was involved in a sex scandal 
in The Hague.17 Whilst evidence that Couperus had anything to do with the 
scandal has never been provided and the magnitude of the case seems to 
have been blown out of proportion, the mere rumour that, together with 
the prince consort, he had been found in a ‘boys’ brothel’ by police officers 
would prove ineradicable until well into the twentieth century.18 Thus, af-
ter five hard years in the Netherlands, a depressed, exhausted, and sickly 
Couperus wrote to a friend and colleague that he would much rather re-
move himself quietly from ‘the creaky world’, ‘but it is not to be as yet …’19 
Such gloominess would, time and again, come over the writer in later years 
as soon as he felt the court-capital loom up.20 Yet whenever life and mood 
changed course through Van Oss’s intervention, Couperus’ spirits rallied. A 
self-declared tourist, he set off once more and, with renewed energy, started 
to write down his travel impressions for the benefit of future tourists – both 
the ‘man-of-business’ and the ‘traveller-for-pleasure’.21 Even before he had 
taken his first steps in the Maghreb, he was able to report that he was ‘no 
longer cowardly and despondent’.22

Couperus’ Indies feuilletons, to which I will restrict myself in this arti-
cle, paint a unique picture of the Western tourist’s experience of ‘the East’ 
in the early 1920s. The Indies world that he found as a correspondent and 
that he recorded in his travel sketches was, even to him, almost exclusive-
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Louis Couperus, dressed 
for a children’s ball in 
Batavia, circa 1875. Pho-
tograph Woodbury & 
Page. Leiden University 
Libraries, KITLV 15332. 

Louis Couperus (second 
from the right) with his 
family-in-law in Batavia, 
1899. Leiden University 
Libraries, KITLV 4520.
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ly strange. He may have spent part of his youth in Batavia (1872-1878), and 
he and his wife may have stayed with relatives on Java for almost a year be-
tween 1899 and 1900,23 but it was not until his third journey that Couperus 
saw the islands of Sumatra, Bali, Borneo, and Celebes for the first time.24 
Moreover, the Java to which he returned, had changed. 

During his twenty-year absence, thanks to government and private 
investments, the colony had become an international destination for the 
modern tourist. The Dutch authorities, who had long been fearful that for-
eign visitors might divulge painful truths about the Indies, adopted a more 
welcoming stance towards travellers-for-pleasure from the beginning of 
the twentieth century. This rather sudden turnaround seems to have been 
prompted by two factors. First, 1901 saw the beginning of the so-called ‘eth-
ical policy’ in which the Dutch policy in the Indies shifted its focus towards 
‘elevating’ the Indonesian peoples, with the Dutch now invested in educa-
tion, healthcare, and infrastructure.25 This also removed much of the neces-
sity to hide colonial conditions. In fact, tourism offered the government the 
opportunity to heap positive images of the Indies on outsiders.26 Second, any 
contribution that tourism could make to the colonial economy was more 
than welcome, especially given the significant financial cost of the ethical 
policy.27

Since Couperus’ last visit to the Indies, travellers out to have a good time, 
who joined group tours and armed themselves with travel guides, had start-
ed their advance through the archipelago, at least until it was understand-
ably cut short by the outbreak of World War I. Of all the Indonesian islands, 
it was Java in particular that developed as a tourist destination. Nonethe-
less, other regions such as West Sumatra and Bali were similarly promoted 
in brochures and advertisements that targeted this new wave of travellers.28

Couperus’ depictions of the experiences of Western tourists in his Indies 
feuilletons make them a valuable source for postcolonial research and, just 
like other Western travellers in the Orient, Couperus reports on his intercul-
tural encounters. A critical reading of these colonial exchanges may reveal 
how a Western tourist’s travel account of ‘the East’ could help to maintain 
the inequality between the West and the rest of the world.29 

Moreover, Couperus’ feuilletons occupy a unique place within the much 
more comprehensive corpus of Dutch travel texts representing the Europe-
an tourist gaze on the Dutch Indies. They are, first and foremost, the work 
of a writer considered to be one of the greatest authors in Dutch-Indies lit-
erature. More importantly, in his own time, Couperus was one of the most 
famous Dutch travellers to report on the Indonesian archipelago. His con-
tributions to magazines and public lectures earned him fame at home and 
his name was similarly ‘far from unknown’ elsewhere.30 Thus, his travel ac-
counts reached a large, international audience. The magazine in which they 
appeared on a bi-weekly basis had a circulation of fifteen thousand. In addi-
tion, when, in October 1923, the feuilletons were posthumously published 
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and marketed in a collection entitled Oostwaarts, this similarly proved a 
‘great success’.31 In 1924, English and American editions appeared under the 
title Eastward.32 The German translation Unter Javas Tropensonne was pub-
lished in 1926.33 Critics discussed his travelogue at length in such renowned 
magazines as The New York Times.

Given the large and international reach of the texts and Couperus’ star 
status, it is likely that his Indies feuilletons influenced and reinforced then 
prevalent ideas and views of the Indies, both in the Netherlands and be-
yond. Undoubtedly, the perspective from which the colony was viewed in 
the West was, at least in part, defined by these accounts. In his travel sketch-
es about the Indonesian archipelago itself, we see how Couperus – the ‘tour-
ist-and-pressman’ – is actively engaged on constructing and developing the 
gaze of homestayers and future recreational travellers alike. Sometimes he 
does so by giving ‘must-sees’, such as, for instance, a Javanese court dance.34 
At other times, he gives very precise watching instructions. When driving in 
the area of Fort-de-Kock (now: Bukittinggi) on Sumatra, one definitely must 
not forget to look carefully at the ‘little bamboo-houses […] standing in the 
midst of the sawah-fields’, from which children chase away the little rice 
birds.35 As in many other travel accounts, the writer not only offers his read-
ers the information necessary to be able to follow the journey he has made 
– be that in reality or in the mind’s eye, from one’s armchair – but also, the 
facts via which to faithfully copy his experiences.36 

In this article, I draw on insights from postcolonial theory for my anal-
ysis of how Couperus’ tourist sketches, with their construction of a specific 
gaze on ‘the East’, may, as an instrument of colonial power, have contribut-
ed to the (re)production and maintenance of colonial practices. In my anal-
ysis, I will be focusing on two specific Western gazes: the aestheticising gaze 
on ‘the East’ in art and literature, and that from early automobiles. Both fea-
ture prominently in Couperus’ feuilletons and are inextricably bound up 
with the 1920s tourist experience of the Indies. Previous research has shown 
that both aestheticising landscape descriptions/portrayals and descriptions 
from Western travellers’ motorised vehicles constitute the main compo-
nents of various visual colonisation regimes.37 Both gazes subject the indige-
nous person to a form of suppression and in this sense may have made a sig-
nificant contribution to the maintenance of the colonial status quo. Finally, 
in Couperus’ travel texts they are also best understood in conjunction with 
each other due to their intersectional relationship. My analysis rests on the 
assumption that we cannot properly identify the unique power of the West-
ern aestheticising gaze by simply adding aestheticising landscape descrip-
tions/portrayals and descriptions from Western travellers’ motorised vehi-
cles together. Ultimately, any meaningful analysis of the two gazes requires 
an intersectional approach.
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The Gaze as a Theoretical Concept

Before I embark on my postcolonial analysis itself, I will briefly elaborate 
on my use of the gaze as a theoretical concept. The 1970s saw a blossom-
ing of scholarly research into the ‘gaze’. However, this term does not refer 
to a well-defined school or movement. There is wide variety in the research 
methods that have been developed to study the interaction between differ-
ent forms of looking (literally and/or metaphorically) in such cultural ex-
pressions as novels and advertisements. Academics from various disciplines, 
including art history, post-colonial literature, and feminist film studies 
have, over recent decades, defined and used the notion in very different ways 
in their analyses.38 Even so, it is still possible to identify a number of char-
acteristics as to the manner in which the theoretical concept is interpreted. 

First of all, the gaze comprises more than the physiological and natu-
ral aspects of the eye alone. Rather, emphasis is on the cultural-historical, 
social, and ideological dimensions of observation. The starting point for a 
great deal of the study into the gaze is the assumption that our socio-cul-
tural existence impacts how we look.39 In his classic study Painting and Ex-
perience in Fifteenth-Century Italy (1972), which has influenced much of sub-
sequent art history research into the gaze, Michael Baxandall argues that 
people view images, including paintings, in different ways because their ex-
periences, and the knowledge and skills based on these, vary. However, due 
to significant similarities in the experiences of people belonging to the same 
social group in a certain period – a given society within a particular time 
frame – they also share a distinctive cognitive style: the visual skills that are 
brought to bear on complex visual stimulations, such as paintings.40

The finding that the gaze should be viewed as a cultural-historical con-
struction also implies that there is no such thing as a ‘pure eye’ that ab-
sorbs an already existing reality or collects information in a neutral manner. 
Rather, the gaze is akin to the concept of ‘discourse’. The French philoso-
pher Michel Foucault used this term to refer to a group of texts that both 
determine and constrain what, at a specific historical moment, can be said 
about a particular subject. Foucault demonstrated that the changing way in 
which ‘madness’ has been viewed over time was determined by prevailing 
discourses on such fields as medicine, law, and education. The representa-
tion of a certain gaze may be a major instrument of power in the construc-
tion and reinforcement of discourses as, for example, it lays down what is 
considered ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’. In medicine too, to give another exam-
ple, photographs can be used to visually distinguish between ‘diseased’ and 
‘healthy’ according to the prevailing discourses.41 

The relationship between the gaze and discourse described here also 
serves as a useful framework for a postcolonial approach to the gaze in co-
lonial travel texts. With the adoption of this perspective, the texts by Euro-
pean authors about ‘the East’ are not considered merely neutral collections 
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of accurate travel observations on local customs or architecture. Rather, the 
Western gaze is shaped, culturally and ideologically, by a colonial discourse. 
It is particularly in the wake of Edward Said’s influential study Orientalism 
(1978) – in which he demonstrated that the European gaze on the Orient is 
a means of subordinating the latter to the former – that the use of the gaze 
as an imperial power instrument has been actively theorised.42 The colonial 
processing of ‘the East’ is expressed, for instance, in the binary oppositions 
that Western observers set up as they gaze.43 As it places ‘the East’ / nature / 
emotionality / the primitive on one side of the equation, and the West / cul-
ture / rationality / civilisation on the other, it succeeds in creating a sanc-
tifying Western identity at the expense of the antithetical East. At the same 
time, it may also express the colonial hierarchy in the representation of in-
terpersonal gazing patterns. ‘Rulers look’, as Jeremy Hawthorne articulates, 
exposing another binary opposition, ‘and those ruled – including the “sub-
ject races” of oppressed people – avert their eyes’.44

In summary, this article views the gaze as a construction that is deter-
mined and constrained by prevailing discourses. In colonial travel texts the 
gaze may contribute actively to the creation of imperial practices and the 
maintenance of the colonial status quo.

Men carrying coal in Port Said, June 1920. National Museum of World  Cultures, 
TM-60035099.
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The Aestheticising Gaze

In his Indies travel letters, Couperus makes frequent use of the metaphor of 
the painting to depict what he sees in the Orient. One notable example is his 
description of some Arabic men who he sees on his outward voyage in Port 
Said – the town that represents the boundary between East and West in colo-
nial literature, and therefore in the colonial discourse embedded in it.45 The 
men carrying coal to the hold of the ship via gangplanks are rendered thus 
by Couperus: ‘The dusky, singing toilers were indeed a picture in black against 
the blue of sky and sea.’46 Eastern architecture, nature, and population take 
centre stage in representations that will, in his subsequent feuilletons, in-
spire him to the use of the qualification ‘picturesque’ or other painting-re-
lated vocabulary, as in this description: ‘The little trees […] sharply outlined 
against a golden rosy haze, as the sun sets’.47

The imagery itself and the instances where it occurs in Couperus are 
hardly original in colonial literature. Much like Couperus’ (ostensibly) 
non-fictional story, W.F. Margadant’s novel Voor drie jaren naar de Oost (1890, 
For Three Years to the East Indies) opens with a steamship voyage from the 
Netherlands to the Indies. Having arrived at Port Said, where most passen-
gers decide to go and explore the city, the omniscient narrator describes 
some ‘dark-skinned individuals’, who are ‘carrying, waiting, or looking to 
secure some job or other’, upon which he concludes that ‘painter’s models’ 
[are] ‘literally there for the taking in the Egyptian seaport city’.48

These past decades, various post-colonial literary scholars have theo-
rised about the power that radiates from the Western aestheticising gaze 
towards non-Western people and places.49 In this context, they have also 
studied the presumed imperial effects of ‘the picturesque East’ as a topos in 
colonial travel texts. For example, Mary Louise Pratt deals with imagery in 
her influential, ideology-critical study Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Trans-
culturation from 1992.50 She discusses the cliché in her post-colonial analysis 
of a number of texts about Central Africa by nineteenth-century British ex-
plorers, including Richard Burton’s The Lake Regions of Central Africa (1860). 
As does Couperus, they use qualifications such as ‘picturesque’ in their writ-
ings to characterise what they observe in the Orient.51 Similarly, they use 
vocabulary borrowed from drawing, such as ‘sharply pencilled’, in their de-
scriptions of Eastern landscapes.52

As Pratt demonstrates, the painterly cliché of these Victorian explorers 
is part of a characteristic and more comprehensive imperial rhetoric of ver-
bal painting. Via this linguistic strategy, British explorers were able to ac-
complish a specific meaning-conferring task: they turned their travel texts 
into highlights of the geographical ‘discoveries’ made in England’s name for 
their European readers. Since Pratt’s typology of the picturesque Victorian 
exploration rhetoric also serves as a useful framework for a critical analysis 
of the aestheticising gaze on the Indies in Couperus’ travel text and for an 
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assessment of its imperial effects, I briefly set out here the three rhetorical 
devices she distinguishes.

First, the landscape is aestheticised. In the travel texts, the view is treat-
ed as if it were a painting, with the ‘spectacle’ described accordingly, as hav-
ing, for example, a foreground and a background. Second, the explorers as-
pired to lexical density in their texts. They larded their descriptions with 
numerous adjectives that refer to objects and materials, thus depicting the 
landscape as extremely rich. Noun-derived adjectives referring to a colour 
are repeatedly used to connect ‘the East’ to the culture of the home coun-
try. Burton for instance speaks of ‘steel-coloured mountains’ as he describes 
Lake Tanganyika (Central Africa).53 Besides these strategies of aesthetici-
sation and lexical density, Pratt distinguishes a third and final strategy in 
the imperial rhetoric of verbal painting: the conferment upon the viewer of 
power over what they gaze at.

Whilst it almost goes without saying that we encounter the above fea-
tures in more travel texts than just those of Western colonial travellers, it 
is also the case that the rhetoric in imperialistic contexts produces its own 
unique effect. For instance, both the aestheticisation and the creation of lex-
ical density helped the explorers increase the value that the West placed on 
their feats. After all, this value lay in the aesthetic pleasure of the ‘discov-
ered’ areas. According to Pratt, without this added value of the explorers’ 
own making, the explorations would remain the meaningless events they 
in reality were. In practice, the ‘discovery’ often came down to finding (i.e., 
looking at) a place that was well-known to the indigenous population – and 
with their help, to boot. The rhetoric of verbal painting in general, and the 
metaphor of the painting in particular, ultimately create a power relation 
between gazer and gazed upon, allowing the former to wield power over the 
latter. The Western explorer is the one to depict ‘the East’ as a painting; ‘the 
East’ itself has no influence whatsoever on the viewpoint from which it is be-
ing shown, nor on what is, and is not, portrayed. The gazing author is, more-
over, the one who assumes the authoritarian position to evaluate his own 
verbal painting, which is presented in the text itself as truthful. As the Orient 
is repeatedly said to be occasionally lacking aesthetically, ‘the East’ is defined 
as an area in need of the ‘innocent’ beautifying intervention from the West.

Couperus’ Aestheticising Gaze

Even though Couperus is a tourist rather than an explorer, his Oostwaarts 
abounds with passages in which all the three elements distinguished by 
Pratt come together. How Couperus captures in words his gaze on Lake 
Toba (Sumatra) and the mountains surrounding it – the type of location that 
would frequently lead the Victorian traveller to a descriptive tour de force as 
well – is a good example:
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As we speed across the lake, we are constantly surprised by the almost square ba-
sins, surrounded by steep white mountains […]. Promontories covered with tall 
green feather grass jut out; it is the idyllic stalks that convey something pastoral 
to nature here, as they jut out against the blue sky. […] Slender proas, with a carved 
and coloured fish or dragon-design on bow and stern, and square, pale-hued sails 
are sharply outlined against light and water. There is scarcely a ripple on the water 
– these tints are astonishingly vague. We had never pictured such opal softness, 
which is Oriental still, because it cannot be compared to anything else. […] In the 
lake lie fishermen’s nets, beneath the surface and on bamboo scaffoldings under 
a little shed in the water, the slim poles looking like streaks of sepia. Vaguely out-
lined against the pearly light, the small, dark, shadowy forms of fishermen as they 
sit and watch their nets can sometimes be seen.54 

That Couperus aestheticises the Indies in this passage is evidenced by his de-
scription of the view as if it were a painting with phrases like ‘streaks of se-
pia’. His penchant for lexical density is apparent from the use of such adjec-
tives as ‘opal’ and ‘pearly’. Further, Indonesian nature is incorporated into 
a European discourse through the word ‘idyllic’: the word goes back to the 
peaceful, pastoral descriptions of classical poets such as Theocritus and Vir-
gil. Lastly, it is Couperus who decides what is and is not depicted and, if so, 
from what perspective – although, incidentally, he did not feel completely 
free to do so. He took the brief he had received very seriously and ever bore in 
mind the expectations and wishes of his audience and commissioner.55 This 
partially explains why any elements that might detract from ‘the charming 
picture’ are absent from his text.56 Further, the writer is the one who evalu-
ates the scene of his own creation, as he states, for example, that the tints ‘al-
most astonish’ him. All in all, we see how the old, imperial rhetoric of verbal 
painting lives on unabated in his travel letters.

The aestheticising commonplace of the picture and the rhetoric of ver-
bal painting are part of a far greater effort on Couperus’ part to aestheticise 
the Indies in its entirety in Oostwaarts. Numerous other forms of art – rang-
ing from sculpture and ceramics to literature and music – form part of his 
strategy to make the Dutch Indies into a beautiful object of art. To this end, 
he likes to adopt an aestheticising manner of wording. A shed becomes a 
‘jewel-shrine’.57 ‘In spite of our modern vehicle the view [on Sumatra’s land-
scape] is full of poetry.’58 Wajang Tjina players look, to Couperus, ‘like tiny 
figures escaped from the finest egg-shell teacup’.59 Even the colonial hierar-
chical tradition cannot escape Couperus’ aestheticising gaze. The manner in 
which the Indies was governed (particularly in the past) is full of splendour, 
Couperus finds: ‘I have always found something beautiful in this upward 
grade, this hierarchic tradition. Possibly because as an artist I have an eye for 
harmony and rhythm, and that in this mode of Government, this simulta-
neous service and rule, I saw signs of such rhythm and harmony.’60

Its large scale apart, another striking feature of Couperus’ aestheticising 
enterprise concerns the distinction he makes between the indigenous and 
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European population. Focusing on the figurative canvases he makes during 
his journey, we notice how the indigenous population is not given any in-
dividual role to play in them. In the description of Lake Toba quoted above, 
for instance, we get ‘the small, dark, shadowy forms of fishermen’, whilst 
the Sundanese women who contribute to the many-coloured pageant of 
the market in Garut (Java), into which the Western pleasure traveller can 
immerse himself, remain types.61 In stark contrast to these are the almost 
ubiquitous individualised representations of Europeans, and then, almost 
exclusively, of ‘the big men’ among them, portrayed in the manner of the 
silhouette.62

Finally, we see in Couperus’ aestheticising techniques how the trans-
formative power of his gaze – which, amongst others, recasts indigenous 
people as beautiful objects – is repeatedly masked in the text. Put different-
ly, the beauty of ‘the East’ is represented in his Indies feuilletons as reali-
ty, and not, therefore, as something that has been constructed consciously 
or unconsciously by the author’s Western gaze (and socio-culturally deter-
mined mindset). How the writer makes it appear as if the picturesque quali-
ty of what he sees is something that has simply come about of its own accord 
and without his interference is illustrated by his description of ‘the antique 
houses in the Chinese and Cingalese native quarters’ in Ceylon: ‘With their 
pillars and their low sloping roofs, they lie tucked away in a wealth of green. 
Such a house is indeed picturesque, especially when the little door is ajar, 
giving a glimpse into a dark interior alive with bits of vivid colour.’63 Whilst 
this quote also serves to demonstrate that Couperus likes to mask his own 
share in the creation of picturesque scenes, this comes to the fore even more 
in Met Louis Couperus in Afrika (With Louis Couperus in Africa). The ‘band of 
small, little Arabs, pushing and shoving’ who are peeping from behind a 
railing during an Arab wedding in the Algiers casbah are rendered thus: ‘a 
painting, as it is ever a painting here, unsought, and come into being by itself’.64

Couperus’ aestheticisation has the effect, first and foremost, of increas-
ing the value of his own journey and of the Dutch East Indies as a whole. 
In his travel letters the colony emerges as one large, splendid, and valuable 
possession of which ‘the small mother country’ can be justly proud. Height-
ening the value of the Indies with his aestheticising gaze, the author simul-
taneously increases the power of the Netherlands as coloniser, with ‘the 
mysticism and the immensity of this world of the East […] dominated by a 
small Western country’.65 Moreover, any detrimental effects of the coloni-
al presence are erased. Couperus’ gaze makes Sumatra, Java, and Bali into 
‘lands of almost idyllic charm’ and, at the same time, into alluring tourist 
destinations for his Western audience.66 By the same token, his gaze margin-
alises the Indonesian population. Persons from this group are frequently de-
humanised and deprived of their individuality by the aestheticisation ploy. 
They are reduced to art objects and/or general types – a treatment, however, 
that is never extended to Europeans. In this way, the text produces the racial 
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inequality that is inextricably bound up with colonial ideology. As Coupe-
rus masks his own beautifying contribution and presents the aestheticis-
ing gaze as ‘neutral’, the artistic scenes that are constructed of the Indies in 
Oostwaarts are represented as reality.

Couperus’ Aesthetic Gaze

In addition to Couperus’ aestheticising gaze on the Indies, there is his aes-
thetic view of ‘the East’. A critical spectator, he constantly appreciates and 
evaluates the beauty of everything he beholds on his travels (or, rather, his 
own construction of it). If he, as an ‘art critic’, is to arrive at the verdict that 
a certain view has earned the qualification ‘picturesque’, then the entire 
composition needs to be exactly right: organisation, colour, and line are ab-
solutely crucial here. Locations may even lose their ‘picturesqueness’ at a 

Louis Couperus, Elisabeth Couperus-Baud, and Adriana Westenenk- Nering 
Bögel (l.) posing with indigenous children at Lake Toba, 1921. Leiden University 
 Libraries, KITLV 32297.
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second viewing, and no Eastern building is given the qualification unreserv-
edly. In his role as art critic, he considers an array of Eastern artefacts: the 
statues of a man and woman that he sees in Ambon and that he feels to be 
‘clumsy and primitive, dating from a period entirely devoid of art’, wheth-
er the legend that has given the Minangkabau (an ethnic group originally 
from West-Sumatra) and their region their name ‘lacks poetry’, or if the per-
formance of a Javanese tragedy is indeed a ‘wonderfully beautiful specta-
cle’.67 Mediterranean high culture drives the process whereby he reaches his 
verdict: products that originate from these Western civilisations represent 
true art, in his eyes. Hereupon, he draws the conclusion that the areas he has 
visited are largely lacking in ‘art’. 

Yet not all of his pronouncements conform to this same pattern. Accord-
ing to Couperus, it would be an oversimplification to conclude that there is 
no indigenous art to be found at all in ‘the East’. The houses of the Minang-
kabau, their woven baskets, and hampers, for instance, should definitely be 
called art, he argues, even if it takes a Western eye to see this: 

For, of course, these people know nothing about ‘art’: they have never thought 
about it. Everything which they have built, woven and worked for centuries was 
graceful and amazingly beautiful; they have never pondered over this wondrous 
beauty, which is an advantage and at the same time a disadvantage.68

By repeatedly pointing out how the Orient sometimes falls short aestheti-
cally despite all of the beauty with which it is endowed, Couperus adopts the 
kind of imperial power strategy that we encountered earlier in the texts of 
British explorers. The East is represented as an area that is occasionally lack-
ing aesthetically and is therefore in need of the West’s ‘benign and beautify-
ing intervention’.69 In the process, this also serves to legitimise the colonial 
presence. Couperus adds that it is only the Westerner who can discern the 
art of Indonesian artefacts, thus intensifying ‘the East’s’ dependency on the 
West even more. Couperus’ message is that, without any help from the West, 
it would be simply inconceivable that indigenous people could ever over-
come their aesthetic shortcomings. The Westerner needs to be present since 
he alone knows how to distinguish art from non-art.

The Gaze from the Car

With both his aestheticising and aesthetic Western gaze upon ‘the East’, 
Couperus follows a trusted power strategy. However, unlike the nine-
teenth-century ‘explorers’ with their penchant for verbal painting, Coupe-
rus frequently used the car as his chosen platform from which to gaze.

It need not come as a surprise that Couperus on his travels gazed at (and 
aestheticised) many a foreign land as a rear-seat passenger in a motor ve-
hicle. Several unpleasant experiences with other means of transport and a 
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loathing for walking in the tropical heat, since it compromised his pristine 
suits, drew him towards motorised modes of transport.70 In Africa he had 
neither the ‘knees’ nor the ‘patience’ [to] lift up his ‘legs and [to] climb and 
descend stairs and terraces’.71 Similarly, ‘in this sedan-chair I am shaken like 
a will-less bag of sawdust’, so much so that he could feel his stomach turn.72 
To counter such discomfort, he had frequently used the car during earlier 
holidays.73 Further, the taxi ride that took him to the ferry to Harwich short-
ly before his departure for the Indies had pleased him so much that he decid-
ed to henceforth take the car to the Hook of Holland.74

Couperus had already taken part in organised car tours on the Isle of 
Wight off the south coast of England, and in Liguria in Italy, well before his 
arrival in the Indonesian archipelago.75 The planned day trip from Port Said 
to Cairo, however, was something he chose to decline. A sixteen-hour jour-
ney – ten hours by train, and six by car – ‘in order to see Cairo and the Sphinx 
between lunch and tea’ was too much of a good thing, he thought.76 Once he 
had arrived, though, he remained loyal to the car, albeit always as a passen-

European couple in a car, probably in Batavia, circa 1920. Leiden University Librar-
ies, KITLV 30187.
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ger. In order to take in a crater lake, a kampong, a leper house, trading com-
panies, theatrical performances, the port facilities in Belawan, the Sultan of 
Deli’s official reception palace, the Great Mosque, a Hindu temple in Med-
an, the landscape of Brastagi, and the petroleum refinery during his three-
week sojourn on Sumatra, he turned time and again to the car. Indeed, he 
continued to favour the car on the subsequent islands that he visited. ‘We 
have even motored across Celebes’, he remarked with some pride at the end 
of his Indies travels.77

Cars and Infrastructure in the Dutch East Indies

Some fifty years after the first steamship departed from the Netherlands 
for the Indies, two decades after the first steam train operated in the Indies, 
and one year after the first motorcycle appeared there, the Western car be-
gan its advance across ‘the East’.78 In 1894, the Sunan of Solo became the very 
first automobile owner in the entire Dutch realm – incidentally, the ‘mother 
country’ did not welcome its first car until 1896. Pakubuwono X of Surakarta 
was in all likelihood the very first reigning prince to own one. He had a Benz 
Phaeton – a car with canopy and summer roof that seated eight, and that had 
a five-hp engine and wooden wheels. The vehicle was brought over from Eu-
rope at a cost of ten thousand guilders.

Whereas he was the only person in 1894 to be driven around Java in his krè-
ta sètan (‘devil’s carriage’), more and more wealthy European men would over 
the following years import a Benz, Peugeot, Daimler, or Decauville to the In-
dies. The number of cars on Java had already risen to nine thousand towards 
the end of World War I. Within that same time frame, the vehicle had also 
started its advance throughout the plantations in Deli. The arrival of motor-
ised transport also set in motion infrastructural developments and changes 
in laws and regulations. For example, roads were paved over, maximum speed 
limits were introduced, and it became mandatory to have a driving licence as 
of 28 November 1899. Besides, more and more people began to work as trades-
men, business reps, or taxi drivers – a line of work mostly chosen by indige-
nous men – thus earning a living from the automobile. However, any auto-
motive triumph was rather short-lived. Curtailed by the Great Depression 
only three years after reaching a maximum number of 12,500 imported pri-
vate cars in the Dutch East Indies in 1929, the number dropped to below 2,000. 

At the time of Couperus’ explorations of the archipelago, motorised ve-
hicles were used for all manner of purposes in the Indies. They transported 
goods, featured in military actions, and took plantations doctors to their pa-
tients, they were also a status symbol. Those who had risen to great heights, 
were able to show off their number plate, its format partly determined by 
the owner’s civil rank. Thus, there is an abundance of photographs that have 
survived, showing proud Europeans who had themselves photographed sit-
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ting before their house with a car and an Indonesian chauffeur.79

On the basis of travel guides to the Indies dating from the period of 
Couperus’ visit we can safely say that motor vehicles had also entered the 
Indies world of tourism by the early 1920s. Come to Java (1922) – published 
by the ‘Official Tourist Bureau’ in Weltevreden (Batavia) – admittedly gives 
more space to the comfortable and faster train journey to and from all the 
important tourist centres in ‘one of the most successful colonial systems 
existing’, but it also points out, on numerous occasions, the possibility of 
travelling by car, with information on rates and how to order one.80 Coup-
erus, for his part, records how they ‘decided to go by motor from Brastagi, 
along the Lake of Toba to the Padang Uplands’, calling his trip ‘a great feat 
of tourism’.81

Changes in the field of transportation and infrastructure are inextri-
cably bound up in a colonial context, with the maintenance and reinforce-
ment of the imperial status quo. The German anthropologist Erdmute Alber 
points out that transport systems are always embedded in social structures 

An ambulance, presumably of the army on Java, circa 1910. Leiden University Li-
braries, KITLV 114861. 
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that reflect and create relations of power.82 Transport systems are more than 
just a technical means of moving people and things from A to B. Alber shows 
that the history of the introduction of the car in the then French colony of 
Dahomey – present-day Benin (West Africa) – lays bare the hierarchy of the 
contemporary colonial system and how it served to perpetuate this system. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, ownership (or indeed, non-own-
ership) of a car became an effective instrument with which to create and 
consolidate both economic and social, as well as symbolic boundaries be-
tween white rulers and black subordinates. These boundaries in their turn 
structured everyday life in the colonies.83 

Alber’s description of how the car was introduced in Dahomey in-
cludes some distressing episodes, in which European rulers underhandedly 
bought cars with money that had been earmarked for the indigenous chiefs 
and local population during World War I.84 The situation sketched here 
bears some striking resemblances with that in the Dutch East Indies. For in-
stance, in both colonies, any profit made by the indigenous population was 
small compared to that which the European population reaped from the 
new means of transport and infrastructure. The automotive industry itself 
was mainly a European and American affair. The indigenous population in 
the Dutch East Indies and the African in Dahomey alike were forced to con-
struct motorways and/or improve and maintain existing roads.85 Further, 
the enormous amounts spent on infrastructure in Dahomey and the Indies 
were grossly disproportionate to the then small number of cars in the two 
countries. Alber consequently views these large-scale investments in infra-
structure as an expression of the colonial regime’s need to control and reg-
ulate.86 In the Indies too, infrastructural projects were emphatically bound 
up with the power of the colonial administration. Even where their practi-
cal use was, to say the least, doubtful, their construction was still pursued, 
simply because they enhanced the rulers’ prestige.87 In addition, the traffic 
laws imposed in the Dutch Indies consolidated the hierarchical difference 
between Europeans and Indonesians – as did legislation in other fields.88 
The Handboek voor automobilisten en motorwielrijders (circa 1920, Handbook for 
Motorists and Riders of Motorcycles), a publication by the Java Motor Club 
(founded in 1906), illustrates the point perfectly. Apparently, different pen-
alties applied to European and indigenous violators of the ‘regulation on 
the use of motor vehicles on the road from Pasrepan to Tosari’ – a regulation 
that mainly governs the times when one can and cannot drive on the road: 

Violation of this regulation, which is deemed to have been committed by the driv-
er of the vehicle, is punishable, if the violation is committed:
a  by a European or an individual of equal status by a fine of up to f 100,- (one 

hundred guilders) or by a prison sentence not exceeding eight days;
b  by a Native or an individual of equal status by a fine of up to f 100,- (one hun-

dred guilders) or by labour at the public works for subsistence without pay 
for a period of time not exceeding thirty days.89 
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Drivers in their cars on Kings Square (Koningsplein) in Batavia, circa 1915. Leiden 
University Libraries, KITLV 153781.
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Couperus’ Gaze from the Car

The link between car (use), infrastructure, and the perpetuation of the co-
lonial system is on occasion established in Oostwaarts, as Couperus makes 
an explicit and direct connection between the arrival of the car in the Indies 
and an improvement of the colonial system. Upon the remark that an in-
spector could now visit as many as eight or nine enterprises a week, he ex-
claims: ‘Hail to the motor, which has made this possible.’90

Much more often, however, the verdict is less pronounced, with rep-
resentations of automobility and infrastructure underpinning the colonial 
ideology more subtly. The moment that car problems arise on an unpaved 
road, for instance, gives the writer a chance to establish a hierarchy in the 
text by reproducing the binary opposition of the ‘subordinate’, ‘indolent’ 
East as opposed to the ‘superior’, ‘energetic’ West. Thus, a reality is created in 
which the colonised population could not possibly do without the colonis er. 
This occurs, for example, in Couperus’ account of how the car in which he is 
sitting gets stuck in the mud: 

There we are stuck, we get out and in, are pushed a bit by Chinese coolies, once 
more out and in again. Will a rail wagon be fetched to take us home? We emerge, 
thanks to the energy of a young driller, who himself takes the steering wheel – 
this is only an old motor and the chauffeur can’t get much music out of it – to a 
better bit of road.91

The car thus offers a new opportunity for modelling the dependence of ‘the 
East’ on the West, and for legitimising Western domination – only an ‘en-
ergetic’ European driller can come to one’s rescue and redress the situation. 

It is not only the travel experiences in which car/infrastructure prob-
lems are emphasised that consolidate colonial power structures through a 
return to binary thought patterns. Much the same happens with the gaze 
from the car. In Couperus’ case, the vehicle frequently ‘chugs’, but it also 
‘hastens’ and ‘rushes on’.92 Seen from its interior, the roads ‘shoot out from 
under the car’.93 The very speed of the Western car also forms part of that 
same binary imperial perception in Couperus’ text. Couperus continually 
sets off this speed – seen from a car in motion – against ‘Eastern slowness’, 
in particular the ‘slowness’ of the means of transport that the indigenous 
person supposedly prefers to use. As Couperus gazes from the car over a road 
in northern Sumatra, ‘we see […] a cart drawn by a pensive buffalo, rolling 
slowly along’.94 On Bali he sees, on a daily basis, ‘men and women walk slowly 
and calmly, without hurrying, for many kilometres’ along the roads that glide 
by from under the car.95 These pairs of opposing concepts show how the Eu-
ropean man succeeded in creating a glorious image of himself in colonial 
texts. In the colonial perception contained in these texts, one’s own ‘superi-
or’ Western identity could always be the antithesis of the ‘inferior’ Eastern 
person that he himself had shaped.96
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Additionally, the arrival of the car helped Couperus aestheticise the col-
ony a lot faster than the European travellers preceding him. Gazing from 
the car, he frequently focuses first and foremost on the beauty of the Indies. 
In one instance he spots a ‘lantana […], a thick shrub, with orange-red flow-
ers’, growing ‘luxuriantly along the roads’, whilst in another, he notices ‘a 
pretty road between coconut and banana trees, always green and gold in 
these rainy seasons’.97 It would, however, be a mistake to think that every-
one in Oostwaarts who travelled together with Couperus in the car had the 
time and the opportunity to aestheticise with his own gaze. ‘Both Javanese 
chauffeurs – there are two, who will help and relieve each other on the long 
stretches of the upcoming journey – invariably stare fixedly ahead.’98 They 
may be sitting in the same vehicle, but – because of their job – they do not 
have the same space to gaze as do Europeans in Oostwaarts.

Apart from the fact that Couperus was able to aestheticise a larger part 
of the Indies because he was using a car, this means of transport also affect-
ed his aestheticising gaze in other ways. Earlier, the Dutch literary scholar 
Siegfried Huigen has similarly argued that Couperus’ view on the Orient 
was influenced by his use of this motorised conveyance.99 That the author 
looked at large parts of the Indies sitting in the car’s rear seat next to Euro-
pean travel guides, according to Huigen, led to a reinforcement of the dis-
tant and primarily visual manner of observing, with a concomitant trans-
formation, described by Derek Gregory, from ‘sites’ into ‘sights’.100 Further, 
Huigen points out that it is precisely because of Couperus’ use of the car that 
his observations were less intensive and more transient than those of tour-

Louis Couperus (left), 
accompanied by H.W. 
Hoogland (centre) 
and C.W. Wormser 
(right), motoring in the 
Preanger (West Java). 
Reproduced from Hoog-
land 1963, 10.
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ists without motorised vehicles at their disposal. The ‘gaze’ was replaced, in 
Couperus’ case, with what Jonas Larsen has termed the ‘glance’ – an effect 
that is also revealed by Couperus’ shorter landscape descriptions.101

The gaze from the car thus intensified the aestheticisation of ‘the East’ in 
various ways. First, Couperus was able to aestheticise a much larger area than 
his predecessors within the same time frame. Second, the shift from ‘gaze’ to 
‘glance’ enhanced the efficiency of his aestheticisation in another field as well. 
Besides traces of the Victorian rhetoric of verbal painting, in the travel text 
itself we frequently encounter a much less protracted aestheticising man-
ner of phrasing – two features we dealt with in the previous section. A much 
larger area was aestheticised using the same number of words. Finally, auto-
mobility reinforced the distant and primarily visual observation of the East-
ern world; it became a spectacle, and that in itself entailed aestheticisation.102

Conclusion

A postcolonial analysis of Louis Couperus’ Oostwaarts (1923) lays bare how 
the Western gaze on ‘the East’ was both determined and constrained by 
dominant colonial discourse, and how this discourse was in turn repro-
duced through the construction of a kindred gaze in the colonial travel text. 
Two specific, Western perspectives, which feature prominently in Coupe-
rus’ collected travel observations on the Indies, were central to the analysis: 
the aestheticising gaze upon ‘the East’ and the gaze upon the colony from 
the car. 

With both Western perspectives, Couperus exercised power over ‘the 
East’. As he recurrently returned to painting-related imagery, repeatedly 
portrayed the Orient as picturesque, and made frequent use of an aestheti-
cising manner of phrasing, he was not only able to increase the value of the 
Dutch East Indies, but also the power of ‘the mother country’. In addition, 
we notice that his gaze from the (moving) car is structured by binary forms 
of thinking that create a distinction between East and West. It is thus that 
the ‘fast Western car’ comes to find itself in opposition to the ‘slow Indies 
buffalo cart’. 

On the basis of the representations that Couperus gives of the Indies in 
his travel letters, it can also be argued, moreover, that there is an intersec-
tional relationship between his aestheticising gaze and his gaze from the 
car. The combination of these two Western perspectives brought about a 
unique visual exercising of power. The two gazes interact in such a way that 
the imperial effect is intensified. The fact that the gaze upon the Orient – its 
population, nature, and architecture – from the car is more transient and 
more distant than the gaze of the traveller on foot, thus contributed to an 
aestheticising divide between East and West, as well as a marginalisation of 
the indigenous population. 
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Let me finally point out that for this article I have focused on only two 
Western perspectives on ‘the East’ and on the way in which they are close-
ly interwoven. Converging in all the images – whether photographs, paint-
ings, or travel texts – are many more gazes. For example, in the present case 
study both the ‘queer gaze’ and the ‘tourist gaze’ would also have yielded 
productive perspectives. Therefore, the idea that we could ever discern some 
all-encompassing gaze from all the different threads that comprise the 
smaller gazes is, to my mind, rather utopian. I would maintain, nonethe-
less, that in postcolonial research into colonial texts, any power factors that 
are addressed in an analysis should be examined in conjunction with each 
other wherever possible. It is only then that it becomes clear how unique 
forms of power have come about in specific cultural-historical situations. 
The colonial discourse that determined and constrained Couperus’ gaze on 
the Indies not only encompassed the aestheticising imperial strategies that 
already featured in works by nineteenth-century explorers about the Ori-
ent; changes in mobility – specifically the new gaze from the moving car on 
the Indies – were similarly incorporated effortlessly into colonial discourse.
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In 1594, the first Dutch ships sailed to ‘the East’. Throughout the seventeenth 
and eighteenth century, almost five thousand ships were sent to the Dutch East 
Indies, attracting a growing number of travellers, with trade as one of the ma-
jor incentives. In addition to Dutch missionary ambitions, progress and tech-
nological innovations not only fed the growing hunger for expansion, but also 
stirred an appetite for adventure. The hope for a life in welfare is mirrored in 
the growing numbers of passengers travelling ‘East’ in the nineteenth century 
and the first half of the twentieth century. At the same time, Javanese travellers 
started to explore their homeland as well. Travelling the Dutch East Indies not 
only offers a diverse picture of travel and a critical perspective on the  colonial 
ideology with which it is associated, but also shows how the collections of Lei-
den University Libraries can serve as a rich source for all kinds of historical 
re search.
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